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try number of the American Agriiituiist :
burning wet or damp wood, or coal.
cad of dry. is much more wasteful
expensive than most people imagine,
the subject is worthy of attention,
a. when we an
using muc’.i fuel, and
u
might to be providing a supply
'd bn' the rest
t the year, where
used.
An extensive series of
'incuts, recently made at Boclmm,
.. i
many, shows that six tons oi finely
Ion dry coal gives as nun li heat as
ut seven tons burned as wet as it
be li water wci'c dashed upon it
drained off lor a short time.
And
the condition of much coal kept in
;
.1' vaults, leaky
sheds, or out-ofThe lesson is obvious: keep the
.ii :i a dry place and condition, and 5
! I pci cent. less, according to its finess. o.
be needed to obtain the same
heat.
I here is a good scientific explanation
s
Water, iii changing to steaui, or
that '.;:i Iry ug off,
c
s.
,,j- makes latent, about
lJHHi
If heated to dig deg.,
gives if heat.
e
bog point, the steam really conus about I,.'mi degrees of heat,
al_h only gig degrees ate sensible, or
v:
by the thermometer.
The waste of beat is still greater in
The sap or
i:g gret n r wot wood.
wale! uses lip
that is, carries off in a
•
it smte.- a very large portion of tbit p;educed by its carbon, or its dry
ferial.
As much man and team powicon,red to haul three or four cords
green wood as for six or eight cords of
voiTim iessi n is cut the fuel,
;
is to be used,
s.,,
-a as t, e !y
flu giovc: haul it home when well
id kt ep it n a di y place for use.
w
uth far u * re ;<>r beating purses than
f burned green, or wet, nr
:i
tin1 only exception to this
en
o'. ■
men by reason of easier bauls,
sn w. and on account of tne leisot m ii an i teams in winter, it may
peiiiebt to haul home the green
then but in al! cases let it be well
::
bebee it is used.
■
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Kextord. nl Wisconsin, preAmerican Agricult
:in\ii:_ plan for a “house" for

tec Januai
.1

sheep.
I
_!

■■'!

-a;

aa

lately seen a bouse for sheep, so
improvement on the shelters

lied, that I think a deseripc given lot those reatlers of
si: .M
:
vic-i a .,n Agriculturist who live in
:
i-., mg localities. This “house"
ip. and warm, and has the great
r
affording the sheep a place
:hc> can stav by themselves. In
-•
barn-yards at the West the sheep
take their chances tit the straw-rack,
: n_
tin- winter, along with calves.
v1
itt le, and somett the cost of their lives.
The
>Ln
house is built of boards, nailed to
; iitia:' icticc posts, and is about its high
c
i.-ii.c
fence
Several poles ate
a
across tltc top of these hoards to
torn a support for the straw which is to
tic-m in the center is a ventilator,
:
d
four, six, nr eight-inch boards.
nl eg,cher. This should be long
gli
gh tin straw No
•, n h
use shoultl la- without an escape
t. r ‘..ail
air
At one corner of
1
Cic :<■- .!• is ah. entrance, lilliit also
:
Is, 1, a a ii ’ll posts about
a;;,:
’naif or three feet high : it is
feet an*i a half wide, and cov; v.
lot
with boards to hold up the
a
1 ins entrance runs from tin- out; the
k t the house, like a tonlow "hat no calf would he
: ■!
ic !
c'.ti t :;, ccnst-i]ueutly tlie sheep
cc’c fi if. the intrusion of
ro
n :.:s
This
use. and the paslife to i. sic -'ild be '111i 11 liefore
a 1 , rc tin
straw clack is to be
iesl'
t
n ried on to
The straw an be
T
in this way, at lit
ft on: the machine.
a w;n::;
place of shelter can
•Apt :
When it ions calves or colts
'cade.
ett get out o!
their
.use
hem. they
:\
It Atuild bt- better for a!’ if cattle
•a :
wet'
iofst
kept in a separate ento.
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Brighton Cattle Market.
Wkdxesdav, Dee. J(i.
Amount of Htwk at market: Cattle, 254-1; sheeji
aii'l lambs, .'1,1*1, divine,
teals, -il; 11 u111!

advocates the use of dry
the following article from the

<>iangc Judd
i .i
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The

in
all

are

to

and

No liaml lint wind* sonu' thread:
It cannot stand quite still till it is dead
Hut what it spins and winds a little ski in.
God made each liaml for work -not toil-stain
is required, lint every liaml
spin* though hut rope* ,,f *:uul
It hive should eonio,
stooping above when we are done.
To title) bright threads
Thill we have held, (hat we min spin them

Effect.

longer--

Find but shreds
That break when touched, how cold,
sad. shivering, portionless, the hands will hold
The broken strand* and know
Fresh cause for woe.

Lyes brighten, checks become rosy, muscles gain
strength ny the u-e of Brown's Iron Bitters.
made the mule kick you?” “Do von think
fool enough to go back and ask him'”

“W hai

Your vital energy is
of Wheat Bitters.

delicieni;

restore

i.a
is not the
pme bled
].• .•titable for farmers to keep.
Mi.
have tried 0 need a herd of
: od
file
annuals have failed.
pi.:
The writer
i-gin with .< large
ei
iitly visited a herd 1 Jersey cattle,
'Hie .,f tiie cows in which had cost many
The product in
hundreds of dollars.
:al milk fr ;u these animals is not
u li over that of th<-grade cow as to
The managemt tin* prii s paid.
ment that such close bred stock requires
in a ; gi eater than that of grade stock:
.ii i>. crosses between the pure blood
n
Pure blood anithe native, stock.
s and herds, like the one above meni!. are Hi value as breeding centers,
in mi which the great mass of common
k can be built up. At a low estim.::r the value of the grade product can
inised <15 or <g0 each, the first sea-m.
It may be that a farmer with a
herd of grades thus produced can
rg
r: id to keep two or three pure blood
animals for further improvement of the
In rd. but in many cases it will be better
replenish the pure blued from one of
the centers of such stock. It is a nation;m blessing that “fancy farmers,” as they
me
sometimes called, are pleased to
make such large investments in pure
blood stock, for by this means the supply uf any breed is kept up. It would be
a calamity it
from any cause these carefuliy managed herds should all be brokIt is through them
en up and scattered.
that the whole live stock of the country
is to be improved by a gradual process
of grading.
In this important work the
less fortune-favored stockmen may find
a
profitable field of labor. [ I>r. 15. I'.
Halstead.
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it b> tree

Squashes

should go into winter quar-

to;* tree from all bruises, otherwise they
In the age of homespun,
will not keep.

squashes kept fairly

in

the

old-style

kitchen, where the big hack-log and the
large fed of coal* prevented freezing at
right. Tbe> were sometimes put upon

shell, hut were oftener suspended hv a
piece of listing front the ceiling or side of
tin- room. 'Hie main thing is a dry temperature. from forty to sixty degrees,
and the more even the temperature, tlie
We have succeeded in keeping
better.
.-quashes in the attic of a furnace-heated
In the coldest days
house until April.
and nights they were covered with a
quilt. The varieties were the old-fash1 ned Crook-neck, the Hubbard anil the
Marblehead.
Squashes do not keep well
in a cellar or in the basement rooms of a
house. The squash, aside from the excellent [lies made from it, is a toothsome
vegetable, and ought to be in every
home.
Hex
manure

H.iM

iiE

and

Ashes.
Is hen
wood ashes
Sr hscriijek.

improved by having

mixed with it f

Answer.
Xo, it is not. On the contract', it is seriously injured by the loss of
ammonia which occurs. The hen manure
may be mixed with plaster or line, dry
sand, muck or loam. [Lewiston Journal.
If farmers were as careful to save their
"ats, hay, fodder, etc., in the best possible condition, as they are to have their
own food
properly prepared, the cattle’s
food would be made more nutritious and
more

palatable.

Thrilling

use

[All

"What would \ on do. Mr. M if your wife died?”
asked Mrs. D.
.Sir. M. who is va ry methodical)—I
would bwrv her.
Beautiful
1 he

«»f Pearl's White

u.-e

(.lyeerine

renders the

•Way ,-iiould not \\ omen whistle?” They
good many <u them when they want a new

cure-

A
do.
bonnet

have to whistle for it.

The best preventive of fever and ague and all
miasmatic diseases
Wheat Bitters.
On** It in'
w ill pro\ e this.
Sold by all druggist-.

"Why

i> a young
a young lady.
white when he

a.-ked
turns

man

like

a

kernel of corn?"

Because, said another, “he

pops."

•‘AdimwniS Cough Balsam still continues to sell
better with us than any oilier cough preparation; in
la t, we sell more of it than all others together.
It
sells itself.
.J. W PERKINS & ( <>..
Wholesale Druggists, Portland. Me."
Ii a two-vheelod wagon is a bicycle and a
wheeled w igoii a trieycle, what would you
tive-w heeled one ? V hide of course.

three
all

a

Free of Charge.
-uttering from Coughs, ( olds. Asthma, Bronchitis. Loss of Voice, or any affection of
the Thp»a: and Lungs, are requested to call at R. 11.
Moody'.- Drug store and get a Trial Bottle of Dr.
A 1 persons

King'-

V w Di-cover, for Consumption, n-e> uf
charge, wiirii will convince them "f it- wonderful
merit- and show what a regular dollar size liottle
will do
c all early.
T mkins County, N. Y
tin 'light lie bad
disc ca red the secret of presen ing eggs, but after
12o.noc had spoiled on hi iiat 1 he c. included t hat
A

man :

a

he hadn’t.

Despised.
die unthinking. Burdock !;ns been considered
a weed, and it-luxuriant growth, unpleasant smell,
etc., has rendered It. to those “nor knowing it< vir: ***' ." a nuisance, tit; i
yet the rout has long been acknowledged by savants as most invaluable as a
iiurctn
rient and blood purifier
Bri:t»«»cK
o
BllIK!;- ‘.in''CiIv all it- good qiialitie-.
Price $ 1 .•
tri ll size lu
a1-.
For -ale by R. II

By
—

Moody, Belfast.

The op» lat ms in mythical mine.- are always willto M rvervmdy In; but then* i- quit
a' difference bet w( eii letting y<«w in and letting you win.

ing

Q,uick

Work.

The i»it M a human le-ing li!:-and “niptics itself about 7' time- in a minute
T increase nr re
laid till.- eperatici, :•> t.
ofien / rinu: /nr ir xi fenee
of .-onie di-order and, generally -l eaking, oi-ease.
I>r. Grave-' IP-art Regulator will correct ail disorder-and cure all diseases of the heart.
All druggist- -e! it for one dollar per botlle.
■

>

The difl'erence between a tree and a dog i- that
the bark (*»'the ciitt
i-more ihan -kin deep. That
is the re; -mi why so lew people lied any beauty in
it.
I iebig \ ompany
Beet Tonic m ii.
combined a- it l- with Coca, quinine, and ir- n,
form- a. :.ic-1 \aluab e adjunct t
tin practice •!'
medicine. From the experience we haw had wim
it. .’. av forced to -peak in it- favor, and t reem
mend its use.
I»— t. iron. and (juinine cannot he
-or; a.--(d by any otln r three ingredient.- in or out
of tin
li-pensatcry, for invigorating an enfeebled
sy-tem. and when such remedies can heobtabnm
oi b tied, from so reliable a house
I i big’s, it
bell
the profession to patronize the same to
th* 1'uMest extent.”
Prof. ('. 11 Wilkins*m, M. D.,
Editor Te\a.- Medical and Surgical Re ord.
v
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.niebody say s that
as they are painted.”
painted frightfully.

••ballei girls, arc
We hope m i.

nd so

had

Thev

are

llosrs. Fly Bros., I »ruggist-. s )weg<>, N. V
AImu:; a year since a gentleman from Orwell, l*a.,
•■ailed in> attention to y*m ('ream Balm as a remelie wa- so earnest
dy for ( atarrli, liny Fever. A.<
in asserting i! to be a positive cure, (himself having
be en cored by it that 1 was induced to purchase a
-i *rk.
! nui-t say that the Balm lias met my best
expectations, ha\ ing already effected ;l number of
cures in thi- locality.
1 am using it with beneficial
effectRespectfully, p. F. II Y ATT. M. 1>- Bord.-li
,f
town,
()»t. •>(». INS'
Having been afflicted with Catarrh n I cold in
the
id. I tried a great many remedies w ithout any
beneii< ial effect-, at la.-I 1 used 1.1 .-'(ream Balni,
which effectu.illv cured me. 1 consider it a duty I
owi suffering humanity to recommend it t * othersutiering from 1 lie same, almost universal, American dise i-e.
W. II. I. Hit.LAKI>, denti.-t, Borden*215*2
town, N. d. o t. 25, isso. Price 50 cts.
'-

The

Park.
deal

dogs are chasing all the deer out of Central
Well, -ays the N V. Dispatch, we’ve chased
ourself, and can sympathize with the dog-.

SKINNY MBN.
“Wells' Health Renewer” restores health and

vig«

r.

ty

$i.

<

avcs

Dv-pep-ia, Impotence,

>e.\ual Debili-

lyrJT

(fray—Pack with box live dozen nuills.” The
only remarkable thing about this short -entener is
that it contains all the letters of the alphabet.
“d.

“BUCHUPAIBA.”
Quick, complete cure, all annoy ing Kidney, Bladder and Prinary Diseases. SI. Druggists.
A

■"iiangesi in

transfer made on Sunday, is not
notwithstanding th saying. “Better the day

legal,
better the deed.**

“ROUGH ON RATS.”
Clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bed
bugs, skunks, chipmunks, gophers. 15c. Druggists
Mr.
sary.

Howell's
Reason.”
He could

—‘‘Because.*’

novel will be called “A Wo.
This i.- a longer title than neces
express the same idea in one wonl

new

Dr. K i.ink’s Great Ncwc* Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
All tits stopped
free
Send to W31 Arch .Street, Pliila. Pa. t»w4>

“Viola” wants to know what rhymes with honeymoon.
Well, dear, as far as our observation gees,
we think it i- money soon and don’t let your fond
husband forget it.
Welcome.

Why

What makes Floreston Cologne welcome on every
lady’s toilet table is it-i lasting fragrance and rich,

flowery odor.
knocked

south hnd man about crazy b>
that the button he had “by mistake” put in the
tribution box was one oil' his wife’s sack, and
cost thirty cents apiece.
It

a

Good

find
c

on-

they

Advice.

You will prevent and cure the greater part of the
ills that afflict mankind in this*or any section, it you
keep your .stomach, liver and kidneys in perfect
working order. There is no medicine known that
does thi~ as surely as Parker's Ginger Tonic, it will
keep your blood rich and pure, and give you good
health at little cost. See other column.
scientist asserts that all babies are deaf for
some time after their birth.
This is mighty lucky
for the babies, as they don’t hear the miserable
that
i>
gush
always uttered about them.

!

\

One

of the

Brightest Charms

fair face is a Ha. *et of teeth. Tin* ladies being full) alive to this tact, patronize ><)Z< >1)<>\T in
prefer*-nee to any other dentifrice, since they know
oy experience that it preserves like no other the
pristine whiteness and cleanliness of tin* teeth, and
makes a naturally sweet breath additionally fragrant. It is one of the privileges of the Iteaux sex
to look lovely and that proportion of it which uses
SOZODONT, has learned that the article contributes in no small degree to the end in view. All
Im49
druggists sell it.
Of

a

“No.’' said F ogg, **I haven’t read the me-sage It
Isn’t necessary. Those who have read it will he so
proud of it that I shall hear the whole of it a dozen
limes at least before a week has passed.

CONSLTMBTIOJNI

CUBED.

An old physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands by an East India missionary the formula <*f a simple vegetable remedy for
the speedy and permanent cure for Consumption,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma and all throat and
and radical cure
Lung Affections, also a
for Nervous Debility ami all Nervous Complaints,
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of cases, has felt it Ids duty t make
it known to his suffering fellow*. Actuated by this
motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, I
will send free of charge, to all who desire it. this
recipe, in German, French or English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail byaddressing with stamp, naming this paper, \V. A.
Noyes, 149 Power's Block, Rochester, A. I'.
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“I aim to tell the truth.”

acquaintance, “and
in

America.”

you

are

“Yes,” interrupted an
probably the worst shot

Round.j

an is our last story ot the
In December, 1873, the British ship
Del Gratia arrived at Gibraltar with the
Mary Celeste, an American brigantine,
found derelict in latitude 38.21) degrees
north, longitude 17-15 degrees west, but
without any apparent causes for her
abandonment.
The Admiralty Court ordered a special survey. The exterior of
the ship’s hull showed no trace of damage, nor was there any appearance of her
having struck on any rock or ground or
been in collision. The stern, sternpost
and rudder were in good condition.
As
with the exterior so it was with the interior ul the derelict.
A minute examination proved conclusively that no accident had befallen her, and that she had
not encountered very heavy weather, for
the pitch in the water ways had not
started, and the hull, masts and yards
were as perfect as
they well could he.
There was not a crack in the paint of the
deck-lmuse. The seaman’s chests and
sundry articles of clothing on board were
unite dry; moreover, a small phial ot
sewing-machine oil, and a reel and thimble over it, bad not even been upset
The barmuiiicum and the rest of the cabin
lurniture stood in their proper pieces;
the music and books scattered about had
evidently never been wetted. Tile battels
ot spirits, forming tlie ship's cargo, and,
saving one that had started, w ere intact
and in good order.
No bills of lading, no
manifest, rewarded the industry ot active
searchers. They found, however, abundant evidence of the presence of a lady and
a child on board the brigantine.
The last
m.
entry in the log showed that at 8
on tin1 bill 111' November she had
passtd
to the north of .St. Mary, one of the
Azores, but for divers reasons it was inferred that -he was not abandoned until
some day s later.
Why had the Mary Geleste been abanA terrible answer w as suggested
doned.
by the linding of a sword, appearing as if
it had been stained with blood and afterwards wiped ; and the discovery that the
top-gallant sail bore marks of the same
ominous character, while both sides of
the ship’s bow had been cut by some
sharp instrument. The Captain was well
known in Gibraltar, and nobody believed
him capable of lending a hand to the
performance of any foul play. “I p to the
present time," said the Gibraltar Chronicle, of January 20. 1874, “not a word lias
been heard, not a trace discovered, of the
captain, or the crew, or the lady and her
child. It can only he hoped that by giving
sea.

real estate

man s

Hie Year

Stories.

In the autumn of I S7t> the schooner Exa crew of two, captained
bv John Waddel, left Chatham, Ontario,
for Georgian Hay.
Toward tlie end of
November the captain anived at Goderich alone. The schooner had gone down
in a sudden squall, taking the crew with
her, Waddel escaping in the yawiboat.
His story was not impeached, and the
money for which the vessel and her cargo
was insured was duly paid.
Then the
captain took up his residence in Goderich,
and became in the habit of taking trips
tn the north shore, accompanied by his
Ivi year old son, until one of them ended
in tlie capsizing of the boat and the
drowning oi its occupants. Some, two
years afterward a fisherman discovered a
schooner in about a hundred feet of water,
near the Hurd, but no attempt to raise
the sunken vessel was made until the
present year, when ('apt. Jey. of Tort
Huron, undertook the task, and accomplishing it. proved those who thought
the Explorer had been wilfully lost were
right in their suspicions She had been
stripped of imr canvas, and her cargo
was represented by some tons of stone
Twelve auger holes we re found close to the
keei, and the body of a sailor lay in tlie
loeked-np cabin.
li ships have been strangely lest, they
have been just as strangely saved.
The
Hortense. from New Orleans to Massachusetts, was n'earing the Florida Straits
before turning in tbi the night her commander wanted the mate in to omit calling him :il d o’clock, as they would then
he approaching ihe dqwble-headed Shot
Key s, a large and dangerous rock. Tinnight wore on. The mute went below to
get something out of his chest, sat down
upon it. and was soon fast asleep. The
men on deck, thinking all was
right,
dropped off one by one, leaving a Spanish
lad iit the helm to keep a solitary watch.
The wind changed, a stiff breeze sprang
up and the Hortense sped swiftly on towards the dreaded rock. The captain's
terrier was on deck and wide awake.
Rushing to his master's cabin, he jumped
upon the sleeping man and woke him.
fold to be quiet, Nep only barked the
louder, till tl.e thoroughly roused captain
thought he might as well go on deck.
He was just in time. Right ahead lay the
lock, and sei mg the belli;, lie put the
vessel about
Three minutes later and
Hie Hortense would have been a wreck.
In a newspaper of l-Sii was to be lead ;
••’The brigantine Moorburg left Foochow. in China, in October last, for Melbourne, carrying a crew of four, exclusive
of tiie captain -whose wife was with him
and the mate.
1 luring the earlier part
of the voyage the crew fell sick, and, one
after the after died.
This left the entire
management of the ship to the captain,
the matt; and the captain’s wife. The heat
was frightful, ant!, as if there were not
sufficient difficulties already, a leak was
sprung: the mate was reduced to a skei
eton. and was almost helpless from sickness : the captain was covered with sores,
and his logs painfully swollen.
The captain's wife, a small and by no means robust woman, kept her health, and not
only did she nurse all the sick in turn,
and look after her baby, but she took her
turn at the wheel in the regular
watches,
and did her share of seaman’s work besides. The captain, in spite of his dreadful condition, managed to let himself overboard and stopped the leak, and so, at
last, after all her troubles, the Moorburg
got into Rrisbane half full of water with
two si< k men on board, and a woman at
the helm.
.More than this, the gallant
woman not only brought the
ship sate
into port, but her baby, too.”

Skin.

-kin beautiful and permanent in its beauty. It
Sunburn, Prickly heat, Tan, Am.

sea

plorer, having
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HOW TO KEEP SQCASHES THBOttill THE
W1NTEH.

keep

Some work we must he doing,true or false;
Some threads we wind : some purpose so exalts
Itself that w. look up to it. or down.
As to a crown
i n how hefon and wo weave the threads
itfdilleivnt lengths and thickness—some more
shreds—
And wind them round
Till all the skein of life i- hound.
Sometimes forgetting at the task
To ask
The v alue of the threads, or choose
Strong stuff to use.

“Ah, excuse me, exclaimed an Arkansaw man as
lie knocked down a stranger in the street. “I thought
that you were a friend of mine. My eyesight is
failing me so that 1 11 hav to wear glasses.’*

was

some

life-work going; seek
To carry on the good design
Distinctively made yours or mine.
What would it fin’d?

The main cause of nervousness is indigestion,
and that is caused by wcakne-s ol the stomach. No
one can have sound nerves and good health without
Using Hop Hitlers to strengthen the stomach, purify
the blood ami keep the liver and kidneys active to
carry oif all the poisonous and waste matter of the
system. See oilier column.

1

to the circumstances,
may be thrown upon them.-’
The home press did its part in spreading
the story far and wide, but as far as we
have been able to ascertain, the hope expressed was not realized ; and the abandonment of the Mary Celeste and the
fate of those belonging to her, are still
among the many unsolved mysteries of
the sea.

the utmost
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British

Temperance Items.

In contradiction to a statement in the
London l imes that the working' classes
in London are so poor that they are unable to save money, another writer in
that paper says that there are in London
iO,(>(Mi public houses where intoxicating
liquors are sold, and that the sales
amount to .t'lO.Oliil per year, 01
liOO.tMH).
lie says that as considerably
more than halt'of this amount is expended by the working classes, il is plain
that they could save money if they
would.
In opposition to the “Blue Ribbon
Army." (temperance) which has foi some
time been making great progress in Kngland, the manufacturers and sellers of
intoxicating 111 inks have established a
“Yellow Ribbon Army." Their motto is,
“Little, fools drink too much, great fools
drink none at all." By this movement,
the meetings of which are held at public
bouses, they hope to counteract the influence of temperance organizations.
The British Wesleyan Methodist Conference has set apart Sunday, December
10, for special reference “in all Wesleyan
places of worship to the appalling effects
and the dire results of intemperance in
Great Britain." A great public meeting
is to be held in Manchester on Tuesday.
December 1“.
Rev. T. W. Medhurst, who is a candidate for the Portsmouth School Board,
in his address to the electors, says: “If
elected, it will be my earnest endeavor
to secure temperance teaching for the
children.”
Viscountess Ossington is erecting a
magnificent coffee tavern at Xevvark-onTrent.
It is to cost jl'vIO.OOO, or neatly
She hopes in this way to
5*100.000.
counteract the influence of the splendid
“gin palaces” which abound.
Mr. Herbert Gladstone, son oi the
Prime Minister, lias presented a petition
to the House of Commons, from Leeds,
signed by -11,000 persons, in favor of the
closing of public houses in Yorkshire on
'The Cambridge Pniversity
Sundays.
Temperance Society has more than 500
members. Canon Farrar addressed them

recently.
An officer in a London workhouse ordered a paupet to remove his decoration,
which indicated his connection with the
“Blue Ribbon Army," a; d when it was
attempted to remove it bv force, the
He was charged in the
pauper resisted.
Police Court with assaulting the officer,
but the magistrate decided that the pauper had committed no offence; he had
and that the
only "stood by his colors
order to remove the blue ribbon was unlaw ful.
Trouble

The

publicity

light

>ur

limited demand, few
the market requires. At

a

pairs each week being
this season of the year prices for them rang, from
sr-'-'i IT'- <r pair.
t attic-- Yearlings. $>al4;2
>t"r.
years olds, fid
U-": > >eai’s old, $2'»<44-' each.
Milch ( ows—Extra, £.*>0«75; ordinarv, $2"><44S;
springer- for _£is.y'in ^ head. We n«*te >ale-of 2
-pnnger- at $"*1 <t"*oeach ; 1 springer, £ m ; 1 d".- -1
1 milch row, £“it; ] -Jo. £70; 2 do for £.>n each
>lnep and Tamils—1The supply from tin* Wed
cost the same a- those in last week.
Sheep cost ._j
6c. Lambs 51ag613e ¥ tt». live weight.
S eal calves in good demand at 2
to7‘.< ¥ tt*.
live weight.
>\\ ine—Western fat hogs cost, landed at
the
slaughter houscs.»;\' n~,\ c P’tt*, live weight. On -tore
pig* price- are from *; to Me ¥ tt* for live weight,
or $1 50 to $- £•’ head.

Cause

Wind.

—

$1.2.").

oxen

We

If you and I. to-day,
Should stop and lay
Dm" life-work down, and let otir hands fall
where they will
Fall down ta lie unite still
And if some other hand should ocme and stoop
to find
The threads we carried, so that it could wind,
Keginning where it stopped: if it should eonte

of western cattle. ST1; northern ami eastevn attic.
JS'*.
Trices of beef cattle ¥ 100 tt> live weight, extra
quality, £7 12‘a a7 A -; lirst, $o 12 a ^7 hu; second, £.*>
12'., poorest grades of
25go 00; third, $t 12
Coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $6 oo«4 no.
Brighton Hide-, :» ojur ¥ tt.; Brighton Tallow, s
V ¥ tt*. (ountrv Hides, light one-, d'.e
tt.,
heavy, s _.<• ¥ tt*; Country Tallow, 4L j.V L tt>. < alf
•"kins, 12gl21se ¥ it.; ^heepand Lamb skins. 7-W
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Geological Sketches at Home and
Abroad. By Archibald Geikie. This is the
second and concluding part of Professor
Geikie's pleasant “Sketches." Tr is complete
iu itself, and contains seven chapters entitled

Republican Journal.

this department brief suggestions, facts
xperienees are solicited from housekeeptanners ami gardeners. Address Agriaral editor. Journal (MHce, Belfast Maine.]

Between

a

Captain

and

a

Con-

signee

sliippimr question

Y
arise in

-*•«■«m>

iikeh to

( «»lon.
Tii American 1 >rHi Mary v
Coincry arrised in that port some months ago.
< oniwith a cargo of lumb»
:\.r the Boston
pany. on arrival, and prior to delivery of the
whole of the cargo, the captain claimed his
freight money or a portion of it. Phis the consignee or charterer refused to pay. alleging
that a> a dispute* as t>. demurrage had occurred
prior to her leaving Pensacola, the captain
might retain some of his cargo in order to pay
himself for the said demurrage. Much wrangling followed, and tic captain finally ottered to
sell the cargo at auction for the account of
whom it might concern. The representative of
the Boston lee ( onipany obtained an order from
a court prohibiting the sale, and then legal
quibbling commenced. The case was carried first
to the state and then to the national tribunals,
and resulted in the soldiers being s< nt on board
at th“ request of Consul F. \Y
Bice, and the
\<»ei bring taken alongside the w harf and discharged. The captain has now refused to have
anything to do with I he vessel, and altogether
there appears material for quite u squabble, and
for a claim for heavy damages by one of the
parties to the affair. Mr. Thorington, who was
consul at Colon when the question commenced,
thought the captain entiivh in the right. Mr.
Bice, who i- now consul, but w ho w as formerly manager of the Boston ice house, has taken
a dirterent view, and
stoutly upholds the claims
of the consignee. The .Starand Herald thus remarks on the question : “The rase is a serious
one, and, for the first time in the history of Colon. probably, an American vessel has been allowed to remain rattling in the harbor for w eeks
because of a disagreement between tin*, captain
and consignee. The consignee has been kept
out of his cargo, although most of it was sold,
and be has suffered loss and damage thereby.
The captain has been arrested, his vessel hoarded by Colombian soldiers, abandoned by his
ep*w in consequence, the vessel hauled alongside the w barf and is now being discharged, literally at the point of the bayonet. Above the
copper the vessel has become worm-eaten, and
probably w ill be condemned. If things go on,
the unfortunate skipper will tind himself with
a worthless ship on his hands, his
cargo discharged. and his freight money, after having
been placed in the hands of a receiver, embargoed by the consignee for damages. He can
have the satisfaction of knowing that the consignee, whom lie has opposed so absolutely, will
not be long kept out of his freight, and the only
thing wanting to complete his happiness would
be to be compelled to go to his consul at Aspinwall to be sent home as a distressed American
seaman."

Ladies’

Dianes, 1782-1882.

of the diaries kept by “society” ladies
hundred years ago. and printed for the delectation of nineteenth-century readers, may
not be very brilliant literary efforts, but they
admirably serve to show how simple and unassuming were the lives of “quality folk" in
ancient times. The annexed is excerpted from
the recently printed diary of Lady Sourapple:
"July lb.—John took yarn to the weaver,
and brought back flax, spices, and sugar, 'flic*
stage wagon bad not arrived when he left Ipswich. and there was no package from London.
My lord was to send hangings for the large
drawing-room, blit it matters not.”
Thi>, the reader may say, is very commonplace. And so it is. If it had been written by
the obscure Mary Jane Hoggins instead of the
Ladv Sourapplc. it would not have been embalmed in print; but the object in quoting it is
to compare it with a couple of extracts from
the diary of a “society" lady of 18*2 -which
will not he printed for the benefit of readers a
century hence, albeit quite as interesting as the

Many

one

Lady Sourapplo literature:

American

Seaman.

At the recent investigation of the Congressional Committee upon the deeline or our mercantile marine, testimony upon the condition of
the American seaman was full and conclusive.
However diversified opinions of shipowners
might be in regard to the cause of the decline
of our navigation and its remedy, belief on one
point was harmonious ••the American sailor is
a tiling of the past."
Years ago, hut still at a time in the remembrance of many, one of the chief longings of a
boy who lived on the coast was to go to sea.
To run away, if necessary, but liy all means to
go before the mn-t. wa> a favorite ambition
with the youth, and the songs of joliy tars and
the rearing main were the gems of a schoolboy's collection. All tiiis. however, was before
the war, when navigation paid. After the war
when unfavorable legislation injured the shipping. wh n national taxes and State taxes and
minor dm of all kinds became too grievous,
and capital left navigation for the railroads,
the aw rage young man lost his ambition to go
to sea, and seamanship became degraded.
“The
sailor is now looked upon as little below the
human being,” said Captain G. C. Goss, of
Hath, .Me..before the Congressional Committee.
“Cur sailors are the poorest pick of sailors,”
said another shipmaster, and the other accounts
were equally unfavorable.
There are several reasons for this deterioration of our seamen, the chief of which seem to
be the impossibility of shipmasters making
agreement with sailors without the interference
of a third party the law requiringthree month’s
extra pay to ail American seamen discharged in
foreign ports, the law requiring three month's
extra pay to all seamen w hen sick, and the law
requiring advanced wages** l andlords of hoarding Houses an the baleful "third party," and
the means of destroying tin* usefulness of the
laws regarding wages. Having a hold upon
men as soon as they land, by the seizure of
wages, they step in between sailor and master
in making arrangements for shipping, f or an
opportunity to sail, a seaman must pay a tribute
called "blood money,” to the hoarding house
keeper and shipmaster, an 1 o» sailor can sail
except from a boarding house, liy these practices the sailor is sold to the highest bidder, and
made a slave to the landlord. Capt. Daniel
Tracey of Vineland, for years Superintendent
of sailor-' homes in New York atul Boston, in
illustrating the c\ ils of the system of advanced
wages, said: "The due bills were forged by
these landlords and their confederates, who.
therefore, did not hesitate to drug or intoxicate
sailors, put them on board of vessels, forge their
due bills and draw the money. So successful
had they been that these pci pie had not stopped
w ith sailors, but had ‘shanghaied* or 'kidnapped'
all classes of men, merchants, mechanics and
even a Roman Catholic priest.
Tinted States
soldiers had begun to mysteriously disappear,
and it was found that they were 'shanghaied'
and carried off by British vessels.
And all tins
was because advanced wages could be drawn."
Is it strange that as a victim of such plots
the American sailor should he looked upon‘‘as
little less than a human being?” is it to he
wondered at that ship-owners and Congressmen believe him to be almost past relief or reformation? The average wages of the sailor
are $.'>7h a year and are higher than those paid
to British. Norwegian. German. French. Austrian or Italian seamen. Yet American seamen
an* inferior to those of any other nation. Perhaps. when our navigation shall have regained
strength, as it surely must in time, and when
cat ital shall have turned from other channels
to shipowning, the American sailor will he rescued from the sea of disgrace which surrounds
him.
[Boston Journal.
Beecher

on

Relaxation.

hi- Thanksgiving sermon, lienn Ward
!>« < her made the following remarks : The condition* of la altli and activity are becoming better known.
More men live out of the city, and
not in it.
Living from twenty to -ixt\ miles
away, they can come in and do their daily business, and go out at night to cool oil and sleep
well.
They can spend Sunday in the country,
get out intot 1m-* garden and renew th«-irstrength
like Anta-us by getting near the earth. I rejoice
in all
ho go out—from other church' -. More
vacations are being enjoyed. Charitable associations scud tin- poor down by i U<- sea.: ;n \ alids
arc ?raiisl'erred to pure air.
Ml try to get relaxation. Large busines- tinns*cnd their clerks
abroad, Th lawyer who works t« n months
and feasts two will tind the ten month* more
than twelve. Merchants avoid breaking down
altogether by breaking down for a month or
two.
It i- a good sign that rural ta-te- are inIn the next lifty w ar-the Hudson
creasing.
will be lined with villa.-.
Kven Long Island
will he populated one of t hese days. [Laughter.]
The universality and hospitality of amusements
l- a good sign.
The Yankee was never so awkward as when amusing himself: lie was only
lit’- d to work.
In amusement- w«- should tind
xhtwaiil h -m tit. T he genius of relaxation
and happiness is being recognized by churches,
and Mmday schools have excursion* which end
in dancing on which ilu deacon* do not frow n.
W by. if 1 had ever danced my father would
ha\ e used a liddle of another how. They u*cd
to expel men from college for playing cards,
and now they are played by two-third* "f mx
congregation and tho-c of other churches, for
xv•• are all alike.
Young Men'- Christiai Associations have howling alleys, billiard tables and
In

gymnasium*.
about

a

A

college 1»\

gentleman wa* being -I own
a professor as he brought bi-

and was taken into tin* bowling
alley. “What, tlii- under the patronage <.f the
authorities
he said. ••Yes,” was tig*
college
reply. “Well. I XX'■ is expelled here forty-two
years ago for howling." Tin re is a breaking
down of opposition to theatre and opera-going.
The tinn* i* elevated, as l suppose, for nix earlv
education in tins regard was neglected sadly,
and it never saw but one play. Hut in my residence in Brooklyn tie re lias bn n a transformation. Men don't go to plays and schools for
moral.-, but for rest. In theatres now Shakespeare can’t live, and instead, little thin bits of
society plays male men laugh, and you say,
•‘What good are they;" Well, if one lias a
whole evening of enjoyment without sin it is a
good thing. The grand opera still holds its
place, but look at the number of comic operas,
the “Patiences," tile “< Hivette.-," and tin* “Pinafores."
Those will go to “Pinafore" who
would not go to the grand opera, and they who
would not listen to “Hamlet" or “Othello" are
moved by “Uncle Tom's Cabin.'1 A thousand
influences wear the brain, lull there is a tendency to relaxation. Men laugh more and erv
le-s, and it is a good thing.
Interchange of activity will work goad in breaking up the vigor
ami tension of the brain and nerves.
son

to «nt«

r.

.Progressive.
The Boston Advertiser thus encouragingly
sketches the progress of the temperance cause :
“The prohibitory and temperance wave, which
i- supposed to have originated in our western
like a spontaneous
states, look- very mm li
movement of the whole civilized world.
’The
world consumes proport onately and. perhaps,
less
of
absolutely
intoxicating drinks than it
did twenty-live and fifty years ago. Sunday is
consecrated to prohibition in Ireland and
Wales; Cornwall and Yorkshire are about to
arrive at tlie same conclusion. Mr. (iladstoue
favors local option, and in (lermanyn movement of partial prohibition has just been started.
The former assumption that vast empires like
England. America ml Russia could pay heir
debts out of the drink-tax does not hold good
any longer, and the reasonable regulation of the
liquor tratlie is now within sight. Even the city
of Paris lias cancelled the old rule which allowed the drink-shops to remain open til! wo
o'clock in the morning. Throughout Europe the
governments and many citizens seem especially
anxious that the public sale of beer, wine and
spirits he entrusted to responsible dealers only,
and that these he held in close supervision by
means of high license.
In any event, teinperan*c lias made gigantic strides throughout

('hriatendom."

“December 18.—Painted a lovely stork on
The \' w York Observer copies the following
ma*s pickle jar. Decided to have mv new hefrom Queen Victoria's speech at Unliotrope (iainasse made without a train. Bead paragraph
close of Parliament:
three chapters of ‘The Midnight Shriek: or.
lias been moderately active.
“Trade
The
The Fainting Bride.’ Purchased a charming
of the revenue, however, lias been
velvet collar with a gold clasp for dear little growth
sensibly retarded by a cause which, in itself, is
Fido’s neck.
Charles Augustus called this
to he contemplated with satisfaction—I refer to
evening. He’s too sweet for anything.
the diminution of the receipts of the exchequer
“December *21.—Worked a supreiuelv beaufrom dutie- on intoxicating liquors."
tiful pen-w iper for a Christmas present to |
( haides Augustus.
Commenting on the same it says"Probably
1 gave him a pair of utterly intense slippers of my own embroidering this is the tirsl time the Sovereign of England
made
the public statement that it is better the
last year, but they were three sizes too small.
revenue should be diminished than that intoxA penwiper is never a misfit. Brother Tom
asked me to sew on a sUspcmtfr button, lie
icating liquors should lie drank, for that i- the
has no regard for the delicate state of my
meaning of her remark. It is to be understood
also as tile opinion of Mr. (iladstoue. the Prime
health. Was at Mrs. De Fpkrust's ‘Herman’
Minister, who i> supposed to prepare the Queen's
last night, and danced every set. Didn't get
homo until three o’clock this morning. 1 must
speech, or at least to sec that it- utterances are
now dress for the
Kodphish reception, which in harmony with the views of the Ministry. It
is to be too utterly all but."
[J. H. Williams, is, therefore, an indication that the subject comin Fdifor’s Drawer, Harper's Magazine for De- mands the interested attention of the government.”
cember.
—

The
The

Lighthouse

Service.

xtflit of the Lighthouse Service is not
known even in maritime circles.
Ac-

generally

cording to the latest report of the Lighthouse
Hoard

we

have in all 72G

lighthouses.

:is

light-

ships ; lit fog signals, operated by -team or hot
air; llfifog bells, operated by machinery; SGO
beacon lights on Western rivers. :I4."> unlighted
or day beacons, :i:t automatic
whistling buoys,
14 automatic bell buoys and :!.:>77 buoys of other

descriptions. To maintain and attend to all
these lighthouses, lights and buoys requires the
service of 22 steam tenders, 4 steam launches,
2 sailing tenders, 1,7(41 light keepers, “including laborers in charge of Western river lights.”
and (Mi “other employes, including crews of
lightships and tenders.” The total annual expense ol' the lighthouse establishment and fog
signals is £2.74(1,(KNI.
A

High Opinion.

('apt. John J. Dawson, late of the ISritish
Army, residing on Love street, between Maude vi lie and Spaiu, this city, says lie used St.
Jacobs oil with the greatest possible advantage
when afflicted with rheumatism.
Times-1 temocrat.

[New

Orleans

Being asked if there was any possible foundation for the stories tHat Blaine’s friends were
interested in routraots, and that Blaine had tried
to protect them. Bliss said: "I have seen nothing to indicate that Blaine had any relation to
any fraudulent eontraets. I have never seen a
scratch of the. pen from Mr. Blaine in all of the
vast mass of letters in the department relating
to these eontraets. I do not rank myself as a
supporter of Blaine, hut lie is. in justice, entitled to this statement as long as the matter has
been publicly mentioned. One of the Satllsbury's, 1 have been told, married some relative
of Blaine's."
f Boston Journal Dispatch.
Vermont is the banner state for punishing
A woman who
violators of the liquor law.
had transgressed the law in Rutland a number
of times was convicted before a magistrate in
that city the other day. and the terms of imprisonment for the several offences were
hunched together and a sentence of fifty years
imposed upon her. The affair was looked upon at
tirst as a judgment from which there
could be an appeal, hut this hope was delusive,
and the woman was sent to jail. I n less the
pardoning power or death conies to the rescue,
she has the gloomy prospect of half a century
of prison life before her.

NUMBER

Generalities.
A Philadelphian lias
fine for kicking a dog.
A

Literature.

just paid

a

Tin-: Christmas Wiih: Awakk.

len-dollar

anticipated

in the

nated with

spring.

rather than

a

English publishers, hut

the idea has

been taken up and improved upon by Ameri-

Herbert Spencer says his American trip

prejudicial

The issu-

ing of Christmas numbers of periodicals origi-

large Chinese emigration into British Co-

lumbia is

52.

publishers, and

this year they have thrown
their London rivals completely in the shade.

can

was

benefit to his health.

Senator elect Colquitt of Georgia, is a smoothfaced man. whose hair is brushed behind hi-

It is said that the
of the

ears.

Lothrops’

letter-press and illustrations
“Christmas"—the

liristmas

(

respectively, A Fragment of Primeval Europe:
In Wyoming; The Geysers of the Yellowstone:
The Lava Fields of Northwestern Europe: The
Scottish School of Geology; Geographical
Evolution; The Geological Influences which
have affected tin1 Course of British History.
The last chapter is specially valuable, containing a highly original contribution to the philosophy of history. The publisher lias earned the
gratitude of ail lovers of science, by affording
to tliein at a nominal
price this and sundry
other popular Scientific works. Price 15 cents.
•I. Fitzgerald, publisher. .10
Lafayette Place,
New York.

The Agr ice etc r al Review
This public
ati°u was started as a Semi-Annual, lint before
the close of the first year it was demanded more
frequent!. and made a Quarterly, as which it
lias been published this year, with one extra

The Marquis of borne lias forwarded, as a
present to Queen Victoria, four carload* of fine

Wide Awake (Dee. No)—cost ever *10,000. and
that authors and artists, here and abroad, have
been busy for a year in its preparation: and

Mrs. Custer lias presented to Custer Post. (..
A.- 1{., of Chicago, a hat once worn bv Gen.
Custer.

Transcript,

It is said the coins, notes and securities of
Brazil are extensively counterfeited in New
York city.

all the wonderfully beautiful children's magazines and books of America. Without dispute,
the largest, handsomest, most artistic and best

both

Thomas Crittenden murdered a negro, at Anchorage. Ky., because the latter testified against
him in court.

number of a young people's periodical 1 ver
issued." Bound in a new cover in colors, pronounced the finest magazine cover in existence,

e'ery farmer, and ali interested iu agriculture
and practical attairs. should have. Terms, £;1
per year. Single copies 30 cents, .las. H. Re id I.*

sheep.

the result is well summed up hv the Boston
when it says: “The holiday number of Wide Awake, just out, is the wonder of

Adelaide Phillips left an estate valued at
about $20,000 in personal property. There are
no

il contains 144 pages and 150 pictures, of the
letter-press the Boston Traveller says: "No such

public bequests.

store of

Tlie (.Hd South church of Boston lias voted to
tin family of the late ltev. l)r. Manning $0000
per annuin for six years.

Cooke, Margaret Sidney, liose Kingsley, Mrs.
Mary D. Brine, Arthur Gilman, George Caty
Eggleston. Celia Thaxter. 1-hvard E. Hale. M.

yet settled.

E. K.. Mrs. t lara

The naturalization question before tlie Spanish-American Claims Commission lias been settled in accordance with the doctrine enunciated
by the I'nited States.

Diaz, Fred A.

Bate

Perry,

Nora

s.

Mrs.

Ober. Mr-. Harriet Beecher

Stowe, Christina Bossetti, Mrs. Muloek-Craik,
Philip Bourke Marston. Susan Coolidg- Marion
Ilarland, Margaret J. Preston, Prof. D. A. >ar-

Kx-Scnator Chaffee, of Colorado, lias bought
the New York residence of his son-in-law. t
S. Grant, Jr., for $85,000. it was a wedding
gift to Mrs. Grant from her father.

ly

as

a

people’*

young

by parents

who feel

anx-

it is gay and

entertaining.they would seperiodical f the year at once: especialthey may he assured that the same distin-

the

as

their best to the
D.

I.othrop

A Co.,

succeeding eleven numbers.
publishers. Boston.

roiM L.vK >. ii.nck Monthly.
111
.January number lias a portrait and -ketch of Delate Henry Draper.
The opening article on

"Th

Great

Comet of lss*j” is

of

Young,

The investigation respecting the Ins* of the
steamer Cedar Grove off Newfoundland, has
brought out the fact that the second officer, in
charge when the ship struck, was an opium
eater, and that the loss of the vessel was due to
this fact.

Princeton.

American writers who

by

one

of the

am

capable

Professor
wry
at

few

once

of

discussing tin* subject fully from the-rP mike
point of \iew,andof answering tin* (jin-lions
tin* public asks in the way it want- them an-

swered. M. Fouillee contributepaper on
from Berlin says: “The Chambers "Seitmtifie lMiilaiuhropyin which th
\p» !iof Commerce of all the seaports of Germany
eiicy of public charitx and its ultimale bearing
have protested against the exc lusion of \merion the future of the race are ably and
candidly
eatt pork. The Government, however, will per- !
severe in the ir determination to prohibit its imdiscussed in the light of tin view- of Mir DarA

dispatch

<

portation."

winian school of

William Pcndergrast pleaded guilty when
charged with passing counterfeit money at
Buffalo, and was scut to the Penitentiary for
one year. T he coin was good and now the poor
fellow is to be pardoned for the outrage* committed on him.

examination of them.

At

"Traces of
which

:*.'

and of

Dr.

Pit-Indian

a

it.

to treat

a

critical

whole

Annual
lilt

MAIM:
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Meetings.

.Vt iti sTA. Dec. ffo.
1’he annual 11.ting of
the stockholders of the Maine 1 < 111ra 1 Railroad
Company was held at tin depot in Augusta, today at ten o'clock. President Geo. IT. B. lacksou in tin* chair. It was voted to
accept reports
of th* Directors and Treasurer and to choose
thirteen Directors for tin ensuingya :tr. There
were TT.'J.Tl votes cast.all fortln*
following [ ; tsotis:
Abner Coburn. Darius Aldeit. William
1!. Bacon. William G. Davis. Geo. IT. B. ,tac kson. Horatio X. .Jose, George* S. Morrison. Willard P. Phillips, Arthur Sewall. Stephen .J.
Young. Rysitnder Strickland. Jones A. French.
Thomas W. Hyde.
At a meeting of the newly chosen Board immediately after. Geo. IT. B. .lacksou was chosen
President of the road for the coining year, and
J. H. Drummond clerk.
It was voted that the
regular meeting of the Directors should be heid
on tin* Wednesday following tin* 4 h Tuesday
in each month, beginning with .January.
«'•
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Dr.

Robert-*

"Hodily
by

a- a

sub-

I\mrier’.-

1

of Hhnation
t

i-published

under tin title of

nf R. creation.”

"Tin

Influenc*

on ob-ervatioif touche- a qm
In PI ay a- and
ion of importance to teachers.
Playa-I.akes,” Mr. Israel <Ru-si I de-ei iln a
—

Lincoln street gave birth to
few days ago. The lower portions of tin* body were shaped like those of a
well-formed child, while the head and upper
parrs resembled the young of a sea lion. The
creature had a hairy head, neck and muzzle.
A fter ii was a day or two old it harked and spat.
It was a hideous object. The woman nursed it
for u while. A great many people saw it and
shuddered at the repulsive spectacle.
The
parents were disposed to raise the monstrosity
for speculative purposes, some ignorant people
assuring them there was a fortune in it. l.’pon
the advice of a priest and others, however, the
mother stopped nourishing the monstrosity and
it died. The woman reports that she visited
Barnum's circus last summer and was frightened
by the sea lion. The birth of the monstrosity is
regarded by medical men one of the most remarkable occurrences of that nature that have
been reported, j Lewiston Joiirna
Lobsters am» Ma< kerei, for Hat OrnaA writer in a London paper says:
ments.
“While in a crowd the other day I noticed that
a lady
immediately in front of me wore a beetle
stuck upon one of her shoulders. Formerly it
would have been an act of politeness to have
brushed away such an abomination, hut now
that ladies have laid ; he insect world under contribution to their vanity, one would run great
risk of causing deep displeasure by giving expression to so natural an impulse. Wasps, hornets, caterpillars and cockroaches will all he allowed to nestle soon near the damask cheeks of
our fashionable beauties.
Then reptiles and
tish will have their day. The stuffed adder will
replace the necklace of pearls,and one does not
need Mother Shiptou’s prophetic vision to foresee that the fashionable hat of the coming
period will have for its chief ornament a lobster
looking around the brim, or a mackerel sitting
on its tail.”

Vesey

New York.
MM |

by

I>.

Biggar, a
timely topic,
disett-sed

former resident of Capt Town,— a
now that
ostrich-farming i- bring

possible American indii.-ti

a- a

The first nmile

Monthly
a 24-pagi

issued oil last

was

Thursday, li ieonduetedby Henry A. Wing and handsomely printed by Ford A Rich. Portland. The
pag's are well tilled and copiously illustrated,
rhis i- the only magazine in the Hastern States
devoted exclusively to live stock interests, and
the publishers expressly disclaim
any int nti >u
of making it a merely local
enterprise. They
will have correspondents in every Stan-and in

ipiarto.

classes of amateur arti-t-. it will

together with an endless supply of
ing information on decorative and
cm

the

usual:

a>

leading

well sustained.

Appleton

D.

a

t'o..

I'l l. CAMPAIGN OF

1 UK

MISSISSIPPI.

A

ries

biographically noticed.
embroidery design- from

>e

of beautiful

S..111U Kensington Koval ".li.n.l of Via
Needlework, and a number of articles m ehina
painting by Mi-- M 1 .auglilin of ( ineinnati,
wiil be

published during a- year. It i- no; too
mueli t<< de< are, wiili ih< London Academy

| hut the tenth volume published of the series
I entitled “Campaigns of the <’i\il War.” Lieut.
Greene is the author of

The

Russian Army
in ls77-7s," and

j and its < ampaigns in Turkey
although too young to boa participant in tie<»f the rebellion he has

hi-

proved

.plaina

decisive, ami General Grant did not shrink
from the

dread alternative set

before

him.

Lieut. Greene is free in his person d criticisms
of the generals upon whose conduct he passes
judgment, and for hi- criticisms and interpretations

he of

The volume

esting

course

takes the

altogether

i>

one

responsibility.

of the most inter-

of this valuable scries.

volume.

Price £1

Charles Scribner's Sons,

••marvel of

it

aho\-

variety,

any magazine of the
The Art Amateur is a

I»<

ai:Iy. and ehcapne—.”

adily verilied by -ending
a specimen copy to Montapub- gue Marks. publisher, gdl'nion "•glare. New
York. The subscription prict i- st a year.
The Ar1
Vmateiir for Titulary fairly overR\
flew- with tho-e designs, illustrations and

i Francis Vinton Greene, Lieut. of engineers,
| F. S. Army. This is tlie* eighth in tin* series

!

exhibitions will be

largi ly illu-irated and pbptaiitlv criticised, and

Kngland), tiia

lishers. New ^ ork.

entertain-

industrial
Nn me roil- artists' -ket che- will he publish-

:c.

places

1

ontimie to add

>

profusion of charming illustrations of porcelain. furniture, needlework, and brie-a-brar.

a

'which

arc

v.

of the Livi Stock

r

kind in

I

s.

of the i 11 list rated feat tires of the .1 aminr\
Century will be "Farming for Feathers,"
K.
>nc

"alkali tint.-"

region-and

certain class of desert

At (it sta. Nov. 20th. Tin* annual meeting of central act in this whole drama is. of course,
the Trustees of the Insane Hospital was held the capture of \ ieksburg by Grant, and it i< to
this week. The reports were sent to the Govern- the details of the
strategy and operation- which
or and Council.
The following were elected:
•J. S. Cushing, of Skowbegau, President ot' the ended in this great achievement that Li. ut<-nmt Greene devotes the most interesting pages
Board: J. II. Manley, of Augusta. Secretary:
C. K. Penney, Chaplin of the Hospital for the
of the present volume.
The plan adopted by
ensuing year. Dr. Eli E. Joslyn, Assistant General Grant for the
capture of this point
Superintendent of the Insane Asylum of Ftica.
N. V., was present its 21 candidate for Superin- was not justified by general military principles
tendent. There are several candidates, and one
in the estimation of Lieutenant Greene, and
will probably be elected at the January session.
It> failure
A petition for the employment of a female I was full of dangers and risks.
physician was referral to the coming legislat- j “meant little less than complete destruction” to
u re.
the investing army, but its success would be

a

the

welcome with it whenever received. The current issue is of more than the usual merit and
inlet est. Send for a specimen number.
Ladles
Floral Cabinet Co. publishers.
street,

! in the Western plain-. "Recent \dvnnee- in
| Photography” give- tin* suhstan e- of < a]>tair
Abney's <'antor lectures on that subject before
the society of \r!s. Tin editorial departments

1

j

on

tions.

th.

(,-t-pej

|

A woman

clearly printed pages, numerous illustratimely matters of interest to florists and
household this excellent magazine brings a

cover,

much attention,
--The

a.

monstrosity,

s.

a

artists of merit will

Dec. 20. 'Flic* Eastern Telegraph
as a military historian.
In preparing the presCompany held its annual meeting tit the Augusta House to-day. The old hoard of directors
had access to ill tie* otheial
cut volume he
l
were re-elected.
The report of earnings and
records, and has ventured on “no statement of
expenditures for the first ten months was pre- fact which cannot he substantiated
by the recsented by the Treasurer, which shows a large
amount of undivided protits on hand. The matord-.” The operations of tin l ui<ui fore.
ter of extending the line from Bangor to Bar
to the possession of the Mi--i--ippi
Harbor, which was considered at the annual looking
meeting of last year, was again discussed and it valley cover a period of two year- and three
was decided to advertise for
poles and to build ! months. The contest was finally decided at
the line without further delay. It was decided
Vicksburg and Port Hudson in duly. ISC.:*, aft* r
to extend the line from Bath-to Rockland at an
!
Father of
as Mr. Lincoln wrote, “the
which,
date.
early
Waters again went unvexed to the sea.” The
THE INSANE ASYLI M.
si

to send to James Vick. Rochester. N. Y
copy of this mo-t instructive work. The
publisher claim- that "Vick’s .Seeds are the best

for

Herbert Speiie. r’s after-dilll): !• speech. dt livei
•d at tin- farew 11 banquet gi\ n to Pirn mi tin
'•th of N'ovt uibrr. which attracted and de-erws

war

t.i

by

The A t Amateur for lbs!, judging from the
publisher'- announcement, will amply maintain
its high reputation as ..lust practical art
magazine" of the day. To an abundance of
beautiful, full-size working design- for painting. embroidery, wood-earving. and other art
work, with copious pi aetieal instructions for all

author most

an

title Farming at Rotliamslcd.'* arc concluded.
Profc-sor Lockwood gives n graphic aeeount

;

|

whilst to each of their last season’s customers
tlicy actually give it as a Christ mas present. As
its name indicates, it is a *’(iui<ie" to the
proper
treatment and cultureof ail kinds of (lowers and
vegetables, each description being accompanied

subject

b\

on

finn-Keeping in London.” Prof, --or Rrook*"Speeulatiw Zoology.” uni Dr. Mile-’- -•> ien-

KNIHAI. ItAM.UOAIv.

cents,

ten

the lirit i-h I’rov hires.

its very title to parents and teacherfirst importance.
Mr.

beneficial. They stimulate trade and
give producers better prices. The speculators
themselves suffered the most, lb* thought i:
impracticable to prevent them by legislation

pub-

lication for which they only ask

i- another
a

ject of the

a*

are perfect gems, and we at" at a loss
discover how this enterprising firm ran afford
to lavish so much
expense in beautifying a
to

People”

Deformities in Girlhood” commends itself

j

number,

Abbott's

the founder of tin* tak Hall clothing house, died
in Boston. Dee. 14th. Mr. Simmons ha» been ill
for some lime, hav ing been unable to attt ml to
tile finding of "A Mastodon in an old lhawrbusiness since February : but hi* dentil at this
i Meadow.” at Freehold. New .Jersey. Dr. 1-Mix
time was unexpected.
1.. o-wald write- in hi- characteristic win of
I he substance of -lay Gould's testimotiv on
-harp satire on Mi **( 'uriositie- of Sup., rstitien.”
corners was that lie considered them on tin
1

This annual visitor

<

dis.-us-ion of

popular
curiosity is awake

competent

recent agricultural exhibition at l.udenburg. in Germany, was e xhibited a threshing
machine which wa* driven by electricity at the
rate of 1 .Du) revolutions a minute, and w hich at
the same time illuminated the inclosure in
which it worked.

George W. .>1111111011'. aged 117. well known

philosophers

scientific and

a

(Jciiik.

in the world." and we have no doubt, "the
world" endorses the claim.
I.uni s’ Fi nn u. c wsiNi r. With its neat

number of

guished authors and artists will contribute of

Russell Brown, who is in jail at 8t. I.ouis on
the charge of murdering his grandmother. Mrs.
Dorriss. has been disinherited by his grandfather. Gen. Dorriss. who died a few days ago.
He thus loses a fortune of $250.U0<).

i.ok.vl

r

always w■ leome. l’riuted on t he he>t of paper,
abounding in handsome illustrations, it certainly
may claim to rank as a sample of the highest
typographical art. Its colored plates, three in

tifth-of- December uses:" and we ourselves
would add that should this number of the Wide

ing

at
correstwice at
are all ot

Vicks

is

table

cure

wardrobe of the Chinese minister

Row. New York.

richly laden number an he bought for
twenty-five cents, it would m t he stratum if lie
were to order a special edition for his twonty-

single

a

Awake be examined

Washington is valued, according to a
pondent, at $150,000. He never appears

editor and publisher. World Building. 33 Park

that this

of

ious to put into the hands of their young folks a
magazine of high literature as pure and stimulat-

Albert Palmer, mayor elect of Boston, is a
graduate of Dartmouth college, formerly a
schoolmaster, now in the ice trade. He was a
Republican until 1,870, when he followed Butler
out of the party.

the Century Magazine, and is con*
by the ablest writers and thinkers in
Europe and America. It i> a journal that
or

magazine, and when Santa Clans understands

covers

A well dressed stranger entered a jewelry
store in Cleveland, Ohio, and coolly walking
behind the counter carried oft', unobserved,
diamonds and other gems valued in all at 810,000*

Harpers’

tribut' d to

an illustration of the
particular plant or
vegetable referred to. We should advise all who
are interested in
gardening, whether for the
pleasure obtained from raising flowers, or for
the more practical occupation of raising vege-

gent, and a dozen or twenty others—“This is a
brilliant galaxy to he got together between the

Dr. Wiggins, who predicts a great storm disaster on the nth of March next, lives in the province of New Brunswick. He is the author of a
work on astronomy and of one on grammar.

dress, and they
the richest silks and satins.

Doty

Beginning with January next, it i>
proposed to make it a Monthly. The Review is
pronounced by the press and the highest individual authorities the best practical
magazine
published anywhere. It is about the size of

gathered

ever

of them exquisitely idealand the Boston
Journal adds, enumerating the authors--Mrs.
A. 1>. T. Whitney, Miss Phelps, Bose Terry

1 Lillian and Kennedy have agreed to row
three miles with a turn for $2,500 a side, each
depositing $1,000 forfeit. Place and time not

same

was

some

Capitol.

receptions in the

literature

into one number of any periodical before " aim
the critic of the Boston Times says of the illustrations :
“Tlu-y arc genuine works of art.

The Washington monument is now two and a
half inches higher than the topof the head dress
of tlie statue of I.ibertv on the dome of the

The

high-class

number.

per

publisher-.

New York.

This opinion may l<
thirty-live cents for

r«

practical suggestions for art work and home
decoration which make this dmirahle magazine a welcome visitor in -«• many cultured
American households.
the famous
I laden:

A >up« rh portrait of
etelier, Kr:iinis Seymmi.
striking ichaiv-ail and

l’nglish

some

sketches by Walter Shirlaw :
collection of miniature- by

a

very interesting

(o-way, and a
Kxhibition sket.-hes

double page of Salmagundi
are notable features of tbi- number.

The illus-

trations of Yolkmar faience, artistic furniture
and pianos, tapestry, ...
and \>• welry
especially good. Practical articles on fail

are

painting,
ami art

painting, china painting
are given, together with

miniature
needlework

valuable “bints for the home” and “au-w*

correspondent.-.”
full-sizt

are

heads:

In

the

design.- for

apple-blossom

a

r-

to

-hcets

supplement

of cherubs'

panel

for

decoration

a

vase:

birds and pine-needles for a cup and saucer:
an ivy
and owl decoration of seventeen til.
for

a

a t' ur-page floral d -ign
S.-lioo! of Art Needlework, for

tire-place facing:

from tile

Koyal

an embroider d screen: part of an embroidered
cope, and sixteen border- for prayer-book illumination. Price
cents.
Montague Marks,

I’nion Square. N> vv York.
publisher.
A very good thing to hav e in every home, by
everybody old and young in the country >r

village,
«lanced

and in cities

as

information,

well. A

both

marvel of

useful

eon-

and trust-

worthy, with a thousand or more Fngraving-.
illustrating labor-sav ing methods and dev ices in
tin' Field, in the Harden, and in the Household,
Animal-, Plants, etc.- with many large beautiful pictures:

Illustrated Stories

structive Talks with
Houses. Hams, and
canons.

mese,

for and

In-

Hoys and (iirls: Plans for
Outbuildings, with Speeiftand

mucii

more,

win

found in the 4_d Volume of the American

hr

Agri-

now beginning. and at less cost than
anywhere else in the world. Its exposures of
Humbugs, a most valuable feamre. i> to be
pushed with increased vigilance. To tie prev-

culturist.
XuRTii Amkrjc.an Rkvikw. The .lanuary
number opens with a symposium in which
three of the most prominent advocates in this
country of the "Revision of Church ( n oils,"
namely Rev. I'r. Newman Smyth. Rev. Homy
Ward Beecher and Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott,
forth the grounds upon which such revision
is deemed necessary as a defense of revealed
religion against the encroachments of skeptic-

set

ism, and

as

an

adjustment

faith and science.

of the relations bc-

ious stall* of editors and contributors many adare now mad»
iuehnliug the !>• »t writers all over the country.
In it- prime, this
ditions

journal

enters its IlM volume, more vigorous
than ever, with mew writers, new artists, n<w

dress, te. Though prt pared at larger expense
than most $.”* and $t magazines, it i>, owing to
its immense circulation, supplied, post-paid, for

"I'niversity
question that just now is $1.50 a
year, and less to clubs—either Knglisli
being warmly agitated both hero and in ling- or Herman edition.
Single numbers, l‘> cents.
land. is discussed by Prof. W. Le Conte SlovOne specimen, post-paid, t> cents. A plate eopv
ens.
Prof. Isaac I.. Rice gives a "Definition of
of Dupre's last great painting, “In The .MeadLiberty," deduced from a profoundly philoso- ow.” is
presented to each yearly subscriber.
phical study of the phases of political evolu- Address Publishers of American Agriculturist,
tion. from the earliest Anglo-Saxon times to
Tot Broadwav, New York.
the present day. "American English," In Hilbert 31. Tucker, is a spirited defense of our
The story which we publish this week i< of a
cis-Atlantic fashion of English speech against
religious character, and we trust will aid the
the aspersions of sundry British critics. The churches and Christian ministers in their work.
It has been printed in many of our exchanges,
Rev. Dr. II. W. Thomas writes an article that
and has led us to reflect that the secular press
can hardly fail to strike a
in
chord
sympathetic
of Maine is ever willing to aid and supplement
many a mind, on "The Responsibilities of Pro- preaching and other religious work. When a
An Earthquake.
gressive Thinkers.” "Bigotry in the .Medical well written article, free from “cant” appears,
< oNt oKii. Dec. lit.
it is eagerly seized upon and reproduced by a
At fl.iM tliis evenin" one
Profession," by Dr. David Hunt, is a protest,
of the severest earthquake shocks occurred that
majority of our local journals. [Oxford Demfrom the pen of a respected member of the ocrat.
was ever felt here. The shock was like a heavy
explosion andshosk buildings, from which peo- medical profession, against the First ComThe story above referred to is “The Betrayple rushed into the streets. In one building the mandment of medical ethics, which forbids
ing Hand.” by Host* 'Perry Cook, and was writconcussion was sufficient to extinguish the gas.
Inside the building the shock was like that of association with any but regular practitioners. ten for The Congregationalist. Boston. Like
some heavy object falling, seeming to be above
Finally, Charles T. Congdon. under the singu- many other short stories from the same source
rather than below.
It evidently travelled east
it was first copied into the Journal and subsetitle of "Adulteration of Intelligence,"
and west.and it was felt in Pittsfield some four larly apt
minutes later than here.
It was felt at (treat exposes some of the grave evils to be appre- quently went the rounds of the Maine press.
Kails, Manchester, Contneook. Dover and other hended from the monopolization of telegraph Although always careful to give credit we
places. The shock lasted about eight or ten lines, press associations and intluential
public make this further acknowledgment for the
seconds.
At Great Falls and South Berwick,
Me., crockery and pictures were shaken from journals. Published at do Lafayette Place, benefit of The Congregationalist, which is one
shelves and mantels.
of our most valued exchanges.
New York.
twren

tion for Women."

it

Educa-

Maine

Matters.

NEWS AND OOSSIP FROM AM.
lilt; '1 ATI

The

annual

meeting

IN' GENERAL.

OVER THE STATE

UKANI1F..

of

the

Maine

state

Grange ope tied in < ity llall. Lewiston. Tuesday
morning, lath inst., in the usual form. Kxceli> ill and appropriate uiusie was furnished un■h r the direction of the chorister. Mr. Win. It.
of Liberty.
Among the prominent
members of the order present were lion. Kn d
Isolde. Master of the State Grange, lion. X. I"on Ham, of Lewiston, I’a-t Master, lion. 1 \
ory
Lord of Saco. Hon. s. \V. Clark, of X* w Vineyard. 1 1!. Gregory .1. t >. Kyes. of Kraut 1 in,
<
11. t obit, of Androscoggin, and l’ast Master
IF H. Tiling, df Mt. Vernon. Governor elect
l{o!>ie occupied the Master's chair, and in the
afternoon delivered the annual address. The
Secretary's report showed that during the past
year one grange had surrendered its charter
five new granges have been organized, and live
reorganized; 1SS granges were reported in good
condition, with a paid up membership of 10,Too
against So-f!t reported last year, a gain of about
-4 per cent, during the year. Seven granges
have more than doubled their membership. The
Treasurer's repor showed that s 1 "ml! had been
received during the year, and $11:13 expended,
leaving a balance of tJ4'2bto be carried to the
fund in the treasury, now amounting to about
$500. The mutual aid society connected with
the grange- reports a membership of about nun
and it total of !.'! assessments made since it- organization in 1ST”. The two mutual insurance
companies connected with the order are reported in a healthy condition, each having largely
increased its risk- during the year.
The annual meeting of the Patrons ( o-operative Corporation was convened at b o'clock.
The finances of the inst it i.t ion were reported to
he in an excellent condition, the business satisfactory and increasing, and the prospects for
the future more flattering than at any period in
the history of the Corporation.
lie >talo (.range me.'ll tigs were
lull} attended Wednesday: Non members of tie order were
pres. nt. In the forenoon Grand Master Koine
announced the several committees.
Most of
the session was occupied hy the discussion of
matters of interest to the’ grang.
in which!
Messrs, ltohie. Lang, l’rinee and others.took
part. The afternoon session was largely occupied in exemplifying the work of the order.
I hiring tie- session an ex -client era} on port rail
of (.rand Master Kobie was presented to him
amidst great enthusiasm.
On Thursday T. 15. Hunter and Ivor} Lord
w.-re elected to serve on the Executive Committee. The Committee- ,,n officers' Salaries
reported that the salaries he the same as last
vear.
The Corn mitt, e on ('. institution and ]>v
laws reported in favor of an amendment by tic
National Grange to allow subordinate ((ranges
to elect as representatives to the State Grange
such fourth degree members as wre in good
standing when the Masters could not att( ml.
The Committee on Education recommended
that a text book 1« placed in our common
schools, which was adopted, to instruct tic
>outh in tic special duties of manhood. Mr.
Koble extended ti welcome to the delegates
pres, nt from tic western portion of our land.
Profe-sor (
L. Whitney, of the Ohio State
Grange, gave an address on the advancement
of the Order.
In tic evening 1 lav id E. L.
Flint. Grand Master of tin- California State
tic Grange.
addressed
Grange,

Moody

sioky or

a

iikkois'i.

In a letter to the ltockland Free Pri
urging
tin nei—ity for more light- on the coast of
Maiic. Gen. \\
White, of North Haven p lithe following story of a shipwreck oil Widow's
Island more than eight} years ago: •■( ipt.
saiathiel Kohertsoii. a resident of tic eastern
i-triet of this town, early one winter's morning, discovered a square rigged brig ashon on
Wid vv's Island.
It was blowing a violent
gale, with a heavy fall of snow. ( apt. 1!. at a
| w.nil.l
glam-.- -aw that in such a gale the
soon lie a total wreck, with tic los, of all on
hoard, if aid w as not provided at nice. The
hrav.- old captain instantly aroused all hi- m ar
neighbors, and requested tlcm to as-ist him in
an effort to board the wreck and takeoff tinimperiled crew, lint the chance- were -■> desperate that they all refused to comply with bin-quest. Finding that enlnat} and threat- j
vv ere unavailing, he reqtn
d lic-e pr—nt to
remain at iii- house till his return, li tlcn
ran with all possible speed to tic re-id.-m-e of
( apt. Samuel Lewis, near the head ot Pulpit
Harbor, full two mile- distant. IF told tic
weather-beaten old --kipper." vv iio had spent
his life mi the ocean hatlling with wind and
wave. tt|e condition
if affairs at Widow'- i~land. < apt. Lewis seized hi- ironw "d .-.me.
and the two brave men. realizing the perilous
position of the castaways, returned with a
possible dispatch. When tlcv arrived. Lewis
inquired of the nen present if tlcv would '• t
the crew of the wrecked brig frei c and drown
without trying to save them. Tie y let'usi d to
volunteer, lie then said. "Cniin and lclji uhau! the boat to the shore." Tic;, -lid so. ami
when tiny reached the water's edge Lewis
drevv liis cane and ordered tic men present,
some three or four, to go into the boat. d-. -during lie would kill the man that i-efu-i d d- a-1 on
the spot.
It i- sufficient to say tlcv went.'
Tlcv found five persons tn-ii,- or less frostbitten and two that vm tv d- ad. The r- seicd
oni s were carefully mu-' d. an I after their recovery sent home: tin other- found Christian
burial."
The writer siiggi -:- that it would he
a
titling monument to their memory should
Congress at once cause a light-boii-e to 1.
reeled on the spot when- thi- heroic dei d vvadoue. and name it the ie wi- and Kohertsoii
--

light.
in i i:i!i:sn.N(

The

following it<
respondence of tile

;

items.

art from tin- Maine corMoslem .Journal:
Il was understood when Governor l'laisted
vetoed the apportionment resolve of two years
ago that lie was influenced sonn what by political eon-id' rations, hut if that wa- -o lin y wenhardly well founded, a- the complexion of the
next House will show.
The numb T of Republicans elected is lup. Kusiotiists 111. Mut il tin
vetoed apportionment had become a law tie
Republicans would have bad bound the i-'u-ioni'ls as Representatives, making a practical loot id. This re-ult has he n proved by a careful
comparison of the vote of the entire state according to tlje two apportionments.
The Maine ('* titral Railroad, alive to tie- eomh rt ol its passengers, i- now trying the expi ritnelit of wanning it-ears by steam direct from
itie locomotive. Rubber pipe- are used to connect tile can's, and the result thus far appears
to he very satisfactory.
It lias been decided to hold the meeting for
the organization of the State Temperance Alliance, for which a eoinmittie was some time
sine
Fob. g’J. at Lewiston.
The
dry weather all over this
-tate is causing a partial -ii-pi n-ioti of work in
some localities, and tile use of steam wherever
ii i- available for manufacturing purpose-.
The mil row gauge railroad from Farmington
to Phillip- will eatt-e more lumbering to be
done in northern Franklin thi- winter titan evi r
before.
A meeting ( f Lewiston citizen- lias appoint'd a committee to investigate the enforcement
of tile Liquor law.
m-

appointed.on

longjeontimied

SENATOR Fit YK
ON

IV

V Ml

('(IMtKl'.SsM A N IlINl.I.KY

II. SERA H II REFORM.

in reply to resolutions dated the Pth in-t..
Mr. Frye write- to tin- secretary of the Deering
Civil Service Reform Association as follow-:—
My Hear sir—Your- of i»*-e. lttti, eneiosing resolution- by the 1 leering association, i- received.

petition to abolish the Common Council is
circulating in Gardiner.
Mi-s (jail Hamilton will spend the winter
with Mr*. Maine, in Washington.
A

Alex. Gibson has formed a company to build
paper mill at Marseille.
What Bowdoin College needs now is a gymnasium. T1 e students say so.
<*ne of the Gardiner paper mills is at work
on an order to
go to Rangoon, Birmah.
A stock company is to be formed in Portland
to purchase and improve Cushing’s Island.
The Camden Herald says that the Good Templar work is prospering all over the state as
a

large

before.
The Portland

never

Bolfrd of Trade has passed

resolutions highly complimentary to the late
Sir Hugh Allan.
The Hallowed Register suggests that the interest in the cause of temperance is
flagging in
that city.
The Grand Army fair in Lewiston was a
success.
The Post in that citv netted about
(NX) in profits.
The Lewiston Journal learns that Gov.
l’laisted will take up his residence in Lewiston at the expiration of his gubernatorial

term.
1 lie Ellsworth
pany w ill
to extend their
to

ami Deer Isle Telegraph Competition the Legislature for authority
telegraph line from Ellsworth
Bangor.
It is probable that the industries of Androscoggin county will soon be increased by the
starting of a large shoe factory at Mechanic

Falls.
The trustees of the State Agricultural Society met at Lewiston last week to close np
the business of the year. They have purchased
two aer- s of land east of the park to lie added
to tic grounds.
Treasurer Osgood reports
£20tmi in the treasury after all hills are paid.
llcpresentative Murcli having objected to I>r.
Loring's F.nglisb in the Agricultural report,
the Cincinnati Commercial suggests that "as it
seems to read well, the fault is iu Mr. Mureb.
who may have as cranky notions about what
constitutes good English, as he has of what
constitutes good money."
Ex-Secretary and Mrs. Blaine removed to
tie ir new home, on Dupont Circle, Washington. this week.
The Paris Hill Manufacturing Company is
doing a large business. They have been shipping sleds to the value of £1,000 per day, for
some time.
Charles Clark, alias Brown, was arrested in
Boston. Dee. 20th, as a fugitive from justice.
Clark, who is an old and notorious horse thief,
i- w anted, it is said, in nearly every county iu
Maine w here he has operated extensively.
He
lias already served fourteen years in the Maine
Mate Prison for horse stealing.
Mr. I teed. of Maine, presented to the ways
and means committee Thursday some facts and
figures to show the importance to the people of
Aroostook. Maine, of maintaining the present
duties on potato starch. lie showed that starch
factories in that region offered a most valuable
market to the fanners, and that the destruction
of that industry would he a great injury to a
very flourishing and grow ing community.
Saturday the Maine Historical Society at
Portland, held a special meeting to commemorate the eighty-fourth birthday of tin Rev. Dr.
Aipheiis S. Packard, who has been a member
for half a century.
It is gratifying to learn that the fears of physicians and friends are not realized, and that
o’li rtor Morrill's condition is much improved.
I!
now begins to take nourishment, and his
friends again are hopeful that lie will rallv.
aptuiu Lewis H. Grunt and John F. Clark,
lla Bar Harbor smugglers, late of schooner
Belle, have been si nteneed by the I'nited States
District 'ourt to Jo days and tiOdavs respectively in the Ellsworth jail.
Mtpt. Knight, of the Deer Isle mine reports
the future prospects of the mine most favorable,
a- it lias for sometime been on a
paying basis
and will soon be able to declare regular dividend-.
President

Hayes’

I

( ASTINK, Dec. Si. 1882.
Kiutoimu thk Joi'isnai.: 1 regret to tresfurther
!>■•*"
upon your columns, hut Mr. Ross'
reply to my communication in your previous
i"Ur doe> not essentially change m> idea of himeaning, or come nearer to tlie facts of tile
ease.
That there were ni'n who opposed Mr.
Hayes' policy, because they did not receive
office' which they sought, is probably true
that there w re others who favored it because
llu y obtained offices, j- equally tint but to impute unworthy or interested motives to the
mass of it- opponents, or to sneer at tic in as
bring d' reived by a few leading politicians, is
thoroughly unjust and untrue, no matter who
says it -as much so a- if similar charge* and
suet r> weiimade against the mass of those
wlc Nii'ir- I it. To di'ciiss the sincerity of tina-l' i-s on •"i*!i*
'id' of this question would he
an unprniitabh and endless task.
No man can
positi'i ly attest another's honesty of purpose.
T" myself the matter seinicd very plain—one
that 1 did no! eat.' to ask leaders, or anybody
cls< about, befort making my own decision,
ml within my personal acquaintance I found
a.large number, of certainly average honesty,
di-intere-tcditess. intelligence and indepenilnee. wiio could not
approve that policy. Partisan Id ling impelled us to support the President whom we had assisted in electing— principle an I duty forbade us. and while lioi
impeaching the sincerity and intelligence of
those Republican* who differed from us. justice
to ourselves and regard for the truth of
history
demand that charges like those made hv Mr.
Ro-s should be squarely met and contradicted,
and that the men who make them should he
called upon to prove them, not by bringing up
any isolated instances, hut by showing that the
ma-s of ii- were influenced
by unworthy motile-. <,|- deceived by leaders.
\\ hi ther the bosses who ran tlie administration of lirant. or Mr. Hayes himself, commenced tin policy, and what its effect has been
upon the Republican party, are matters about
" hi
ll, as about the policy itself, there are honest differences of opinion.
Rut 1 am sorry that Mr. Ross adopts the
slang political phrase—copied by policy men from
tla
Democrats—“waving tlie bloody shirt."
If outrage and intimidation have not been used
at the Mnitli to suppress the Republican vote,
we do not want to
If they have been,
say so.
and are n-ed. should iiot that fact he kept before the people?
1- it any more improper, when it is needed
to call attention to a
wrong, to wave a negro’s
bloody «|jirt than a clerk’s overcoat?
Ii should lie forever remembered, also, that
Mi'- Hayes
title to the Presidency depended solely on the despised “ldoodv shirt." The
act of < '.ingress
establishing the "electoral commission, and the decision of that tribunal gave
him a legal ti!le. hut all the congresses and electoral commissions in the universe cannot justify
an honest man in taking office or
anything else
to which lie lias no moral
right. If there was
nh violence and intimidation, if there were no
■•bl." dy 'hirts" in Louisiana in 1*7(1. Mr. Tildeii had the honest vote of that State. Mr.
Hay es had no
right to the Presidency, and
a> the Democratic
party claimed, his installation was a fraud, and lie was a usurper.
—

■

t;. H. w.

We are

quite sure that there is a mutual misunderstanding between our correspondent and
Mr. Ibis- which a friendly talk would soon
clear away. The latter does not care, however,
to engage in a newspaper
controversy, and we
are glad lie ha- so decided.
"While under certain restrictions

federal patronage.

I HE NEW YOKE HKKALI/S \ IEW OK IT.
I In Yankee faculty for getting out of
anything just twice as much as anyone else could
is hilariously exemplified by the New
England
societies in this neighborhood, for by the Brooklyn society dining on the eve of Forefathers’
I lay and till1 New York Soviet: beginning less
than twenty-four hours after'the other ends
many of these astute Yankees enjoy two celebrations of a single holiday. If any day deserves
double celebration, however, it is that which
commemorates the beginning of the colonies
whose soils and daughters have unwearyingly

tie

Very truly,

\V. P. Fitv

n.

secretary Rlackstonc of tin- Heel ing

iv il
service Reform Association lias received tie
letter
from
:
following
Congressman Dinghy
Dear Sir—Yours is at band, inclosing resolutions
"f tlie Deering Civil Service Reform Association, i
am in hearty accord w ith tlie object- of your association, and shall be tiappy to further tin- ends you
a- well as all good citizens have in view
Nixson Dinoi.k f, .Tr.
Very truly yours,
DEATH UI MIt. AI.KKKT I. STEARNS.

The Nashua Daily Telegraph piiltlisln
an
obituary of Mr. Albert «l. Stearns who died in
that place Dee. 20th, aged 4'J years and four
months. Deceased was a native of Rockland.
Me., and ill early life followed tin- sea. lie bad
resided in Nashua more than twenty year- and
wa- employed at the works of tin Nashua Iron
A Steel Company the greater part of tlie time
Mr. Stearns was a member of the episcopal
oinumnion and of I’enuielttiek Lodge. |. < >. 11.
I
lie was a special member of tin- police force
during Mayor William-' administration, but
never aspired to office. liis two brother-, captain and mate of the schooner “Fortune.” were
lost at sea. off* ape Cot .more limn thirty yearago. A widow, suit and two sisters--Mr-. Jo-,
i.. Fmerson of North < a-tineand Mrs. ( apt.
Dtis Ingralitini of Rockland. Me. surv ive him.
He was a kind hearted, honest man : a mini who
was a kind neighbor, good father and husband,
vvlio-e effort ii was to do right. The funeral
took place on Sunday last, at Nashua.
Llqroii DEAI-KltS IN <’Or.Nl I!..
We have it from good authority that prominent liquor dealers in this city and < amden met
at the room of ],. M. Staples in the hotel in
this city, and arranged plans to defeat the
prosecutions which have been begun at this
eourt.
Counsel is engaged, and it i- alleged
that certain persons have been engaged to look
after the jury and do other work to defeat conviction. These men arc hard pushed. They
find themselves looking into the prison doors,
and will resort to any means to defeat justice.
They do not regard the Maine I.aw a "failure"
just now. They probably arc aided by the
Bo-ton liquor dealers’ Association, hut we
hope Maine integrity will prove too strong for
Maine and Massachusetts cupidity combined.
[Rockland Free Press.
T HE MAINE I.AW.

Neal Dow correcting some published errors,
writes as follows: The Maine law makes no
provision, as he says it does, for the sale of in-

toxicating liquors for the Lord's table. The
anxiety as to the probable result of a popular
vote on constitutional prohibition is quite uncalled for. We who are deeply interested have
fears

that score. In 1858 we had a vote
on prohibition. Xu Portland it was 55 to 2 and
15 over. In Lewiston and Auburn unanimous,
and in twenty principal places, excluding Bangor, the vote was 25 tot and 14 over. In the
whole State an overwhelming majority against
grog shops, which are now even more under the
ban of popular opinion. Wherever the law lias
been properly executed the tines and costs paid
by rumsellers far exceed the costs to the public.
no

on
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Congressional Apportionment

plans yet presented for a Congressional apportionment of the State, those of the
editor of the Age seem to ns the most remarkable. In last week's Age lie says. "We present
the following plan, which it seems to us would
of all the

we are

Forefathers’

Day.

disseminated pumpkin pie, town meetings, Mayflower furniture, school ma’ams, Thanksgiving
Day. codfish balls and the principles of religious

liberty throughout a laud a
large as the mother country.

hundred times as
Hud it not been
for the Pilgrim Fathers and their successors
there would have been no “Cradle of J.ibertv,”
no New
England transcendentalism, no Medford rum. Indeed, there would never have teen
an: Boston to give a
distinguished title to baked
beans, brown bread and novels without plots.
To the section whose beginning was at Plymouth Hock two hundred and sixty-two years
ago :i grateful nation owes cheap clocks, "hairsplitting theology and the lightening rod man.
Had there been iio New England there would
hive bein no Cambridge elm under which
Washington could take command of the American Army: and every
Yankee knows that for
tin Father of 11 is Country not to have tirst
drawn his supreme sword in sight of Boston
would have taken all the glory out of the ItevoItitionarv struggle. To New England the nation
owes that
physical angularity that was the
marvel of the world until the testhetie craze
took it up and pronounced it beautiful. Had
not the Mayflower come over there would never
have been any Salem witchcraft, Bunker Hill
Monument or (ieneral Butler; there would
have been no Boston Common skating pond
story to tire the juvenile American heart, nor
any story of “Paul Kevere’s Ride” to make the
schoolboy choke deliciously as he reads it aloud.
Were there no New England there would be no
huge Sound steamers to run down smaller
boats in our rivers and make business for New
York coroners, nor would there be any Senator
Hoar to frantically throw a screen of respectability in front of the nakedness of the river
and harbor steal. Well may the sons of Now
England rejoice doubly on this their festal dav,
for if one celebration is due to the fact that in
the early days their section was nearly all there
was of our country north
of the Potomac,
another one should be promoted by gratitude
that, in spite of the westward march of empire
and Yankees, their beloved land still remains
near enough to New York to amount to some-

thing.
The growth of Minneapolis is attracting much
attention. East year $<>,000,000 was invested in
new buildings, and the
city increased by some
12,000 in population. This year $8,000,000 has
been spent in building, and probably 15,000
souls added to the population.

Pinkeye

has

appeared

Ottawa, Canada.

among the horses at

Democratic

Reform

and

Reformers.

Marne

If, as \vc are frequently told, tlie recent Republican reverses are due to the desire of Unpeople for civil service reform, is it not evident
that there must have been

miscalculation

a

somewhere? As a Republican defeat implies
a Democratic victory, it must follow that the
Democratic party is expected to reform the
civil service.

It would be

interesting to know
upon what grounds this expectation was based.
Certainly not upon tin- record, professions or
practices of the party which years ago inscribed
upon its banners. "To the victors belong the
spoils." and which has been more consistent in
its adherence to that doctrine than it lias to
some other articles of its creed—hard
money,
for instance. Tne Republican party, on the
other hand, has inaugurated many reforms in

service, and in this direction, as in
others, has kept fully abreast of public sentiment.
Indeed, it is now in danger of going too
far in response to what seems a popular demand,
but which will proveto be merely the clamor
of a clique of theorists and professional grumblers. That political assessments upon officeholders should be prohibited and prevented all
will agree, and Senator Frye says that if the
the civil

Pendleton bill is
the

practice

amended as to put

so

stop to

a

the

Republican delegation in ConMaine will undoubtedly support it.

gress from
Rut a measure which looks to the establishing
of a life tenure in the civil service, and the per-

petuation

of

office-holding class, will never
command the approval of the people of this
country. Such legislation would be in violation
of the principles of the Government. unAmerican. and unwise. Its adoption would be the beginning of the end. so far a> a republican form
an

of government is concerned.

We do not. how-

anticipate that either party will allow itself to become responsible fora measure of this
sort. A halt will be ordered long before that

ever.

point

is reached.

What

is the attitude of the

immediately concerns
two parties in Congres>

involve the least division of counties." lie then

us

presents two plans, the first of which divides
Sagadahoc between the first and second districts
and Lincoln between the second and third dis-

lo-uay on me gciu«u issue ot civil service reform. We linil the Republicans, without excep-

counties,

district made of entire

only

tricts. 11 is

this plan, would be the fourth, but
district, in which Mr. Bust resides,
would be strongly Democratic.
Mr. Host’s second plan makes the first district

according

to

pledging themselves to reform.and giving
support to a bill prepared by a Demoeratie Senator. which provides for some of the cliangction.

the third

ealled for in our civil service system. Rut the
author of I lie bill stands alone on his own side.
Not only that, hut lie has been assailed and

divide Oxford county: the second district divides Oxford. Kennebec and Somerset: the
third district divides Kennebec. Somerset and

jeered

l'cnobscot. and the fourth district divides Pen-

bill.

obscot, but like his first plan this has the virtue
of making the third district, the same in which
Mr. Bust resides,

strongly Democratic.

as the Age says of these plans that
they “involve the least division of counties,”
that "no effort is made to give either party an

Inasmuch

advantage

Congress

to go to

repeat,

we

a

Mr. Bust's opporin 1*7*. when by

apportionment.

remarkable

tunity

the other." this is.

over

was

a
reasonable and proper effort he might have
been nominated in place of Mr. Murch. We

regretted that lie did not then avail
opportunity, for we have never

have often

himself of his

doubted that he would have made
tive of our district much

olicy.

willing to accord space
to those attacked through our columns in which
to defend themselves, we do not think sucli discussions as the present judicious or profitable,
i"Kditor Journal.

delegation

,'i-t

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1882.

represi illato the pres-

a

_

m < ougre-s will unPend,:, si>n bill, vvhencvt r il
shall he amended so a- to absolutely prevent political assessments upon otliceholilcrs. so far a- 1 am
concerned personalty, my only objection to the bill
i-, that it does not go far enough, It -should establish a lived teuuie of otliee, and as to the office- men
tinned in it, an absolute divorce between them and
Congressional influence. The bane of the public
man to-day is the importunity of the otliee seeker-,
and liis weakness comes from the distribution of

Uepublieu
doubtedly -up)

Y'lie

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

superior

ent

incumbent who defeated hi' nomination.

But

we

give

in order to

a

fair and wise

will not make such

cutting u)i of counties
him

Mr. Bust proposes,
second chance as a Con-

a

Waldo.

Hancock.

ashing-

districts of \\

Somerset.

Kennebec.

Penobscot, and

Piscataquis.

wholesale

a

as

gressional candidate.
Making the tu o eastern
toil.

day

think at tin's late

Legislature

Vroo-took

coun-

ties, and the two western districts of tii

■

re-

maining counties of the State, would almost
divide the

equally
sions

e

These two div i-

population.

also be div hied each into two districts

m

equal population

of almost

without

dividing

than one county in the entire State, ami
tin- relative party strength would vary but little in the several districts. This would accommore

object of maintaining the
a substantially equal
division of the population, and be just towards
both political parties.
plish the
integrity

11 desired

mu

of counties, make

Dorsey is himself furnishing evidence that most people will consider conclusive
as to his complicity in the star route thievery,
Kx-Senator

when he could have

lie offered no defence
made under oath the

published later
which, necessarily,
lie

whatever.

And

statements

explanatory

in

newspapers, and
have
no
weight

the

could
he

now

lias

given

for

out

the confidential letters which passed between iiiniself, (ien. (iartield and others

publication
during

the

then, and

campaign of

we

isso.

Mr.

Dorsey

was

say. is now. secretary of
National Committee. He was

regret

to

Republican
assigned to important duty in Indiana, and naturally consulted, and was advised by the [’res-

the

idential candidate of his party. The letters
show that lien, (iarfield was anxious to win
and it would have been strange if lie
had not been. Not only were hi- own interests

the

fight,

and ambitions at stake, hut the interests of the

party lie had served

ably

so

and

and which had honored him with

so
a

faithfully,

nomination

highest office in the gift of the people.
why should lie not consult, adv ise and in-

to the
And

the secretary of the National Committee?
That lie did is certainly nothing to liis discredit:
struct

publication of letters which any honregard as confidential, is
most discreditable to Mr. Dorsey. The fact
that the latter held confidential relations, by
reason of his position, to the late President
does not prove that the ex'-Senator is guiltless
of star route frauds, and furnishes no grounds
for exempting him from prosecution under the
indictments found against him. What. then,
could he have hopedtogain by publishing these
letters? Did lie think that by smirching the

while the

orable man would

memory of the dead his own unsavory fame
would he cleansed? If so he will be sadly dis-

appointed. There
the explanations

is

nothing

in the letters or in
and insinuations of Dorsey

himself which can diminish

by

and reverence the American
him who

was

sin in the

stricken

maturity

by

one

iota the love

people

have for

the hand of an

of hi> powers.

assas-

As the New

York Times well says: "Dorsey on trial as a
thief and conspirator parades his former intimaey with honest men as evidence of his own
innocence or of their guilt. It is too late."
Kven Mrs. Burnett’s most devoted admirers
have been constrained to admit that her serial,

Administration,” now in course
"Through
of publication in The <’entury Magazine. has
been wearisome reading. The opening chapters
promised well, but the succeeding ones have
been dreary, monotonous and provoking. Bare
of incident, they simply conveyed tin- impression of something disagreeable in store. In the
January number, however, Mrs. Burnett seems
one

fresh start, and introduces two
new characters, who serve to emphasize her
disapproval of the spoils system. A government
to

have taken

a

clerk had married

dulging

on

$75

a

in the dream of

month, and

was

in-

home out of

buying
salary when he loses his office, because the place is wanted for some one else.
Arbutlmot tells the story to Mrs. Sylvester—
“It is very cruel,” said Agnes. "It is very
a

this modest

hard.”
"It is as cruel as Death," said Arbutlmot.
“It is as hard as Life! That such a thing is
possible—that the bread and home and hopes
of any honest human creature should be used
as the small change of power above him, and
trafficked with to sustain that power and iix it
in its place to make the most of itself and its
greed, is the burning shame and burden which
is slung around our necks, and will keep us from
standing with heads erect until we are lightened
of it.”
And then Arbutlmot and Mrs. S. cast about
them for “influence” to get another place for
the deposed clerk; but we hear nothing of

competitive examinations, so that they
be real civil service reformers, after all.
Twenty-two
meeting of the
at

cannot

States were represented in the
Greenback National Committee

St. Louis last week.

Lee Crandall, secretary

of the committee, says there was a strong fusion element in the meeting, but after a full discussion of all questions bearing on the welfare
of the

party,

either

of

the

a

new

tion of

propositions for fusion with
old parties or the organizaone were squarely beaten, and

all

the members of the committee were directed to
home and go to work still further to
build up the party under its present organizareturn

tion. that being deemed

as

perfect

as

it can be

made.

by

his associate- and part) organ-.
The Cincinnati Knquirer says"The Democrats of Ohio are afraid of the Pendleton
take.

at

They look upon it
They regard it as

Gov. Plaisted has bought an interest in the
Gazette, which will hereafter be pub-

lished by Plaisted. Clavert and Waldron.

The

salutatory

this

of the former will appear in

week’s issue.

than

a

presumption

mis-

and

a

fraud." Senator Brown, of Ocorgta. has raised
hi- voice in behalf of the doctrine, "to the victor-

belong the spoils,"

and lias declared that the

Demoeratie voters cannot be rallied to the
in ls-4 unless

they

know that

victory

polls

will be

followed bv the universal ejectment of Republican office-holders, senator William-, of Kentucky. i- quite a- decided in hi- opposition to
the Pendleton civil service hill, and i- not
ashamed to tell his reasons. He remarked in
the Senate the other day. of this measure, that
"Old Hickory Jackson would put his foot upon
it in a minute," and then proceeded to trample
it underfoot himself, after which lie said "the
only way to reform is to elect an honest Presi<lent in lss4. turn on the hose, give him a big
hickory boom.and tell him to sweep the platter
clean." in short.us the New York Herald -uceintly puts it. "Mr. Williams expects his party
to elect the next President, and lie wauls ft to
get all tile offices: then lie will probably lie
ready to heartily agree to a bill like that'prepared by Mr. Pendleton." But tile severest on-laught upon the bill was made by Senator
Yuorhec.-. "(he silver-tongued -on of Indiana."
win, ha- undoubtedly voiced the true -cut intentof Hi" Democratic party on this que-tinn.
W
quote from a -ynop-i- given In a Western
D'luoeratie paper:
Til" best hit made was a review of p t-t hi
tor). Voorhecs claimed that tic part) in i nwer alway- held the office-, from Mo-'c- to the
pre-ent day. Reverting to the Aomini-tralion
of Thomas Jeth-r-on. lie -aid tiiat wla n he a
-unn d
the Ptv-idene) he found that Alex.
Hamilton w as not in accord with the spirit of
tree institutions.
He was a Monarchist. Jefferson found the offices tilled with such nu n.
and lie turned them out. us In* ought to.
Asa
Democrat. Voorhecs -aid lie thought In-could
to
afford
draw inspiration from Thomas Jeffer—

—

son.

Fontmumg, In saiu: "A proposition to administer tin- Government with unfriendly men
is a chimera of tie- hrain, untit for tin sound
counsels of men. To quote Henry Clay.'We
can not consent to allow your friends to be in
our confidence.'"
Further quotations were
made from Stephen A. Douglass and others.
Next the Senator proceeded to review the
exploits of the Civil Service Commission,
which was organized tinder the Administration of Geueral Grant, and which grew into
such popular disfavor that < 'ongross refused to
appropriate for its support, faking up a report of this commission, the- speaker got the
Senate in a vein of laughter by quoting some
of the questions propounded by this commission. First, for tin examiner's position in the
post-nttiee, the applicants were allowed no
memoranda. Among the questions asked wa re
these: "Name the four largest islands on the
globe?" "if there is a Senator." said Yoorhees, "who can do this otf hand, he can do
more than I can."
“Give approximately the latitude of W ashington and Loudon?"
"Name the principal ocean streams or currents?"
"Where are the principal table-lands of the

globe?"

"And now we come to senator Pendleton's
low grades.
1 quote some of the conundrums
asked:
'Give the course a measure must take to be
introduced in Congress, and. if it is vetoed, to
be a law of the Fnited States?"
"'Name the kind of Congressional conclusions subject to a vote?'
Name the voting power possessed by the
presiding officers of Congress?'
“To this 1 refer the attention of the Chair,"
said Yoorhees, as a good-natured twit to l)a\id
Davis.
What part, of the Fnited States was the
original territory, and what Government ce led
it to the Fnited States?'
"Oh.” said Yoorhees, “if a clerk can answer
all these questions, what a tine hand-writing he
must have!"
lit commenting in a running way on each of
these several conundrums, the speaker made of
this feature of his speech a clever piece of
satire, it was so palpably ridiculous that the
Senate comprehended it full well. Dorman B.
Baton, who had remained up to this portion,
left the chamber, or rather incontinently sneaked out on tip-toe.
"1 think." said Yoorhees, "that the pubicservice should examine the men who propound
such questions, and see if they are lit to run at
large. Now let me read a clincher:
is
'If J of
of 8 2-5, what will be
of 8-20
of 9 ?'
"What Senator among you can stain) up and
answer this as a climax
-A man weighing ninety-six pounds runs
■

against

with a
sult ?'

weighing seventy-two pounds
velocity of six degrees; what is the reman

a

"Now." said the speaker, "if anybody wants
this humbug continued let him vote for this
bill, which l shall not. 1 am in favor of electing, rather, Postmasters, Judges, Marshals, and
such classes of officers. It will take away from
the appointing power 50.000 places."
Further criticising the bill, Mr. Yoorhees declared it was no cure for Civil Service corruption.but only an aggravation. The Republican
party came into power in 1801, and has had all
the offices. Now, the Senator from Ohio proposes to keep these officers in as a trained band.
With the Republicans the support of the bill is
death-bed repentance. Public interest requires
a change, except in the case of meritorious soldiers. who should not be removed.
“I am opposed to the bill in every feature.
It does not accomplish what it pretends to. It
is to keep in place a trained band of officials
whom I desire to turn out.”
These are

representative

of the party
which is to reform the civil service and the
country generally—if they can have the oppormen

tunity. They are certainly entitled to credit
for so plainly expressing their true sentiments,
but what a disappointment their utterances
must prove to those who fancied they saw in
the Democratic party the spirit of reform, and
contributed to its successes this year. Even
Senator Pendleton, the reputed father of the

so

Grange F. of H.

Notes

Grange met in Ninth Annual session in City Small Hall
Lewiston, Dee. It), with
a very large
attendance, much larger than any
previous session, and one never surpassed in
energy, enthusiasm, or pluck.
Wednesday,
the second day, eight hundred
patrons were in
the city and over one hundred
delegates. Tuesday afternoon the annual address of State Master Fred Kobie, held the close attention of the
Grange. It was a grand effort, showing the
order to have eleven thousand membership in
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will every office-holder ill the civil
And he added this further assurance :

it has been said that the abandonment of the
will exclude Democrats from office when the day of our victory shall come.
I
do not think it. On the contrary, I believe that
the adoption of this policy as our party creed
will hasten the day of the victory of our party,
and its adoption as a law will, under any administration. till many offices with Democrats.
*
*
*
I think it will disarm and disorganize
and neutralize the trained hand of office-holders
who have wrested from us, as I have said, at
least two Presidential elections.
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little after ten o'clock in the

ev ening we
Fuudy. although most of
the passengers had supposed we should remain
where we were till morning on account of the
rough weather. Thus far it had been pleasant
sailing and we all anticipated a comfortable
trip. But once out on the hay a change came
o'er the spirit of our dreams. All at once t here
is a pause, a lurch, a plunge, and then again we

new en-

a

Bay

of

borne upon the crest of a wave, and as a
sensation comes over us, and our boat is

are

dizzy

tossed like

a -hell upon the water, and we are
from our seats, and every loose article
is tossed from one side of the boat to the other,

pitched

realize we are on the swell of the

we

must make the best of it.
rience on the water

we

sea

and

In our limited expeusually been ex-

have

empt from seasickness, and thus were somewhat surprised at being so completely taken
down

this time.

were

as we

small and the

The steamer was

rough, so all we mold
on something and hold oil.
do was to get a
In this way alone could we keep our places.
There was, however no one to laugh at tic ot hers
for all were in the same predicament, and so
although ridiculous things will happen on every
such occasion our pencil will not note them for

of the most

hay

very

this time at least.

At four o’clock in the mornthe wharf at St. John, and in
the dim light of day break crawl on -bore and
make our way to a hotel for breakfast. The
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started for Belfast. This route lias been so
often described that it is useless to write it up.
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not ashamed to be called a farmer, and that he
intended to lie more of a farmer in the future

At Yaueeboro we find

a

decided

change

in the

general appearance of things. The Yankee
conductor with the M. ('. uniform takes the

than in the past, lie proposed to try and make
his farm one of the best in Cumberland county.
It is the duty of ttie order to discuss the tariff

of the blutf John Bull and

place
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000 farms in the Slate and

our genial friend Col. C. V. Crossman of Bangor. who has lately been appointed to that position. The railroad people are making great

so as to remedy its defects.
The ballot is in the hands of the farmers, and they have
the power to remedy its defects. There are 115,-
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are

by

02.0(H) farmers.

Tin- farm facilities are better
than heretofore. \V. Master Rsbie’s remarks
received

were
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improvement
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marks of approval.
Nine years ago. the State
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organGrange and Hampden Grunge were tin-first two Granges organized
in Maine.
Hampden was numbered “1” and
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American Reformer is the
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weekly paper, published at
Building. New York, at one dollar
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It is

sheet,

strongly prepossessed

announcement

in its favor hv the
that it does not come before llu-

public profe—ing

to till "a

long-felt want,”

discussion comprises temperance, politics, religion. health and the home, and judging from
the initial number, it is destined to win for itself a permanent and influential place in journalism.
The official ruunt of the vote for Congressthe hoi Maine election shows, what was
already known, that Mr. Dingley leads the Republican ticket, followed in order by Mr. Kecd.
Mr. Boutelle and Mr. Milliken, the difference
between Milliken and Boutelle being only t»'»
votes, of which 07 are accounted for by Sagadahoc returns for Seth I>. instead of Seth L. Milliken. [Kastport Senteniel.
men :it
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neat and tasteful calen-

dar for 1NS3 from the advertising agency of 'I'.
C. Evans, Boston.

73.000 should rim

charges

with those at other ports in the United States.
In view of the agitation of the
compulsory
and the rejection of the reduction of fifteen per cent, pilotage fees offered
by the New York Pilots’ Association the subis of

especial interest.

Following are the
Folger’s exhibits :
Between April I ami Novem-

statements from Seeretarv
.\i:\v

luiiK.

ber 1 vessels pay at the average rate of £o.:’»7
per toot_iirauglit of vessel for inward pilotage
and S3. ,2 per foot draught for outward
pilotage, and from November to April I for outward pilotage St;.7s per foot draught,
«mpitlsory pilotage at full rates i- required on jt||
vessels
of
the
registered
I'nited State-. Then
are no
eotnpulsory fees for harbor master. Fot
quarantine a fee of £(>.50 is paid to the health
officer on a vessel's arrival from a
foreign
port. As regards per diem wltatf charges two
cents per ton is reiptired for the tir-t 20o tonand one-half cent on each ton over 200 ton-.
Boston.
Vessels for inward pilotage pav
on an average £4.50
\|| \, -'per foot draught.
sels engaged in f reign trade are
obliged to pav
full pilotage if spoken. Vessels under 200 tonregister are liable to half rate-. The state laws
place a tax upon the incomes of vessel property. A- to wharf eltarges vessels tinder 200 tonpay three-fourths of a cent per ton per dav.
and those over 200 tints one-half rent.
\4— o'lloading or unloading from five to forty-live
s
day are free of charge.
i’ltll.Alu.l.PHiA. Vessel- for inward pilotage pay at an averngj of 84 per foot draught of
ve-sel, and for outward pilotage s:i per foot
draught. The what f charges are 74 To £0 pi r
day for sailing vessels and 715 for -teattiers in r

day.

Vicinity.

SlTRSCRIBHRS. We llHVt
made arrangements by which we can offer to th-ee
securing new subscribers for the Journal, copies < t
the Rev. T. Gerrish* popular book,
“Army f,if
A Private’s Reminiscences of the
War,” tin.* pm e
of which is $1.50. It is a neatly printed, subst tntially bound volume, and is the first book to portray the

phases of the private soldier’s life during the gr. at
rebellion. For one new subscriber and $2.50 we will
give one copy of the book. For two new subscribers
and $4, one copy. For three new subscribers and
two copies. The books will be delivered at the
office or -cut postpaid to any address on receipt ot
the subscriptions as above.
Monday will be

Next

There

New Year’s.
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mas time, than for the week
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fliis was greatly t the advantage of holiday gooddealers and all report large sales.
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--el- evening
vided by the Woman’.- Tempcramv -..*
An
15 feet and over. 75 per foot; 12 and
ie-s than 15 feet, £4 per foot: less than 12 f. it,
supper then- will he recitations ami dial '-ue- aim
73 per foot. C’oniiuilsory pilotage i- n-fjttir*■<!
the pre-'-ntatioi! ot pri/.e- i'or pun- ni d itt<-1,
for till vessels unuer register. Yes.-el- from
etc.
foreign lands pay a fee of 1 cent per ton from
The d.-uf mules of this city ;i.-seinhied at the
u
May 1 to November 1. The State taxes are on
the personal property. All vessels over Kill "I Mr. (
\
.u
Itrowu. -", >|. relay
tons navigating tin* Chesapeake
Bay are com- enjoy ei 1 the pleasures of a well filled < I n-diiiapelled to take OUt pilot's lieel|-e. for whirl) 10 tree. The make up of -ant t < l.ius \va- a \--:n tin
cents per ton is charged.
For wharfage I In"lie. Toe ‘•ompaiie remained until mid-niuui
pai
State eltarges are 1 per rent per ton a day. l’t i\ ate rates are 81
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per day ou ves-cls under 200
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|.,,f
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free.
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lotage fixed li> law. lint liar pilotage i- s|.5o euret! ami rehearsals ■••gun iiimi» di,11• I\ after
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per foot iratlgiit of vessel. Uivcr pilotage from
bar to tin- i-ity is £40 and tin- -ante 1 i,-e ier-:i.
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The distance i- about tin utile-. Tie- qimran:e
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registered mea.*ureiuent. 'There i* eompulson
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tons, average $4 a day: over but.) and uud< r 1.uou tons, average $1"
day: o\er l.oun and under 2.CMHJ toils, average $17.bo a da} : over 2.non
and under g.bOO tons, average sgt.gbaday : ov<
g.bOO tons, bo cent* for eaeii additional ton.
Wilmington. N. C.
Portage is about $b.bo
per foot draught of vessel. Full rate* of pilotA payment of
age if spoken are required.
for harbor master’s lee is demanded on arris a
a vessel ma\
of vessel. < >n payment of this ft
command the services of the harbor master at
i*
in port. State tav
any time while the vessel
are the same as on other personal property.
The wharfage charges are a* follows ;\ ov*els under 10 > tons burden. $2 per day : from loo to goo
tons. $:l per day; of goo ton* and upward.
per
day. Vessels occupying second, third and fourth
tiers pay half rates.
Wilmington, Del.- 'The portagi rate* are a*
follows:
Vessels drawing not over lg feet of
water, $;» per foot; over lgatid not over lb fe. :
$4.Pi per foot; lb and not over In feet, sj,'m
per foot: is and not over gb fed, $b per foot :
gb feet, $b.bo, and $10 additional between November 1 and April I.
All vessels in foreign
trade have to pay fuM rates of pilotage. (Quarantine fee for examining a vr**e' from an infected port is $lu. Wharfage i* $l.bn per day
on ve*sels of HO tons and less, and $1 .gb per da;
for all over no tons.
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Portland. Me., and Portsmouth. N
among the ports named that ha\o no compulsory pilotage.
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The Committee on Harbor and Shipping of
the New York Chamber of Commerce has addressed a communication to the Governor-elect
advocating certain reforms in the administration of port wardens and harbor masters.

L. Eum Smith of Philadelphia-, proprietor of
The Agents' Herald. Tuesday, made argument
before Assistant Attorney-General freeman in
support of the charges against twenty-live Boston firms, that they are using the' mails for
fraudulent purposes.
Mr. Joint Eaton, t mted States Commissioner
of Education, in a lecture on illiteracy, shows
from the last census, as compared witli the census of 1870, that then- is relatively a gain of
three per cent, in intelligence, but an absolute
increase in the number of illiterates of f>sl,si4.
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The steamer Cauima, supposed to have he, n
lost with all on board from the washing ashore
of a portion of her deck load, arrived at St.
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Lewiston “2". The growth of the order since that
time has ... wonderful. There are now 11,000
Patrons of Husbandry in Maine. The membership Inis increased 25 per cent., the past year—
a record few societies can show and the order
was nev er so
nourishing as it was on its ninth

birtli-day anniversary.
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little good it does us.
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fiercely, the air is full of snow and we cannot
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A. Gilbert, secretary of the Maine Hoard of
Agriculture, said he was making out a report
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find to he

we

little to interest us, however, for we are nowhound for home and the time seems long to us

s. B. Titus.
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thirty are made in tiestepping horses to

very fine horses here.
Well, here we are in Annapolis

of I’enobscat county
that Penobscot County num-

isolated parts of the State
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bring

Gregory,

nourishing Granges,

forty
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charges to which American and foreign
shipping are subject under State laws. The
statement gives the rates of pilotage in all the
principal ports of the United States, as well as
the wharf charges. The
Secretary says that
the latter are not prescribed by State laws, but
arc levied by the owners of wharves and
docks,
and, as they constitute a large item in the burdens of the shipping interests, are included in

Belfast

h

across

some

that sooner or later she would have her proper
place at the ballot, and that one result would be
the advancement of the temperance cause. '/..

growth

as

have a drive of

we

hour. Tie y were
valued at four hundred dollars there, hut would

Secretary of
Van Huron City Grange, of Michigan, thought
that the raising of the women to equal honors
with the men in our order was a grand step in
the right direction; that the women had been
the making and upbuilding of the order; and
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seventy miles directly
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Caledonia, which

agriculture of the State. Daniel
Ilowen, deputy of Waldo county, gave a
most encouraging report of Waldo
county—
that the membership had increased to ltioo
members. Sister Ritchie of Winterport, recommended that even sub-Grange carry on their
meetings in a parliamentary manner. Jlrs. J.
W. i.ang made remarks, which were well received. Deputy < II. Gilman, of Iloulton. said

thusiasm into it.
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nnthing

the Province.

relation to tlie
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to

nice one, and our companion an agreeable
gentleman, who gave us much information in
regard to this l’rovinec and Lunenburg County in particular. From Mills Village we drag
through with a belated stager to Liverpool,
which we find to lie a busy town. This place
is a noted shipping port and a large business is
s
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-strings. They
however, a- in the rest of
the province, a good school system, end the
next generation will develop different rhararteristies. it is to be Imped.
From hum nburg we drove to Bridgewater
where we formed pleasant ai-rpiaintaners and
we shall long remember with
pleasure the ride
of seventeen miles from there to Mills t illage.
It was a lovely winter morning, the trees were
covered with beautiful white frost that sparkled like jewels in tile bright light of the morn-

bers from dilferent parts of the State on the
good of tlie order, and called out .1. \V. i.ang,
of Brooks,
lie gave some excellent ideas in

past year
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liavo here,
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Hampshire and from
Ma-'.ielm-i its State (irange-, and by vote thankfull) accepted and acknowledged. A present of
-"112 I locks for I lie choir from Ohio State Grange
wa- also received, and a vote of thanks passed.
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('(aims and Grievances
F. W. Ritchie, S. AI.
Blake. >. i;. Bradford. Samuel Bell, Wilder
Pratt. E. Walter, Sisters Airs. Henry S. Swett.
Rufus Stone. W. W alker and S. II. Higgins.
.Mutual aid and Insurance- W. W. Andrews,
David Field. J. Brown. F. Winslow, Sisters W.
Parson.-. Sarah P>. Pierce. Miranda Bellows, and
F. A. Allen.
Printing W. D. Holden. 1. S. Alelntire, W.
Parsons, F. A. Jack. Sisters F. II. Sprague, B
F. Brown. D. Al. Hall, and Sister D. W. Wiley.
Officers. Reports and Addresses—David R.
Wile\, J. 15. Ripley,o. H. Wakefield, Sisters D.
‘Thing. Wm. Hathaway, N\ o. Parsons.
Alh -olutions
Ivory Lord, J. W. Lang, F. A.
Allen. Lambert Sands. Oliver Town. Sisters (>.
II. Bowman..!. B. Ripley, C. W. Ryerson, G.
F. Hammond.
Agriculture W in. Parsons. W. Hathaway,
R. A. Fogg, David Crockett. Sisters Bowen, j.
AI. Rabin-on. W. II. Walker, (». W. Clark.
Education
D. 11. ‘Thing. T. B. Hunter. F. A.
A ileii.Na: ban. A vtrill, c. W. Thompson, Sisters
* >. A. Bowman.
Alar) > -ott. R. A. Fogg. .7. R.
V Ison, W. >. True.
D •lanant (.range- <
W. Freeman. S. W.
Cook. J. R. Nelson. F. D. Alien, Sisters D.
« ro.-ki it, J. Brown.«». >.
Keyes, Airs. F. Robie.
i ■«■- and Due- < i. T. Fellows. F. L. Town.
•I. L. Field, o. H. Ab Fadden. Abel'Thompson.
D. o. Bowen. N\ II. Aloody. s. AL Blake. A.
B. Si*ave \
Officer.-' >aiai'ie-—Samuel S. Smith. A. AV.
Valentine. J. AI. Robert.-. Jo-eph White. T. A.
D«'dtre. (
I’ellow-.
Bradford, N. S. ShurtIcrL D. D. Key-.
N oted to accept the ii-t of committees as announced In Worth) Alaster.
Communications from subordinate Granges
received and referred to the appropriate committees.
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of men who left the fool's pence at tin- bar of
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(‘ommittee on Constitution—Bros. C. E. Gilman, Alden Moulton. N.S. ShurtlutT, H. Towle,
George Walker, Sisters T. P». Hunter, S. R.
Bradford and IP E. < arter.
Finance R. P. Thompson and II. W. Morey
and executive committee.
For good of the order- Bros. (). l>. Potter, »I.
P. Nelson. .7. P». Ripley. (ieorge A. Hail, Sisters
Mr-. G. F. Hammond, All". Joseph White. Airs.
J. W Lang.
Co-operation- ,).(). Keyes. B. F. Cobb, S. M.
Tiukham, J. I.. 1 lardy. >isters ( W Ryerson.
George Hardy, C. F. Patten and Abel Thomp-
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fully understand a fair plain lecture or sermon
in English. We find that nearly every teacher
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a rising young lawyer and
Provincial Council, who is a

brother of Hcv. .1. A. Boss, of Belfast, and
took

e\(elh nt choir and furnished excellent
music and singing. 'Tuesday
evening the meet-
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consider well broken w ill run away immediately if put into a neck yoke. Here in Lunenburg

were
presented. Sister E. AW
appointed as Lady Asst. Steward.
If. Moody as Chorister, who
orgau-

side the

remove

ingly docile, and are controlled easier than w hen
y oked by the neck. Tin iryoungcattle that they

we

message, accompanied by a report from .Secretary Folger, giving the harbor, pilot and

advantage in yoking cattle in this
Beiligfastened \nj lU haul they tire exceedject

way.

was

lirst issue of which is before

to

There is one

ommittee

he assured his Democratic friends that the bill
would not apply to more than thirty offices out-

Washington Departments; that it affected none of the important patronage,such as
offices appointed by the President with advice
of the Senate; and as most important of all lie
impressed upon their attention the fact that it
carefully and absolutely abstains from interfering in the slightest degree with the power of a
Democratic President, if one should be elected.

last, and it is a treat to see team after team
pass, tackled up in true Dutch style, with the
drivers snapping their w hips ns our stage drivers do in Maine, and cry ing out to the oxen in
a hard place
something that sounds like tmk

our

lui'xiay afternoon also the reports of the
'Treasurer, S» eretary. and Executive

l>ro. V\

Business

nearly all
trucking is done by oxen. During our three
days’ stay here we saw hut tin, /«,;,■* of horses.
The oxen are yoked and driven as described in

Ia eturer,

i/i-d

place.

smart

a

streets and in the stores. An odd

the

frank Lane, of Schastieoak Grange, Burnham,
Bro. 'A alker. of Comet Grange, and others.

Ritchie

a

feature in the streets is the fact that

sentative patrons present were Bros. F. AV.
Kitchie and wife, D. U. Bowen and wife,
< harles Bellows and wife. J. AV.
Lung and wife,

(
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PORTAGE, WHARFAGE, TAXES. &C.
The Senate has received from the President

to a Yankee. From there we went to Lun-

new

Interest.

—

interested in many habits and customs

were

enburg town.
is lively in the

County Grange,
the most enthusiasm and push, and was
styled
the banner County. Waldo
County had a respectable delegation present, but not enough to
do justice to itself as it should. We hope in
future this will be righted. Among the repre-

In a

the I2lh inst.

and

Shipping

CHARGES OTHER THAN NATIONAL ON AMERICAN SHIPPING
COM1TESORY PILOTAGE,

Correspondence of the Journal.
Think our last
\^as written at Mahone Bay,
where we had just come into a Dutch county.

patrons

the State.

The

by the Way.

FURTHER GLIMPSES OK NOVA SCOTIA.
IN A
DUTCH COUNTY. LUNENBURG. EDUCATION.
A RUMSELLKR’S PARADISE. A PLEASANT
DRIVE. LIVERPOOL. ACROSSTI1E PROVINCE.
HOMEW ARD BOUND.

the State and every prospect that several thousand will be added the coming
year. Waldo
county has the largest membership—over sixteen hundred, or one sixth of the
of

civil service reform bill, fails to stand the test

Thus it will he

Lewiston

as worse
a

S ate

Tin' .State

Johns, X. l'\, after

a

very stomp voyage.

lien. N. M. Curtis, of New York, paid
the £1000 line imposed for collecting assessments from government employes for political purposes, and was discharged from cus-

tody.
In Texas there are so many apples that two
or three hundred distilleries have been licensed
to make applejack for the .ferseytuen who have
settled in that State. Much peach brandy also
will be made.
A Baltimore young lady married a man on a
few weeks' acquaintance because she supposed
him to be wealthy. He turned out to be only a
worthless cheek operator, however, and is now
pursued by the police.

»

winter we used to put on a whole
but now we have to Ik* very particular in the
way we bait our hook. Tin* sign i'Zodiac is now in
the head and the ti ll are dainty.” This same man
said he frequently eatehes £1 worth of lish at a
single tide, and at times when there is but little else
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do.

the time of our visit the fishermen w re
the question of netting or trapping the
A Mr. Treat, of Searsport, had. a> the tl>her-

excited
lish.

At

over

said, contrary to law, set a trap in the liver
The trap consisted of a long, line
meshed net which was let down through the ice,
men

above the tents.

stretching nearly from shore to shore. At the centre
The lish -triking
was a pound similar t<> a weir.
the wings <>f the net were lead t<> the pound where

they could be easily captured. Mr. t reat was not
successful, am! on Friday took up his trap and departed, much to the satisfaction of the Hit* rt-her
men.
Smelts will be caught all winter
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The January term of the S. j. Court begins in
this city on Tuesday next.
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piece of marine architecture was on exhilast week at the store of F B. Knowlton. It
was a miniature tug boat, the work of Leon Tibbet*. The scenery of the back ground i* very good
and was painted by Chas. II Howard.
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Remedy.”
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Me|
Mat
finished hei cargo at Ben
Icing plea-aniaml
Potatoes.
tb,
1 la/ell:in '11 a 17. Wheat Meal, P It..
4 l, a5
Daylight -<•:-k mi hoard, till\ ; I. ard, r ft..
in
sliding '-va lient, our young f.d.k- had a
gay
■«! I a.i.i-r at llaradei,'- wh.ar!'.
loi
sin* i- hound
time. The Journal correspondent cmld not resi-t I
to lialtinn re....seh. E. I.. Wanvn
.t ied hay at
Boston
Market.
inf temp tat i-m
Lewis’ wharf, by Carter, for Boston.
i« »i in the -poi t and enjoy ed it as
\ 11 ki>\ v, 1 km*. 23.
when a boy-1 bailers in holiday goods bad a brisk
VMKRK YN PORTS.
;a: ~(
«d
1;i
ur.clt
Butter are linn and
trade la-t satnrdav evening ...The exercises last
Now
VDee.
in.
sMi
Arrived
rk,
Martinique, d< maud '!• idv a ijU.'ie Western and Northern
;
(new built in Belfast, Lowell, Bang r. Pee. 21st,
>:n‘kiv '■vi-nam at tie (
|i;
furehoiee and _*>y.kae for fair
creameries at
ungreguiiimali-T ehun n .arrived sell. Charlie Bueki, French,
Darien, Da., for
and irood. New Yorl and Vermont dail ies at _Ny:i2e
"iisi-t i of an exceedingly
New bury port. (Beared Pec. 21st. bark Soninaa,
interesting 'unTiy
for ‘hoiee and 2;iy27« for fair and g.i; Western
de<ol concert.
W.eie, '-\idiey/ N. >. W. .-eh Annie L. McKern,
\t the D: ptist church the exerapacked at 2f>«2Sc for choice and lSy24c for
.Mayport. Cleared Dee. 20th, -* h. Lois V. ( haple-.
ei-*
< h
were the -ame.
Monday evening the ( haple-, Jacksonville. Arrived Dee. 24th, hark lair and _r ■,,(!. and Western ladle packed at 2.">y27e
for ehoj.-e and 17 a 24e for fair and jjood.
>m.:l'eget enialist and Dapti-t churches had (, hri-tDoodell, < a}»t. W. II. Doodell, from Liverpool.
( H i.i>i
t ’hee-se is linn and in steady demand ;
De<
arrived
-ehr.
Lucia
Drindlc.
m.as trees, and at the Methodist
24th,
I'orter,
had
a
Christ
they
.-ales of choice at 12
aldm, fair and .cood at lOyTurk’s 1-land.
*. ami common at hype p It.
m;v- boat which was
12
a
unite
novelty.Last week
A. Carle,
Charleston, Dee. j;',. < leared -ehr. 1
B<a.s—have Ihm-ii in demand at o.’iy.'Jlc for
there wa- shipped 2,.Vm cask( ondoa, Baltimore.
Mine.loseph My
Ba-dern. dl y.*!2c for New N ork and Vein... :>«»y31.*
lack-.-ii’. ilie. Dee. !b. Cleared
h. >t. Johns.
ri'-k. ti mi •! d i/.mi. Me ! la-1 Monday
tor i’. K.
Pland and Nova >eotia, and ■J'.'jdue for
morning
< liliimre,
Wilmington.
Western.
(>nrboolere all r'r >-cl Lt the day on Monday
Philadelphia, Dee. is. Arrive.) -ehr Ldward
IN * | \
»!•;«—The market i- steady. We quote Barh
•b‘l n-on, McDonald, Brunswick. Clean d -hip Abla-t.
All tbe factories on the stream were in operl!'wr and I’rolilles at hoy Si ; l'eeriess and Brooks at
ner < .-hurn, Capt. D. A
Nh‘hols, for Hioga.
ation a-, i.-nai.
1
the evening then* was a roller
and Chenanifoes at ToySOc P laish.
Providemv, Dee. 1Arrived -elir. Paragon, >.*>y!«)e;
skating party at the hall, followed by a dance.
shute, Port Johnson.
Bo.-ton, Dee. in. Arrived seh. Deo. B. Ferguson,
UINIKKI'MIU
Hon. Fred Atwood, lias recently
SPECIAL NOTICES
Ferguson, Hli/.abethport. Dee. 2.4*1, cleared ship
cd an order fr- m New Zealand for agrieu!
s. t. Iler-ey, Waterhouse, Midhourne.
San Fraiici-eo, Dee. in. (Beared ship Frank PenItira! implements, :llid has forwarded them. Thi*
dleton, Capt. P. ( Cane, for Liverpool. Dee. 2<»tli,
i-l!-' set ond shipment Mr. Atwood lias made to
arrixe I ship State of Maine, Capt. Small, for I.iv
ache i- the ( hiidren’s triend and Mothers’ coinlort.
dial country.
Printers ink will toll.\ little girl
erpi >ol.
It deadens the nerve and gives permanent relief.
Dee.
22.
Arrived
Mobile,
hark
in tills place, ran in to see her grand
Henry Knight, Fur sale hy dealers in medieine.
lyr.'Jb*
parents a lew
ers

LINEN.

GLOVES & MITTENS!

one

of

as

on their bridal
tour,
include visits to our principal cities
May the beautiful Christmas day be prophetic of
their future life.\mong tiie happy events of
Cbri-tmas day was the marriage ol Mr. \. 11.

'vlii' li is

NEVER KNOWN TO FAIL.
••1 had sufrered twenty veins with severe disease
of the kidney-: before using Hunt’s
Remedy two
davs I was relieved, and am now well.”

Hope.
singular that

Then f«*l-

parting

Useful g Ornamental

KIDNEYano LIVER MEDICINE

A Washington despatch says a conference of
tin- secretary of the navy with the heads of bureaus Saturday resulted in a decision to close
two navy yards, probably those at Littery, M-\.
and Leagm Islam!, Pennsylvania.

"’

completely

Laces, Ties aid Collarettes,

THE BEST

The Chicago Tribune calls attention to the
fact that more than one-half the tobacco produced in th- I nited Mates is exported to foreign
countries, and pays no tax of any kind.

place.

hristma- 'lay a very happy
<»'■. a-h’ii
brought together family friends at the
residence of Mr. < b-orge I>\a*r—tic
marriage of hi?
daughter, Mi-- L-ther Dyer, of Lawrence. Mas.*.,
"K v its Mi »\ i'.

in

Slaughter

Holiday Goods

THE-

IN SILK \

Tin* libel ease of Alexander Troup, editor of
the New Haven Inion. against the Register
Publishing Company lias resulted in a verdict
for de ndant.

\n

Tremendous

HANDKERCHIEFS!

present.

--

Lilli1

—

.Minister Hunt telegraphs from St Petersburg
to Secretary Chandler that it is impracticable to
attempt tile removal of Di Long's remains at

>

NapifM.

Our counters

Lieutenant < olonel Ceorgc W. Scliotield. of
the sixth cavalry, committed suicide by shooting himself through the head at Fort Apache.
A. T.

extensive

week was a decided sti'v
A large number were
present and llie -ale wa.- satisfactory t all.\
hall is now being fitted up in Swazey block for the
Ancient < >rd* r of I’nite 1 Workmen lately organized
in thN place.scenes of drunkennes- on our
directs have been I.
mnnerou- for the past two
weeks.

-FOR

At Richmond. Yu., two medical students, arrested recently for attempted grave robbery,
were sentenced to -ix months' imprisonment
each.

railway in
repairs-The
three masted schr. now being eon-tncM 1 by Win.
Bea/.h v & Co. i- approaching completion ...The
sale conducted by the ladies of the sewing circle at
tin* Elm St. vc-ir;
*n
W.-dne-day evening of last
..

inspection

GIFTS

T he Woman's National Christian Temperance
l nion urges the observance of Jan. nth. as a
day of prayer for flic temperance cause.

audience

WE SHALL OFFER

CO., Providence,

In addition to the above

MANSFiELD,
Masonic

we

offer

25 Dz. Ladies’ Scarlet Vests, Great

A. P.

]

(All-wool)

at

si.Oil, (former price

SN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

sl.-2.Al

We

15 Dz. Each

Temple.

Bargains

determined to reduce

are

and in

order to do

we

so

our

stock,

have made

v

j

j

H7J.e.

At

and

It you wish to

(former price

.AOe.,

save

customer.

am

money,

now

is the

time to purchase

I .Ac. and tide, i

<

75 DZ. CORSETS!

:.a~r»l*

—

pi ices that will astonish

Ladies' Merino Vests,

(Tgu

!

From .AOe.

oo

to

a

Flannels,
Blankds,
I

pair, perfect

SHAWLS,

fit tin it' and ,areal value.

j

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

{

Opposite

Blask 3k

Nation ai Bank.

lamp,

No. 3 8V8 ain Street.

■

8ACKH k DOLMANS,

ChristmaS

-•

...

evenings since, and looking around the sitting
room, in a thoughtful manner she said, “Well
grandpa, you appear to have everything comfort a
hie, hut you m ! one thing
On being asked
w hat was the one
thing needed, she replied, “You
ought t" lui;. a piano and have grandmother and
a'inii.
referring to a lady nearly eighty years old,
living in the lamily take lessons of my mother."
-Kev. Mr. lb* *e of orringt m is expected t"
preach in the .Methodist church, once in two week*,

commencing January 7th at three o'clock, p. m.
Sunday school at two o’clock hereafter_The
Methodist* had their Christmas tree in Curti*' hail
on Monday evening.
There was a large attendance
and some valuable clusters of fruit on the tree,
hesi*les a multitude of smaller but very well select
f-d and appropriate gifts....Our store houses are

rapidly tilling

up with hay, and frequent shipments
made... Parker C. George and wife,
formerly
Mis* l amb, of Camden, have returned to
spend
the winter in their home here. Charles A. 8wetl
has returned from Iloulton. We bid them welcome... .Krrata.
in your paper last week for Kieh
ard Kieh >f North Winterport, read Kichnrd
Kich,
ot North Kucksport; and for
dry goods store kept
the
Misses
read
by
Morrell,
drug store: kept by the
Misses Morrell.
are

SKAUSPOIIT. Tile fair last Thursday evening by
the ladies <d' the Methodist society was a success,
i he sum *»1 $02 was t; ken
during the evening, and
will he

buy a chandelier to adorn the audithe church-Friday evening Mrs. lb
lb Merrill was presented with a silver cake basket
by the young ladies of the Cong, society.... Kev.
Mr. Merrill is quite si>?k with an attack of nervous
prostration—Tlve young people at the Harbor bad
one of their usual levee* at the hall
.Saturday evening, and although the weather was not favorable, a
goodly number wen? present and all seemed to enjoy themselves finely-The rededicatory services
were held at the Methodist church last
Sunday. In
1 to

use

ence room

ot

morning Kev. Mr. l’rineedelivered the discourse
founding his words upon the text which may be

the

x\ii 42, “What think ye of Christ?"
sickness Kev. Mr. Gerrish was unable to
be present, and a service given by the Sabbath
*eho«d was held in the evening-An entertainment
consisting of a Chri '.mas tree, drama and singing,
under the direction of Air. J. W. IJlaek, was given
found in Matt.

Owing

to

.Monday night
A. lb

in the hall for the

Post-The

benefit of the G.

hearing of the Geneva Award

begun here Wednesday, the 20th iust
A.Col*,.u, Commissioner. The claimants were represented by Atl'v* 1 W. Metcalf and
Clarence Hale, and the h
S. Attoreminent by I
ney Wallace il. White. The firs' ease occupying
Claim*

wa*

bchov James

Pendleton, Pensacola.

di.-ereli«»ns

1*0

RTS.

pictures

Adelaide, Dee. IS.

Arrived bark C. P. Dixon
New 4 ork.
Dee. 22.
Arrived sliip Louis Walsh.
Blanchard, from Liverpool.
Coquimbo, Nov. \". In port ship Nancy Pendleton, from Cardiff—arrived Utli.
MARITIME

MISCELJ.AN

Bucksport,

loyal

attics,

vanquished

ingenious

discovery.

people
and
[Rockland

and Miss Annie L.

Springer,

at l’Ult !•> that

°rjun
KNOW THYSELF,

11E untold miseries that result from indiscretion
JL in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those who doubt this assertion should purchase
the new medical work published bv the PEA lb >1>Y

MEDICAL INSTITUTE, Boston, entitled, THE
SCIENCE OF LIFE; OK, SELF-PR ESEUY A T10 N. Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline in Man, or Vitality Impaired by
the Errors of Youth, or too close application to
business, may be restored and manhood regained.
2.‘»th edition, revised and enlarged, just published.
It is a standard medical work, the best in the
English language, written by a physician of great

experience, b» whom was awarded a gold and .jew! elled medal by the National Medical Association.
It contains beautiful ami very expensive engravings, 300 pages, more than 12a valuable prescriptions for ail forms of diseases, acute and chroni.

tin* result of many years of extensive and successful practice, either one of which is worth ten times
the price of the book. Bound in beautiful French
cloth, embossed, full gilt. Price only $1.2f>; by
Illustrated
mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
sample six cents, send now.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; OK, SELF-PKESEKYATION,

is beyond all comparison the most extraordinary
work on Physiology ever published. There is nothing whatever that the married or single can either
require or wish to know but what is fully explained. [London Lancet.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE ; OR, SELF-PKESEKYATION,
i" a marvel of art and beauty, warranted to be a
better medical book in every sense than can be ob
tained elsewhere for double the price, or I lie money
will be refunded in every instance.
Author.
N. B—YOUNU and MIDDLE AD ED MEN can
save much time, "Ufferiiu and
by reading
\jn
the Science of Lite, or conferring with the author,
who may he consulted on all diseases requiring
"kill and experience. Address
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
or \Y. II. PARKER, M. I).,
1 yrf>2
4 Rultinrh street, Boston, Mass.

Staiflarfl

of liu dis-

of Rockport.
In Camden, Dec. bith,J. E. Packard, of Quincy,
Mas-., and Mi-- Addie M. C. Linseott, of Camden.
In Rockland, Dee. Idtli Charles ILOrdwav and
Mrs. May Foster, both A>f Rockland.
In Rockland, Dec. l-ili. Edgar D. Cowan and Ida
Mil) >tevens, both of Rockland.
In \'inalhaven, Dee. 11th, Walter W. Wonson, of
Ghmcesier, Mass., and Sophm iia S. Hopkins, of
Yinalhaven.
In Rockland, Dc<\ 14th, Reuben I.. Me eivey and
Annie Moon, both ol Rockland.

selling them

VKANTKK A ill UK s \l.l

HOLIDAY GOODS!

TH£/smm7

port, formerly ol Lam one.
In Penobscot, Dec. 17th, by Rev. s. M. Dunton,
Mr. Hugh A. Smith and Miss Alice F. Leach, b >th
of Penobscot.
In Rockport, Dec. 20th, by Rev. W. F. Chase, Mr.
Randall sinimons, of Warren, and Miss Lizzie E.

China & Dscorauh Sets!

I
I

TEA k DING SETS!

OUR LSNE OF
|

Toilet Sets & Vases!
A

LARGE

Dress Goods,

OF

LOT

Plushes.

MAJOLICA WARE,

Velvets,
Table Linen,

AND ALMOST ANYTHING IN THE

LINE.

FANCY

Napkins,
Towels,

//' tjou want a nice jtresent for
wife. nothin*) is so acccjitalite

your
as

dishes.

Quilts, &c.

(iniie anil see the change in my store. The side
have been removed and replaced by
shorter ones arranged ernssnlse of the Moor. The
only arrangement of (lie hind east of Portland.
We have the handsomest store In the city.

counters

Will he sold at LOW KK 1’KICKS than
ever

-A T-

KKFoKK \ \MKI>.

CARLE.

JOHN
Belfast. Dec. 7. I <>•_».

t\v I1.'

McLaughlin,

DIED.

vicinity.

In this city, Dee. 22d, Mrs. Carrie E., wife of o-.
L. i.imeburmr, aged 23 years* 8 months,:* da\
In this city. Dec. 23d, Annie, daughter of d. \\
I. i-t man, aged IS year-, 3 ntoflroi and 23 day-.
In fhi.- city, Dec. 23d, Jeremiah Hart, aged so
year.-, 3 months and 3 days.
in seur.-mout, Dec 20th, Nathan i’. Bean. M. D..
aged 71 year- and months.
In Knox, Dec. ISth, Minnie M. .Mixer, aged :•
year-, 1 months and 23 days.
In Monroe, Dee. |'.»th, J.* W. Curtis, aged *53 years
ami
months.
In Thorndike, \<*\
2>th, bliabod Hunt, aged id
years and JI months.
In Waldo, Dec 15th, Bessie P. RolersOn, aged 3
months.
In Waldo, Dec. 12th, Hcnrv Foss, aged 2S years.
In Soarspoi t. Dec. llth. Emma May, only
of
Charle- L. and Isabella Merithew
In Rockland, Dee. I'.'tli, Sophia Frampsou, aged
70 years, 3 months and 0 days.
In Thomaston, Dec. 17th. Edward IIills, aged *5*5
years. I month and It* days.
In R>" kland. Dee. 10th, MaryS., wife of d. Moody
Frt neh, aged 52 years, !* months and 15 days.
In Appleton, Dim-. 13lh, Cynthia d.. wifeOf dona
than s. Gu.shee, Esq., aged 00 years and 11 days.
In Waldoboro, Dee. 7th, Minetta M., daughter of
M. W. Levensaler, aged 0 months.
In Long Island. Bluehill, Dee. 5th, Mrs. Sarah
t arter, w idow of the late Dea. Samuel Carter, aged
7*'> years, 3 months and 12 days.
In Bluehill, Dee. 1 sth, Elizabeth S. Moran, aged 3
years and 5 months.

«

!

....

MAIN STREET.

Belfast Gas

Light Company.

that the annual mcct-

hereby given
>TOTK’E
\
ing of tin* above corporation, will he held
oilier of ihe
is

at
Bank

treasurer (Belfast Savings
I .*>, 1SS3, at 4 o'clock P. M.,
directors and to transact Mich other
business as mav legally come before said meeting.
Per order.
JOHN Ii. (Jl IMBY, t'lerk.
Belfast, Dec. 28, ISS2.—3\vf>2

the

Monday, January

"o

for choice of

iir

h
MHW.

ive an

on

opening

Main street,
tention of the put.lie.
rooms on

Monday next,

FANCY

a

Ljine

Full
-<

will

of Children's Suits at her
to whieh she invites the at
Come in and examine them.
MRS. Mi KKNNEY.

Please examine

our

Underwear,

stock before purchasing.

Hosiery,

HOODS, CLOUDS,

B. F. WELLS.

Belfast, Dee. 28, 1882.—.‘}\v">2*

GOODS!

LADIES & GENTLEMEN’S

tv-

CHRISTMAS GOODS

Children’s Suits!
HfMEIHEY

We him* this da} returned from Boston with

s

^liild

prohibition.

larger
footing only

CHARGE.

Mass.
In Lincolnville, Dee. 23d, h\ F. B. Dunton, Esq..
Mr. Allen Frohock and Mi.— Ina B. Wade, both of
Lincolnville.
In Morrill, Dee. 23d, by Da\id Nash, Esq., Mr.
Herbert S. Smith, of Beltast, and Mis- Annie
Knowlton, of .Morrill.
In BnekspA.it, Dc<
lath, at the Robinson House,
by Herbert Tilden, Mr. Pa ail 11. Wardwell, of

people

adtights

OF

In this city. Dee. 24th, by Rev. I A. Ross, Mr.
Herbert R MeD-mald and Mi-s Minnie II. Knowl
ton, both of Belfast.
In this city, Dor, 2.‘>th, at the residence of (.'apt.
dame- MeKeen, l*v Rev. d. A. R<*.-s, Mr. Henry C.
Marden, ot Washington, ami Miss Nancy M. Miller,
of Belfast.
In this city, Dee. 23th, at the residence of the
bride's parent.-, by Rev. .1 A. Ross, Mr. George A.
Leavitt, of Clinton, and Mi-- N. Jennie Fames, of
Belfast.
In Broeton, Mas-., Dee. 13th, Alvah II. Stimpson
and Miss Fannie A. stevi nson, both of Brockton,
but formerly of this city.
In Sear.sport, Dec. 23d, by Rev.J.F Haley, Mr.
Herbert Mixer, of lVnoh-eot, and Aretta Thovnpson, of Stockton.
In Searsmont, Dec. 231), at the M. E. parsonage,
hy Rev. d. P. Simonton. Mr. A. K. Jackson, of Pad
last, and Miss Emma Gilmore, of Searsmont.
In Searsmont, Dee.. 23th, a, the residence of the
bride's father, by Rev. d. P. simonton, Mr. E. 11.
Barker and Mis- E-tlier 1 1 c at. both of Lawrence,

V.

Cartel A Co., of Belfast, have begun work on
t apt. Sharrcr’s new three masted schooner.
Tin* new three masted schooner building in McDonald A Brow if-yard, Belfast, is all planked ami
is rapidly nearing completion. >he will be read\
t“ launch in about four weeks.
Seh. Elizabeth, from Castine, with wood, which
broke from her moorings at Rockland l-Uh, during
the storm ami drove ashore, was sold for Sl‘*u, and
.has been llouled.
the Last t*> start the First to Arrive.
The unusual scene of three coffee vessel- making
fast their lines to the wharves at one time, all from
the same port, was witnessed Thursday, Dec. 21st.
on the Point.
Thu bark Alice, Capt. Dyer, with
bag-, arrived at Chase’s wharf, and at Miller's
wharf, adjoining, were the bark Winifred, ( apt.
Dutton, with 4,S27 bags, and the bark C ampaiiero,
Capt. Trainer, with f>,2s7 hags. The order of departure from Rio Janeiro was exactly reversed in
tin* arrival in Baltimore. The Winifred left Rio
o**t. H»th, the Campanero Oct. 2bth, and the Alice
Nov. .4*1. The Alice was the first to dork, the Campanero second, and the Winifred third. [Baltimore
Sun.
Sch. F. K. McDonald, recently ashore at Camden,
arrived at Belfast Dec. 2f>th, in iinish her cargo.
Her repairs cost $4ds. she i-; loading with lime and
hay for Jacksonville.
GLoccESTKlt.tDee. 20. Collector Babson received
a letter to-day I mm Hon. ft. F. Stone, stating that
the Lighthouse Board had no intention ot'removing
one ol
the lighthouses at Thatcher’s Island. A
change is about to Im made at t ape Klizahcth,
where a lirst-ciass Hashing light will take the place
of the two lights now used there.
Boston, Dec. to. The schr. Jennie A. 1’illsbury,
which caught lire a fortnight ago and was sunk on
Bird Island, has been raised and towed to smith
Boston, where her cargo of lime, which is now
worthless, will he discharged. Her top will be rebuilt.
The Rockland Courier-Gazette says of the Government work in that harbor:
The breakwater
should be Jiuished next season if possible.
An appropriation of $100.0(10 should be made for the mm
ing season, although this amount will hardly <■ unpletc the work. '1’bc fact that the work is revered with water at high tide makes such a demand
imperative. >ur citizens, and especially our shipowners, are looking forward anxiously for the mmpletion of the work. And this desire is not con lined
to citizens or ship-owners of Rockland, hut to all
of those w ho take part in tie* coasting trade in this

uprising

long

and in-

MARRIED.

tendency

accomplished

errors

weakness, early dea recipe that

I will -end

lyr!S

probably

people

TJ.

Valparaiso,

lovely
[Portland

soundly planted
[I.ewiston
prohibitory
throughout

nervous

< artiex,

1

pictures
thirty-nine

<

L-t

sniveling from the

This great
remedy was discovered hy a mi--ionary in South
Semi a selfaddiv.-.-ed envelope to the
America.
Ei:\ do-i i"
Inman, Station IK New York City.

*•

-.

are

f youth,
cay, lo-- of manho.ul,
will cure you. FUFF

Etheridge, Belfast.
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T-. all who

we are

will (; I

rit

Pen.-aeo!a. Dee. 21. Arrive*! .-eh. A. P. Emer-on,
inner-.m, St. Doming*) City.
Providence, Dee. 22. sailed sell. Paragon, shute.
New \ ork.
Baltimore, Dee. 21. Arrive*l bark Alice, Dyer,
Bio Janeiro.
Arrived same day, -* h. Elm ( ity,

For

-AND-

Dr. MACALASTERV.VSr^VS:

Dc<
Cokkn.
7th. lat. HS.lk, .V. long, ljs.i;,. \Y..
Purrington
preach
bark Wakefield, Cap!. W. S. Crowell, from l‘mt
well sermon at this place on Sunday next, having
land, G., for (.Jiieensi »wn. ..Nov. Dili, bark ftmma
T. Crowell, Capt. Andrew Beiidlcton, from New
accepted a call at Montville. The people here reYork, for Hong Kong, in lat. i>, V, Ion. 27, W
gret t*> part with Mr. Purrington who lias given
the attention of the examiner was that of K. \Y
Oe[. 2Dt, lat. 21.10, s., Ion. IK. W., ship W. R. < Irae**,
entire satisfaction. We congratulate the people
< apt. Joseph Walnut, from Ni*w \ orl; for San Frau
Metcalf et als., vs. the I'niled States for the. loss of
eisco, by the British bark Winnifred at Baltimore
Montville on having secured his
ervices_Dm*lrip Delaphene, captured I >e<\ ->pf J*«ij, by Hie t 'on- from Rio, which took a mail from the W. R. Grace.
evening last week tie* many friends of Mr and
The Journal says Hon. J. Manchester Haynes, of
federatermiser Shenandoah, (’apt. Waddell.
Mrs Daniel Glidden went on a -leighride to their
Augusta, is building a line three masted schooner of
about f,r»u tons, at his yard in Wiscassct, which is
The
was
hundsunmlv received
pic
eompanv
partly owned hy Capt. N. I*. Spear and others, of
and treated to a supper.
It was a very eueo aid**
Clippings.
Rockland, and will he commanded by Capt. Spear.
Stic will be launched early in January.
o<*ea-i*m.. .A music store lias been opened here
\V vsiiington, Dec. 21.
The Surgeon General of
The present craze for
will
by JL II. Roberts... Mr Allman, of Dakota, arService has been intormed ot
th- Marine
vet demand that, the
articles, and ill*- arrival Hospital
rived last w eek and will -pend the winter Imre.
of the ship Anna Camp, of Bath, Me.,
til.institution of the I mtrd States be illus- at San Francisco from New York, with twelve cases
CAsriNl-.. Christmas festivities were held at all : trated wit li
on even page. Thu Revised , of scurvy on board, and that the patients have been
St a tut ■ of Maine would make a
three of tin- churches on Monday evening, ami the
present- removed to the Marine Hospital of that port. In
ation volume, got up in this way.
vestigation has disclosed the fact that the sickness
trees wen* beautifully arranged and well loaded
resulted from a violation of the law in regard to
Advertiser.
with gilts for > oung and old-Rev I.. •). Thomas,
t bis disease on the part of the captain of the vessel.
The District Attorney of San Francisco has been
That there lias been a
to neglect tile
who has been absent taking a special amrse of
instru' led l*» proceed against him.
execution of tin law in the cities of the State is
study, c ime on Saturday to spend Christmas with i true, hut the
sell* Harmona, of Belfast, will haul up at 1. To vithe
protests,
popular
in
this
11
is
friends
his family.
eommunily which we now witness and the demand which de net*.
many
tour I»• *it<i.st vessels, Hie Penobscot, St. Johns,
Orthoin
the
He preached
were glad to see him.
comes up that the law be enforced, are unmisFannie .A. Gorham and N llie s. Pickering have
dox church last Sunday, and after Sunday next
takable proofs that the masses of the
been detained for a long time inside of Jacksonville
bar. Unless they got over in tlie last full inoon they
have not been moved backward—that ill polities,
will go to resume his studies-Steamer Florence
at least iii Maine, moral convictions have not will be. obdged to remain for some time longer. The
brought a lot of chairs last week, for the new backslidden and that the
bar has been very bad during December.
of Maine are
The Hath Times reports an easier feeling in Path
Methodist vestry_The (Justine Packing Co. have
on the rock of
still
in regard to the missing bark Mendoza. She bad
lately received about lf» tons of mutton for canJournal.
12 bbls. of Hour and provisions fora thirty days’
cruise. The fact of her having been seen Dee*
ning. With their present force they can take care
laws have
The
proves her capability of weathering a seven
of about 2'2 tons per day_The crew at work on
the State of Maine wonderful restorm,.md hardly a Hath sea captain but believes
the Acadian House, presented their "boss”- Mr.
formatory results within thirty years, aseverv she will arrive safe. Underwriters have ottered to
so
it
must
who
lias
known
honest man
insure her at 5 per cent.
Rlackington, with a nice watch chain on Christmas
New York, Dec. 23.—The bark Goodell (d Sears
cities the traffic
mit. True, in our
-George M. Warren, Esq., has been at his old
too strong,
port, from Liverpool, reports strong westerly
hard and maintains a
home for the past few days, to be with his father
the entire passage, during which she lost and
but owing to the effective weapon which the gales
split sails and had everything movable washed oil'
during a severe illness, which resulted in death on law furnishes and the valiant efforts of
Nov. 11, in lat. 41 50, Ion. 32 10, during a
the deck.
Wednesday, the 20th-Of the number attending temperance men and women, it is forced to heavy northwest gale, Patrick
Long, a seaman, a
into
cellars
the Normal School less than one quarter arc male
behind
skulk in the dark,
screens,
native of Limerick, fell from the foretopsail yard
and
to
bolts,
resort
and
lost.
On
the
was
behind
ami
overboard,
23d, in lat. 41 50,
students_The teachers of the Normal School,
Ion. 52 54, during a gale from the northwest, A. W.
These are not evidevices to evade
took a sleigh-ride to Rueksport one day last we« k.
the
second
a
native
of San Francis
officer,
dences of a weak or ineffectual law, but rather i Decker,
Mr. .John Rea, who is always good at contriving,
and John Maguire, a seaman, a native of Dubof one which is a terror to evil doers. Not ot a co,
lin, were washed overboard and lost.
arranged to seat them all together by putting two
enemy of ruin, hut one that is dreadThe damage done to Liverpool wharf, Poston, by
settees on a horse-sled, somewhat after the style f
ed. W hen temperance
pronounce the law
sehr. K. L. Warren running into It, as reported last
will
it
be
time
then
till
not
a
then
failure,
week, was only $11, instead of $100 as stated by
a jaunting ear, only they sat face to face instead of
Free Press.
Poston papers.
to believe it so.
back to back.
hali-Rev. Mr.
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Great e. red it is due
i-cliolar--h M. ( "Ionian has
h d t ic -chr. Mary Farrow with hay for tjuiucy.
The \• --ci -ailed F riday 22d.

Belfast gas light company.Legislative
1-.
Fred Atwood, Winterport.Annual

notice,

Ten dollars of

ra
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Tile congressional movement to adjourn over
lhr holidays was stoutly resisted bj New Fugland members with few exceptions.

l!ie tea-h-

called to the notice of Mr- Mchen
'Opening of childrens' suit-, at her rooms on
Main street, on Monday next.Annual meeting

dis-

t*»

Jioi

win

Attention is

-ame manner as

The children of the late Sir Hugh Allen,
twelve in number, will each receive over a
million dollars from his estate.
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but fourteen couples in mask.
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by >anborn*.s orchestra.

Carver, s. <.. Henry Duncan, .1. s.. \V. K.
Duncan, Chap.; i. K. Hurd, Mar.. Allen Miller,
Organist; Fred sherman, Tyler. After the instulla
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OF ALL KIDHEI DISEASES.

The seedsmen of Rochester energetically proagainst the proposed increase of postage on
fourth class matter.

Hahn. \V. M.: E. M. Coleman, s. XV.; A.
1>. Howe, Sec.; < >. Stevens,
Pitcher. .1. VV
Tiers.; H. H. sin nnun, >. I)., lied French,.!. !).:
V-

C

G-I-H-S

CONQUEROR

Natives of .Madagascar arc becoming hostile
toward Europeans. An Englishman has been
murdered there.

THE-
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the Hudson River, tIn■ ice hi ■mg clear and six
inches thick.
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A famine is reported in Carriek. county
Donegal. Ireland: '.’..'iOO persons are in danger
starving.
The ice harvest lias already commenced on

of

hi

JUST OPENED

ordered liver. The result of these diseases
upon
the masses of intelligent and valuable people i>
most alarming, making life
actually a burden in
stead of a pleasant existence of
enjoyment and
usefulness as it ought to he. There is no good reason for this, if you will
only throw aside prejudice
and skepticism, take the advice of Druggists and
your friends, ami trv one bottle of Green’s August
Flower. Your speedy relief is certain.
Millions
of bottles of this medicine have been
given away
t«> try its virtues, with
satisfactory results in every
case.
Y«*u can buy a sample bottle for 10 cents to
try. Three doses will relieve the worst case. I'oistively sold by all Druggists on the Western Continent.
26teo\v

K ropean journals are again discussing tin*
attitude of Russia in reference to (iermany and
Austria.

i.i.k.
The Masons of King Davids
accordance with their usual custom, met
at their hall Iasi Thursday evening, when the following olli'vrs for the ensuing year were duly installed l.»y lb
Hubert W. Perry, I). D. G M
Ed-

W.

(

<

the

The search for the missing members of the
Jeaunette expedition lias been abandoned.

>i.n \

Hodge,

Failure."

and

daughter

dlieers i»t

in tiii*

M

I Jv<

by Mi** Nellie Ham y.
Haney. Her teacher says she
remarkable talent for writing.
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til-;
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the

read by the pupil* of
very
the High school, at the close of the term last week.
<>ne that received much praise from all, wa* on
fine essay

>"mi•

l-'"*-. 12.* tainilies
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ness.
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buildings

The ice is fifteen inches in thicknes and
II. L. Pierce will begiu to cut
in good condition.
when the ice in hi* pen 1 is fifteen inches in thick-

Daniel Fanner his
"O'
ruing the dUtrihi.lioii of the
t'nad
*r tin* relief *d die needy
d

it to His

spend

One year ago there were two Chinese laundries in Baltimore: now there are fifteen.

au»*nt sa short time since.... Rain i> much needed for a.l purposes-The dramatic entertainment
and Christmas tree held by the Grangers at the
Town Hall was a success. The weather and good
sleighing brought a crowded house, for them many
valuable presents was on the tree.

ea-t -iiif.

We;; |*.

1T'!

hauling

i-

and

her blue laws.

A pension claim agent named Fitzgerald has
been urr»t< d in Washington for forgery.

—

bition

goods dealers and milliners in this
i

;!i

repeal

ASTOriSHINfJ PACT.

large proportion of the American people are
to-day dying from the effects of Dyspepsia or disA

—

s<> as not to interfere with the transportation
of the mails and the traveling public.

week all the

next

AIST

;•«

The Princess Louise has decided to
winter in Bermuda.

Monuok. Mr. li. A. Curtis, with some others
last week lit ted out teams for up river,
hauling
'•ark
Mr. Cyrus DallofT, formerly a resident of
this town, was brought here from Dixmont and
buried Thursday of last week. Mr. DallofT had
1 noticed an item in the
many friends in town
Journal with regard to paving for cheese bandages
and the way it is put on. This
factory paid the

run,

present.

NVw York proposes to

trilling

Sunday.

on

(Jeierc P

Clothes that were hanging too near the stove took
lire which caused the accident.

On account of heavy freighting on the Belfast
branch road, the mails have been late for some
time. There ought to be a separate freight train

hristmas, received a very
and
.-tly gold bracelet, the gift often
tram.-.
The names of the donor* ac-

-ii

■;

1’-

Gilkev, Agent of the American express, reports that an unusual amount of Christmas presents
came over their route, which obliged him to deliver
Mr.

at

Canadian

a

rive year* old, which
vi ry tine animal.

'■*e,

Mr-. 1

tough t

W w.no. The house of Goo. O.
Holmes, In this
town, accidentally took lire on Friday evening last,
hut the flames were extinguished with
loss.

ALMOST AS BAD.

!

j What the
Perplexed Physicians Do in Cases of
Emergency.
“I’ll tell you the honest truth,” answered the
doctor. “Bright’s Disease bothers the medical men
almost as badly as cancer does. Having passed a
certain stage, both point straight to eternity. II may
be unprofessional to let out the secret, but whenever a patient comes tome with Bright's Disease,
or anv kidney trouble acting like it, I tell him to put
oil

HENSON’S

CAITINK

POKOITS

PLASTER without

Legislative Notice.
undersigned gives notice that in
r|‘HK
JL lion the Legislature for an act

lege to extend his wharf
ter at Winterport, Me.
Dee. 28, 1882.—:»vv.Y2

will petigranting priviproperty into the tide waFKKD ATWOOD

The t to story house and one
half acre of land on Chureli and
Court streets, known as the “S v.\ikl JIaynk*' Black.”
impure
of
V F. HOUSTON.
Nov. .'10, 1882.—48

Bay

ists, New York. Highest

aw

ards.

Im52

In tact all

our

stock has been MAKkl'.D

DOWN To OLOSK.

Lar^c.-i stock in tin* city ami our prices the LOWEST, WlloLl.sALi: AND KKTAIL.

SKATES

W.

Penobscot

Berry's

,

Celebrated

SKATES!

K.

Steamboat Co.

to

Everyone, Old
Young.

Suit

MO II ISON
52 Main Street

N

Belfast.

and

CO,
<>07

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
company for choice of directors and transac-

rplIK
X

tion of such other business as may legally conic liefore them, will be held at the store of II. II. John
son & Co., on Monday, Jan. sth, at 7 o’clock r. m.
N. F. IlOl'STON, President.
C. K. JOHNSON, Treasurer.
Belfast, Dec. 28, 1882.—lw52

NOTICE.

BISHOP

meeting of the stockholders of the
SKA US PORT NATIONAL BANK, of Sears
port, for an election of directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be held a* their Banking Rooms
on Tuesday, the Oth day of January, 1883, at2 o’clock
r. M.
CHAS. F. (iOkl)ON, Cashier.
Nearsport, Dec. 23, 1882.-2W'52
ri'MlE annual

X

tor

LIN^ENT.

SCIATICA

twelve physicians had pronounced the ease incurable. It will cure ltiiKi Matism, Nki'Hai.cia,
Lame Back, $lc., after all else has failed. Sold by
I )ruggists.
I \ reowM

SIMM's Standard Boots!

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.
METAL, the best antl-frlctlon metal fo F
sale
TYPE
lining machinery boxes,
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
•MIstf

SOULE’S

IT HAS PERFECTLY CURED

oftet

delay.”

The doctor spoke by the card. The C’apcine goes
right to the spot. If you can be helped, the Caprine
will do it. Look out for frauds. Is tin* word capcine cut in the middle of the plaster ? If so, you are
ail right. Price 2T> cents. Sea bury & Johnson', Chem-

&

Barney

FOR SALE.

Belfast,

LEGGINGS

WHOLESALE AGENCY FOR

at

-A T-

STREET.

STOCK IthFoRl-

'w52

1‘fRrilASlMi.

H. H. Johnson & Co.
All persons indebted to this
firm should call and settle with
us

rancis\
MAIN

Itffih SI' l\i A.XI) i A AMI A 1' Of It

!

before Jan.

1,1883,

as

all

unsettled accounts at that date
will be left for collection.

A

A BRAVE LADY.
She Endures the Pain of a Severe Surgical Operation Without Taking Chloroform.

(From the Courier.)
Schoonmaker, of (. reek Locks, l ister Co.,
N\ Y., had the misfortune to entirely lust* the
sight
of one of her eyes, through an accident, and endured painful inflammatory action therein for two
long years; the other eye finally becoming sympathetically affected, her general ne ilth seriously
suffering; indeed, she was a mere wreck, a walking skeleton. In this terrible .-trait she const lted
Dr. David Kennedy, of ltondout, N. Y., who told
her at once that the injured eye must he removed.
She quietly but firmly said: “All right, Doctor, but
don’t give me chloroform. Let my husband .-it by
my side during the operation, and 1 will neither
cry out or stir.” The work was done, and the poor
woman kept her wor 1.
Talk of soldierly courage!
This showed greater pluck than it takes to face a
Mrs.

hundred guns. To restore her general health and
give tone ami strength to tin* system. Dr. Kennedy
then gave the “Favorite Remedy,” which cleansed
the blood and imparted new life to the long sullering woman, she rapidly gained health and strength
and is now well. The“Favorite Remedy" is a priceless

blessing

to

family should

No

women.

with-

he

Y *ur druggist has it.
It not, send to Dr.
David Kennedy, Roudout. New York.
Imp*

out it.

)

Mrs. A.

D.

CHASE

Hill return front Boston tills Thursday morning. December 1 1th. with the

Latest Novelties
-FOR

Welcome.

OUR-

HOLIDAY SALES!

Head at the Ninth Annual Convention of the

Woman's Christian Temperance Union, Louisville.

Ye come from clear streams of the northlaud,
Flashed down into cataract lights,
Whence the grandeur of mountains majestic
Upsoars through the infinite heights.
Ye come, flushed and fair as the morning,
Umerged from night’s measureless cope,
Fulfilled of love’s calm exaltations.
And shod with winged sandals of hope !
rhrice welcome (i, sisters! we meet you,
Heaven’s chosen invincible bands;
Thrice welcome, o. sisters! we greet you
Brave spirits and resolute hands!
Ye would stir a deep fountain of cleansing,
More fruitful of life-giving balms,
Titan the far haunted pool of Hethesda.
That starred the fair valley of palms!
ot your tenderness fervid.
The pure tides of healing shall rise;
To! the I'd,Jc<l ‘if !■■,,,• l gazing (iodward.
With purged and beautiful eyes.
To! tie
j.of’ eons,i,,ir,\
Keceive the waves' kisses, and thrill.
As the hardened defilement melts slowly.
And tin hot pulse of anguish grows still.

GEARANTEED TD EVER! Cl STONIER. LOtlk
ROCND BEFORE IOC BET. AND DO MIT BE DECEIVED.
COMPARE THE GOODS AND PRICE REFORE YOl DECIDE, and you will llnd that

Treading on a man’s foot is
him to acknowledge the corn

The

•Speak fitly,
.Nothing

or

for

of

Thought.

be silent

opinion,

wisely.

insanity.

fancy
[Johnson.

over reason

is

a

CURES

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,

OEPROI A will do everything
he can to please those who favor us with a call.
Anv calls in this department will be promptly an
s we red, DAY or Nit HIT.
Sunday or night calls answered 1 »y Mr. DeProux
at tin- New England House.
Bodies embalmed WITHOUT THE USE OF I< E

Lumbago. Backache. Headache. Toothache,

1 yroow.-jo

V woman i- the mo~t inconsistent compound
of obstinacy ami self-sacrifice that i am acqnainteil with. [Richter.
It is most true that a natural ami secret hatred
mil aversion toward society, in any man. hath
somewhat of the savage beast.
[Bacon.

knew their own business.

George Eliot.

The unwritten only -till belongs to thee;
Take heed and ponder well what that shall
be.
[I!. W. Longfellow.
What is begun
At daybreak must at dark be done,
To-morrow will be another day. [Idem.
lieu like a ruin overgrown
W ith flowers, that hide the rents of time,
'land- now the Past that I have known,

[idem.
After that unheard of coldness,
I hat intolerable Winter,
fame the spring with all its splendor.

BLANKETS !
One rase ll-l Blanket' with beautiful borders, at
$4.00 per pair, that yon rannut match in this city
for less than $5.00. Call and examine them, 101
WILL SACK ONE DOLLAR.

Dispels

Restores

smj rna, Mecca. Persian, Altxiuetle. Brit-sells and
Tapestry, from SEVEVTV-EIVE ( ENTs to rVVELVE
DOLLAR'

a

beautiful present.

Lure uuil Linen HdLf's.,
Hoods. JarLets. I.eyyi ns, Ho-

SUL.

Mittens,
Men
und

(i/ores.

siery.

Seurf's
for
Hoys. CloiiLs,
S/iuir/s. Tone/s, Xofd.ins. TnIde ('oners. Hed S/>rends und
1‘Ulote Simms in yreut nnniefy.
LADIES, (i ESI

i

,s

(’III 1.1) HEX'S

UNDER WE

AH,

White and Colored, from 25c. to $2.00.

In

We offer better bargains
down stairs.no matter
where jou go. than ran be hail in this city.
—llwuO
Belfast, Dee. 14th, 1
ItEviF.viiiF.lt!

ull

mer our

store,

up

nr

amine our stock of

FALL & WINTER

MILLINERY,
HATS, BONNETS,

Velvets, Plusta, Riois,
Plumes, Birds,
—AND-

Fancy Feathers.
We also have

a

Fl'LL LINE of

Scotcn 4 Thread and 3
Thread.
Saxony, Gotland, Germautown and Worsteds
OF

ALL

SHADES

Mis-, Grundy gives the following description
"f tlie house iii Washington which Gardner G.
Hubbard is said to have just bought as a presmt for hi- daughter, Mrs. Alexander Graham
Bell. The house was completed two years ago
bin wa- never occupied until Mr. and Airs. Bell
moved in within a few weeks. It was built by
Mr. Brodhead. the son in-law of Lieut. Willis
Emery, who lias a very handsome residence oppo-ite ilie British Legation on Connecticut avenue.
The house Mr. Brodhead built, ineluding
the lot and stable, cost over £100,000 at a time
when both labor and building material were far
cheaper than now. and when finished lie could
not nflbrd to live in it and it has sold for less
than cost. He gave the architect, Mr. Frazer.
I he same who built Senator Cameron's house
and i- now building Mr. Blaine’s, carte blanche
as to tin- expense when
building his, stipulating
only that the house should he perfectly built
and elegant in every appointment. The' house
and -table stand on a lot bounded by four
street?—Fifteenth oil tlie east. Rhode Island
avenue on the north. N street on the south, and
the street running between these two last and
fronting on Scott Circle on the west. Thus the
house, which is on the angle to that on whicli
Senator Cameron’s stands, is and must always
he absolutely isolated. It had a eonservatorv
<m the south side, with walls of enameled brick
claimed to he a revival of the lost art of enameling brick and to fully equal that of the brick
in the tower of Pekin. Above this is an oratory. fur Mrs. Brodhead, who hoped to live in
the house herself, is a Catholic. The ora'orv.
opening from the largest bed-room, lias stained
glass windows illuminated in designs symbolical of tenets in the Catholic Church. The kitchen lias walls of
bright-colored tiles and wainscoting of Georgia pine. < >11 the parlor floor are
the dining-room, large pantry.billiard-room, library. reception room and parlor, with the conservatory opening from the library. On the
opposite side is a porte coehereou Rhode Island
avenue.
The stahh which cost over £li(Hi(i. is
as finely finished and ventilated as a
dwellinghouse would be, and is considered the most perfect in this country. It lias room for two carriage- and several horses. It is wainscoted in
Georgia pine, has a perfect system of lighting
by electricity, so that a match need never he
used in it. There is an elevator for
bringing
down hay and feed from the loft. Above each
horse’s trough is a wire network which can be
raised from the outside so as to introduce
feed without going behind the horse or through
the stable. There arc closets tor harness and
carriage robes. Above are perfectly ventilated
room- for servants’ quarters,
including a bathroom and closets, all heated by steam.
[Boston
Journal.
Womans’

Work.

| From the Woman’s Journal. J
Miss Grace Soper lias been enrolled upon the
regular editorial staff of the Boston Journal.
Mrs. Blackburn, the wife of Governor Blackburn. of Kentucky, lias done more for the prison work of the \V. C. T. I', than an ,■ other woin the State.
Mrs. Henrietta E. Day, M. D., who studied
medicine in Boston, is now settled in Atlanta,
Georgia. She is the first'woman physician in
that place. We wish her success.
Gaily Brassey, whose yachting experiences
have been told so charmingly, is to baveayacht
built at Cowes, which will be modelled after a
viking’s ship now in the Christiania Museum.
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union
of Baltimore made something handsome for
the poor through a “Japanese Tea I’artv” on
man

Thanksgiving Day.

Childrens' Hoods, Lace

lars, HandkfSj Hoop
We

Caps, ColSkirts, &c.

happy

to announce that MISS .JACKSON, who gave such general satisfaction last
is
still
with
us. and will endeavor to
season,
please ah who may favor us.
are

Agents for EVANS’ STANDARD SHEET

MUSIC,

5 cents a copy.

Mrs.

42

A. GILMORE.

Mrs. H. E. BABCOCK.

Holiday Slippers
-A T-

Miss Mathilde Blind's “George Kliot” will
give for the first time a faithful account of Geo.
Idiot's early life, and many details of her unknown literary labor, with much new and in-

teresting correspondence.

The Woman's Medical College of Baltimore
in October. It lias eight students. The
professors (several of whom are also professors in the Medical
College for men) report most
favorably of the progress made thus far by the
young women. This is the first institution of
the kind in the South.
'File VV. C. T. U. of Ohio lias entered upon a
vigorous campaign for Constitutional prohibition. Already a fund of $20,000has been placed
at the disposal of the organization by wealthy
men of the State as the “sinews of war.” The
clergy support the W. C. T. II. in no uncertain
measure and with the well known ability of the
leaders, Mr-. 'Woodbridge, State President,
Miss Doty, Mrs. Ingham,Mrs. Prather and others whose names are “household words” in the
Crusade Slate, the battle promises to be a

opened

strong

Belfast, Dee.

21.

Essex and Yorkshire

Pigs.

sale at bay view stock farm
E. A. GROSS, Foreman
Inquire of
Belfast, May 31, 1882.—23tf

Fob

one.

Mrs. Maria Appley died at Morristown, N. J..
Dec. 13th, aged one hundred and four years
months and three days. She was horn in
New York city, May 10th, 1778; and was one
of the thirteen young girls who represented the
thirteen original States in General Washington’s
mock-funeral procession in New York citv.
seven

Main Street, Belfast

70

Hervey’s Jewelry Slors,
Oik*

depression
spirits.

the

•;

an

&

Lobsters.

Kver offered in
As

goods

our

of

son

complete

a

James

help,

TO

the accommodation <*f ladies living out of
our establishment, wc
have opened, in connection w ith our business, a
t-uvn who cannot \i-if

ALL PRICES.

Spectacles

and

Eye

Glasses !

A litre pair of (.old Spectacles for $5.00.
tlkl' ,v LAMBERT’S GOLD PENS AND PENCILS,
in nen designs.
The latest notcltics In SILVER PLATED and STERLING SILVER WARE, bought especially for the

Holidays.

SILVER PLATED TEASPOONS from 75c. to $2.00
a set. SILVER PLATED KNIVES as Ion as $2.50 a dz.
Elegant patterns In JEWELRY, consisting of
Lace, Har, Srarf and Shanl Pins, Neck Chains,
Crosses and Lockets, Stone and Hand Kings, Chain
and Dangle Bracelets In great variety.
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Scissors, Shears and
Razors from the best makers.
Pine assortment of Band Bags, Purses, Pocket
and Bill Books. Pearl and Leather Card Cases, Artists' Materials, Hanging, Stand A Bracket Lamps.
Revolvers and Cartridges, Paper and Metallic
Twin
Shells. Primers, Ac.
Musical Instruments, Sheet Music, Music Books.

■Ionics Emery ,£■ Son,

Buck sport.

“I ARISE TO SAY:”
Our

folks at Thanks

giving Dinner
ing of what

17 \v42

MillinerY!
To dose our stork of WINTER MILLINERY we
Hill for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS sell at
COST the follouing goods :

We have

4f)

B.

21.

STILES, JR.,

and

Conveyancer,
p.«.,)

(Brooks
MAINE.
I.ami surveying in all its branches. Plats of sur
veys made when required. Old Plans copied in at
ly and accurately. Conveyancing. Deeds of al

kinds, Bonds, Peases, Assignments, Agreements
discharges, &c., promptly executed. Patronage
solicited. Correspondence will receive prompt at211

E.

WELLS.

American

Remedy

-CURES-

RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA,
DYSPEPSIA,
HEART DISEASE,
LIVER COMPLAINT,
FEVER AND AGUE,

-A T-

FRANCIS’.

a

DR. NICHOLS’

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

Holiday Slippers

better

FI LL LIKE of DOLLS
of every description for the Christmas trade.
•

And some shapes In HATS LESS THAN COST. All
In Haul of these goods should not fall to examine our stork, as they must be sold before Januury 1st.

er

AND ALL FEMALE DISEASES.
Agents wanted in every town and eity in tlie state.
Write for particulars. For sale, wholesale and re«. C IK HEKMIA.
tail, by
(irnrral Agent, llelfast, Maine.
Dec. 13.1882.—4w.fl*

Legislative

Notice.

The undersigned respectfully petitions ypur Hon-

orable

Senate and House ol Representatives, ti»
economically appropriate luuds of State, and to reduce taxes, so that the farmers of Maine can buy
more of my Improved Agricultural Implements
and Machinery.
4\v51
FRED ATWOOD, Wlnterport, Me.

«

CUKE

••

<■

(

an

absolute.and irreslsiP. ■•.■■•re f
use of opium, toouccu unci

All

fob

above

..

Circular. nmnass&i

soldbydr

Hop Bitter* Mfg. Co., Rochester,

*ti.
.'v Toronto,

i/

N. \

THE

Ont.

4m37
l I K

4. It 1 I ’*

TRADEMARK

Samples of any of our goods, together with circular containing important information concerning
mailorders, sent free to any add re-s.

in^
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>
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inal
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vrTRADE MARK
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<

untaill'«n' Sem-

ttt'i <(• tUt

Conyre.s.s

PORTLAND.

MAINE.

t

<•

lSelfiist, Oct. 14,

No. 7fi State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Patents in the Cnited States; als > in Croat
Britain, France ami other foreign countries. Copies
of the claims of any Patent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
A o Agency in the United States possesses superior

At

Consumption

HAS. IMA SON,
Commissioner of Patents.
(

;ini|

:

I’miiaiur

a

employ a person more trustcapable of .securing for them an

BOST* »N, October P.1, I'd'1.
It. H. Khl.v, Lsip—I)i ar >ir
You procured for
Since Mien you have
me, in 1840, my first patent.
acted for and ad\ iscd me in humlreds of cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the be.-a agenei<*> in
N«-\v York. Philadelphia and Washington, but I still
give you almost the w hole of my business, in your
line, and advise others to emplov von.
Yours truly,
OKOIP.K l»ltAl’Llt.
Boston, .January 1, )>S2.—1 r 1

li OSS, foreman.

County
petition

Pocket

••

•-

Books,

ourt held at
on

..

Belfa-t, will.in and for
the secoml Tue-d

na
Waldo, deera-t
for license to sell
rtai

t

!

>

S. W. JOHNSON, M. o.

tb*

Belfast,

Physician

jav-

...

n

»*-1

HYPERTROPHY,
/

Ventricles,

PERICARDITIS,

Bindery,

IS MAIN STREET.

or enlargement
*• in> -t i:

or

:Sw50

JL

Woi'LD liercbv m-tiivmv friends and ciistomI ers !h it I have taken Mr.‘ED. W. KNOWLTON
as a part m r into my business.
Mr. K. will be rciih'inii'Ti d a- one of in;’ former apprentices, where
hi- time expired i,» i-vm >intv leaving me he has
followed up :uis edueation in Boston and Waltham,
with leading practical watch-makers, and has had
po.-iiion i:, the Waltham Wateh f actory as Inspector of W.:i'iie>, am! by industry and perseverance
has pla a d liim-cli in tin* front rank of workmen.
Mr. I\. will have charge of our work department,
and with hi- line set «»i mo lern tools will he prepare! I-to «'\t cute wafli work in all its departments.
>pe« ial attention to complicated and high grade of
New part-, jewels, Aw.. made new when
watchi -.
CALVIN HEKVEY.
required.
Dec.
11, 1S82.— :iw“*0
Belfast,

|

>■

:.;

*■

Cor

-■

No. I !* Main Si.,

No.

l<> jobbing business.
Apply to
11. N. LANDASTER, American House.
Nov. 27, 1882.
48tf

11

>! I. \

1

I>

:

RICH & C0

1
I.!

>

\ \'

Merchants,

South Market street
Helen iv e.s l,y j.enou-n

v

!

.'.

\.

S

(

»pton

< >,.

■

A

:!

I :

JOEL KNIGHT & GO.,
Commission IWSerchants

••

;**i
1

!

I.M ni
R. MERRILL, naim
=
th>
j a certain instrument purporting i•»
<*b
\\ I
M
"t
ADELINE
will and testament
W .!
n
of Winterport, in -ai*i ( "unt
hav ing pre-enti d tin suin' for i’n I at*
Ordered. Tlmt the said mini*' i I-. \• i.t
tire to all per-ons interested by eau-ing
this order to be published three w eek- -mr.it
in the Republican .Journal, printed a; l’.< ta-t.
11 icy may appear at a Probate ( -urt, V :>*• in 1*: at
(
d
-ai*l
"init
v.
within
ami
for
Belt'a-t,
'Tuesday of -January next, at ten ot tin •I"-!,
forenoon, ami -how eati-e, if any thev hive. w\<
the same shouhl m*t be proved, approve.I an l ai
JAMES I). I,A MSI »N, J
h iWl't t.
r.
A. A. Ei.KTCiii-.it, IC. giA true copv. Attest

-AM’-

LUMBER
9 Mf rchant-

ami

—

BROKERS,

Row, Room 4. Up Si

r-,
"■

ton, Mass.

Bos-

\ E. W. METCALF & CLARENCE HALE
\i:i:

.-

A""- >t

v

i:i»

Solicitors £k Practitioners
!'■!

1

‘wI

mi:

Court of Ci mmisMoimrs Of Ain!) ma Claims

••

Vdi’n vs : \\ :iv|iiimtnii, l). (and Portland, \l*.
I1i
.1 im
lifl'i-r, i'V
I :h i \>
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■

Whi.-krrs. Will
change liirht orirrav
hair to a jet black,

adapted

>

■

Dye.
Hair

\

lieMe

TH0IViAS S

n

(^HANDLER

Kur

sm: I l

it721

ISAAC HILLS,
jSURGEON DENTIST.

judilislll

>

Whisker

rh

t

Commission

■

BEECHER'S

or

v

i

■

Hair'

LOMBARD.

P.

I

r-i
petition for an allowance out * t the p
of said 'let■ea.-ed.
< >rdered,
P
Th it tin said
to all per-ous interested by e.au-iug a e,.j
order to be
d three week- -u
t.i:
in the Repttbiieaii .Journal, p *-i 111 i at id :!
"id
they may appear a! a Probate t *>urt. t
»
"lib
at Belfa-t, within and for -ant
tin
ond Tuesday *»I -January in.'xt, at tm
'dr
before noon, and show cause, if ;,n;. tin- u..\<
tin- same should not be granted.
.1 A M It 1>. E YM>oN. Jmi_.
A true copy. AttestA. A. E'l.l. I« 111;l:. R* gi -:* s

lyreowlO

■ 11E CARRIAGE >H«‘P ON BE A VER STREET
rear of American House, Belfast, known as
1
the Tut: APWI.I.I. ( a mil .\(i k shop,” is now vacant
be let fora term of years. The above is a
will
ami
well e.-tablished business place, is very convenient,
and is the most centrally located shop in the city.
By rca-ou of it-convenience and locality this shop

Law.

at

over

x>'m isr *j? i m1t4

\m

wiij.i

At a Probate < ourt ueht at Belfa-t. within
the County of Wald*,, on the -e*-'»nd 1 r*
December, A. I>. IS82.

MESS

:.r

inifl*

\V. i. < oll>urn*> store, t it) Block
Belfast,
Maine.
All I'U-ine-- left with n:e W'lil reeeiv e ;
•: a
f
attention.
r.iv:i»:

I
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Mary

J“. Oran -.' Heart A/ -.*.> n.,
y. 12. Ingau-S. S> 4-‘ Agent in America, C'on<-or«l, N. II.
C VSold by all Leading Druggists.-^! (

Let-Carriage Shop.
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iutmingii \m.
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Dee, ubri'i A. D. 1 '>-•
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SOFTENING of th, Heart, very
PALPITATION.
ANGINA PECTORIS, or Mcvr
-ia of tho
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Heart. /><■• Hr.u-r
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CSTA Stm’.tlim; Fact! He
aggres' uality
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p
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der to be published three we*-!;- -u-TC" .'*
Republican Journal printed at lidf t.i t ?
ii• i* 1 at I»*
<-:.
appear at a Ih’obate « <mrf, b*
1 a
.«
within ami for -aid (‘ounty, **n t nr -■•*•*.:
of .January next, at ten <>l tin- 11 "'k bt b re
and -how cause, if any tJiey have, v by
should n*>t be grante*!.
.1 YMIt D. 1. \M-o\ J
\
Y. E
A true < »p:
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Inflammation ofthe
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ofthe

1

heart case.
WATER in the heart case.
!..■■■
Dropsy). I'm Dr. (,'nir-C j;

and

BELFAST,

a Probate (Curt held at Belfast, witlrn anthe County of Waldo, on the
<>n< 1 'l’ue-da\
December, A. D. In-2.
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earlv and favorable consideration at tin1 Patent office.”
FDMCNI) BCPIvi:,
Late Commissioner of Patents.

ISSi.—4:>if
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1

purposes therein named.
< hdered. That thesai*l Admini-t ramr gi\ «• n
«•••
to all persons interested by <*au-ing
j»
this order to be published three weeks ."ii**<*e--r
in the Republican .Journal printed, at Bella a.
they may ap]>ear at a Probate Court, t * In lu id .a
•■•aa
Belfast, within and for said Counts, n urn
Tues«iay of .January next, at ten of ti 'dork >>,
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, v,
the same should not lie granted.
JAM It D. I. \.M"< »N. -I nigA true copy. Attest —A. A. Eu: ritKiclCu ter.
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GOLD LETTERS

i- well

(VFTER TAKING.
a

im* nark. imuiuc—

the County of Waldo,
December A. D. 1882.

‘*1 regard Mr. Kddy as oneof the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had of

or more

a

-HIM.

TIME-TABLE.

1 11 >

L.is>i

PROBATE NOTICES

facilities for obtaining /‘(dents or ascertaining the
patent ability of -inventions
U. II. KI>DY, Solifitor of Patents.

-in-

To

I'nivcrsiil

Old Age, and many other l>i-.
or

I

(

Maine Central R. R.

Secures

INSCRIPTIONS

Bibles.

in

i ss^. it

no

Weakness,
11 nTiifa,

On account of counterfeits \\a-li.av e a-i
e
Yellow Wrapper; the only genuine,
of cure issued.
At#“Sold in Belfast, by 1C II. Mooin

H. H. EDDY,

AT

Bay yiew Stock

ure

Min

:m,

trip-

id

£*?T'ull particulars in our pamphlet, •■■■.»
desire to send free by mail to
Specific Medicine i- sold by all druggist- a 8 pi
or six packages for $*>, or w ill It -ent fn
package,
bv mail on the receipt of money, bv addr* --it g
THE t<KAl MEDICINE HE, Buffalo, N. V.

PATENTS.

COTSWOLD BUCKS
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beforetakinq.
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Street,
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untiHn:
iimoud will not
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Disease.- that follow as a
|uiMK’e
ot Self- linse ; as'

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

PEBLIC:

SALE

»N\ H< TK »Ns

1

Doin«. I- \st.- At Uo« ki. i.*l i':idi trip u m, I;,
Ion A Paiiyir >l«Miimr* for li* ita-t.
Puek.-p. ', I:
(•'"rami llivir Landing. al-o w ith -tranmi II.o.
M'-rri-on f**r P'm hill, Sum a; ! !•; N\\
in.
\
Par llarhor with -Irani* r- for Hancock, I o
and Millivan.
< O.IV. Wl- i.
\ ; i;
a
IV
k aind u
...
:il.
Hai.v-m *v>.
-t« amer.-, and !•*,•<•*•;* c pa-a
«
from Hanuor ami Kiv. r Landing- for in.rtlai :
<>K<>Kt,K
DAT
lira -nr*
and <«*• mr.a l irket Am t p.o
la ( I "H l N <,. (.moral Ma cap
< >rt.
Portland,
p>, i--_d In

narcotics.

can by sending to us for
samples,
their selections at home and order by mail,
thus receiving the same benefits as tho&e living in
the city.

ticial intercourse.”

\\ to
I1
»• t' I
•.
1'.. < 'll run i !t‘l
\
W ill’, til !'. I- !" r. I
", |. 11,
!•;
l
II |m
II,
\\. I- .I .) .... I
", ",
T. P». i:.■« 1. M. r. M.-iim II,
\V. W <
.M l-". "I|. :.l .-Ivor A' W i1 m. W
M *-c- l .i !"i- ,V < •.. \ a s. "i k
;

«lark brown or auburn color. It contains no sulphur or
lea'!, orother <lelet
eriousiiiiiiaalient. U ;
1 n ( ourt ot I'l
\1
ALDO SS.
requires but a sinlast, o:i the second Tim-dav "i D*
| gle application to
iir
efleet
Ydmini-trab r ntb«
1--2. PHI E»> HEIGIA
purpose,
:
-an I
of sa ICY 11 d. REED, late ot Be.fa-t :
f Washing i- ivqiiir
ed after «lyt injr, cs
leeeased, having pre-enled hi- first am* tin
) in the case <>! other count of administration of said r-tate b-r ali«*vv; n
•
k< irdered, That notice theri'"t be giv en
.,iv vv
lyes. It i- not two
separate articles -ueec.-sivelv in the Republican .Journal, print* ! it
ii.tr:-:
all
11
a> are most hair
that
in-aid
Belfa-t,
pi
County,
l\ t*s
hut a
in.tr.•• Hi ay attend a Probate ( -urt t*» be held at B* ! 1 a-: ei
com!>mat ion ; ami experienced wholesale 11niyyist- | the'secoml Tuesday of Januarv next, ami -b ov
>1111; -In-uid
who have handle 1 all the various lives, pronounce
cau-e, if any they have, \vh\ -aid a*
it the best simrle preparation for rhanirin:: the color
JAMES D. EAMs*()\, -Cnlgr
not be allowed.
Fu:r<
of the hair which has been brought to their notice.
A.
Atte-t
-A.
A true copy.
in:n,R« gi-ter.
Price, 50 cents. Satisfaction iruaranteed in every
case, or tin* monev refunded.
Prepared onlv b\
r Al l)!) S>--In Court of Probate, held at I'Sold by all
OH. b. W. THOMPSON, Koekland. M*
fast, on the second Tucsdav "t !><•*•< m
T?
dealers.
iss_', FI>\\ IN (.KFF1A Administrator .ui P
Psed extensively by ladies, many buyinir as hiirh
tat" of LIZZIE IP L<>< K E, late of >vv i.
1 yeow hi
as a dozen bottles at a time.
t said County, deceased,having presented ace.uni <-t
administration of -aid estate for allow aim*
Ordered, That notice thereof he givn, thr*
week- successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that ail per-interested may attend at a Probate < "int, !•* 1m
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Janiiar;.
next, and show cause, if an> the} have, wi > the
said account should not he all* wed.
,J AMES I). LAMM *N .fu
A. A. Fi.kk it n, K*-i-i. <
A true copy. Attest
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REFUNDING LGAN

W

-OF THE-

ho
A nut Han-

D
O
DOLLS
L
S

Bargains

Fancy Feathers, Colored Tips,
Colored & Black Plumes, Plushes,
Colored Velvets and Hats,

1

1

Drunkenness,

whereby they

TKSTIMt IMA

i<>

get sunthin from ATM ODD and
send yer friends for Christmas. Can get sunlhln'
suitable,
llloated llondhulders ran deeemlnate
things to all their wife’s relations. Cillt Edge Robbers ran squander their stamps and make some
one happy.
Monopolies ran use a dividend. You
old city Rleh Men ran send your poor relation a
tirub Hoe, to make life easy. Do sunthin* to pay
tor yer last summer visit to the farm. Yer must
reap w at yer sew, and no going behind the returns.
V. II. YYrlle ATWOOD, at W Interport, lie of the
Meddrr king.
2wSl
1. S.

A

make

SOUTHDOWN

-peak-

had

thankful for.
nah
ATWODD's
sed,
RITTER
WORKERS,
I’nele -loin,
and sieli.”
sed, “ATWOOD'S A X E>
—them air cut like a razor.” Rhehe Ann, she that
was I'nele Ehene/.er’soldest darter,sed,‘‘Them newfangled WIRE REDS."
Aunt Sara sed her hoy,
Oeorire Washington liutlar said. “That Rt RISER
COATED SCYTHE.” My
woman soil them's what
the Dinner had thanks
given fur.

CAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheat aro its most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up the system.
Tbo Blood, Brain and Nerves arc the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickness it is wise to
Bl ILD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Bitters are prepared, not by fermentation but by solution and are richest in the
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated. These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a tonic and bitter. It is at once healthful, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are sold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by druergists, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., MTrs. N. Y.

was

we

■

paid for a case they will not
for anything in
;ru or Injurious

I> I. C. Is

Semple and lail-Orfler Dept,

3i.i4«

m

or

anMH Send

COLLINS,

ILoing transitrred my insurance business to
•JAMES PATTEE, fur live years past Register of
Deed- for ilii- County, 1 cordially recommend him
1" my former patrons and to the public as an efficient and reliable man, in every respect worthy of
MILEs >. STAPLES.
their conlidcncc.
Belfast, Nov. 1, 1882.—8m4t»*

Ameiican & Swiss Watches!!
Walnut, Ebony and Nickel locks,

rin* -trainer < ITT
T IIit 11
MON D, * v
Dknmsmn
niake two trip* pel o
r m
i
mad Wharf. Portland. Timsi-w
"l IT:
a
evenimr at ll.l.‘» o’clock, or on arrival
t
\pis-t rain from Pm-ton, for Koekland, ( astine, I »* * r I *i>
and Sedgwick, d-taire from sed-u i*-k !•> P.iu. hiu
arrival of each steamer, Southwest and i*.
li.
hor-, Millhrid^r. .Imie-port and M.arhia-p<-u.
Krtumiim will i- :r
Marhi.i-port *-\. r\ M*.
and Till Iayav morninir* at I ;;u *.’..-k, M *,i
Desert at about I tutu < clock, arriv in^ n i *
the -aine evening, eonneelinir with Puiiinnti n.,
and early morning train- f m P»o-t**r..

found in the in.
Afd'yonr druppist fur Ih'O Differs and f~v
them before you sleep. Take no oilier.

I^<>U

ARRANGEMENT

IL

.»

SIOOO IN COLD.

JAMES PATTEE.

—

Ear Ladles and l.cntlftncn, both key and stem
winding. Prices in gold cases, from $211 ("
Will
In silver cases a. low as $S.00.
send to anyaddpesson receipt of $0.00. a sictn
winding, solid nickel natch, good time keeper.

FALL

Irnp«>teiK‘\,an«lal'

MAINE,

$100.

Desert anti
Machias Steamboat Co.

Drink.)

a

TUB 1VRRST ANI» I»RSTMFiWf’A T.Qf
T1KS OK ALL OTllkU Dill lilts.

Will he

AN INC purchased the in.-urance business of
M1LE> s. STAPLES. 1 -hall hereafter carry
mi Fire, Marine and Life Insurance business at
tin* oilier ii Han ford Pluck, heretofore occupied
by Mr. Maple-. Representing some of the most reliable ii'Mirance Companies d"ing business in the
>latc. 1 :'crl confident that it will be for the interest
of all desiring to effect insurance to give me a call.

im-

Emery & Son,

Portland, Bangor,

\ ousuess. Mnepies'orespecially
T eilialc ColUpiaiillS.

:

H

lime a line .elected stuck of

lyrT

\1>

THEY

Insurance.

FOR

C. HERVEY

.■

nors, mem;, mandraki
A

-AND-

.1,

mostly brought direct from

are

«(:

DANDELION,

worthy

classes

!>,

I

(A Medicine, not

1 yrt

FIRE, MARINE
Life

loywarded

A.

CONTAINS

All Kinds of Fish (or Pedlers' Outfits.
tf/j All orders by mail tilled with dc-patch, and
satisfaction guaranteed.
Prices quoted by tele
graph whe desired. Address all orders to

W.

5.

BITTERS?!

HOP

A CO., lf.3 William Pt.. New Yok. 50c. and
sizes, at all dealers in medicines.
GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

stock of

FRANK

Y.. U.

N.

SOLI) IN BELFAST BY K. II. MOODY.

a large experience in this branch of
business, I shall make a SPECIALTY this sea-

•

will have a better tonic
■effect upon any one who
needs “bracing up," than
any medicine made.

BUFFALO.

troubled with any

dollar

one

j

rOSTI lJ, JIILBlIL'i A CO., Prop’rs,
_

11, 1882

Dec.

strain- !• P! .\< >P.St OT,
j >teamcr K \TA IIDIN,
( apt. W. K. Hoi\,
Capt. Oi is Inc.kamam
Will make tim e trips per w
leaving Ik li t
MoNI) a. y S. \Y I I»M -|> v VS. all-1 ri;ll)A VS af J
M
I
W.I--« incoln W liar:.
Monday
\V
N l> > A A
HU* I 1- l.lllAA > at '* o’* lock !•
\\
l ot; 1'ma \m»
Pa-*en,pt- am! freight w Ui I*»•
t
Portland l>v oma <1 in^ :■ f IP.*!, am!
will, -l.-anmi Leui-foi:.
Pa -cii.u*
|.
P'st Month,y, arrive in portlanl the -am nmnt
Ticket- ->•»!«! on each stmmmr ft-!- Putlam:. I. ,\
ell, N«-a T *.rk, ;.n*l ha.^aue cheeked Ihivum
I). I. \\L, Aim.
l;. ia
•I A- I.ITT111- ill.I),
M
sup* l .-| *
Pt lfa.-L, l>*•(•. 7, |s*-j.—1 »

The best internal and cAicrnal r n\d :y ia
the w*Oi Id. live: y bottle ^narantetd.
Price, 50 cents and $!.< 0

Having had
the

this section of the state.

ED. W. KNOW! 1 ON.

Iron Bitters

Surveyor
JACKSON,

are

Commencing Monday,

Ail Dlsrasosof theSlomach, Dowels, Dh>u,i,
l.ivcr. Kidneys,ami Urinary Orpuns. v

X o Fish. Pedlers

—

Eye

BUCKSPORT,

M. S.

if you

Bruises,f

Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs,"'Colds,;
Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns,5
Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and
Headache, and all pains and aches.

Importer of St. John Yarmouth Bloaters.

porters and manufacturers, we think we can oflVr
better bargains than can be found elsewlie v. Tartie- looking for rich presents f«*r holiday and wedding-, we would invite to call and examine our
>w‘)0
goods.

WalkIlaltim'-re, Per. iS8r.
F->r mx- years 1 have been a great
sufferer fr-m Bin-.-d Disease, Dysjep.'i.i .">!■. ?i-:ipation.andbecame
so dmuntat _-d Bat I
>uld not retain
any'lung e:i :..y stomach, in fact,
life l.ad ;•
t become a burden,
f'in.tby, wB a hope had almost left
me, ay husband seci'g Bk an’s
Ikon Bittiks advert is -d in the
1
paper, i: luce met >g:v* it a trial.
1 am n- w tubing ti.e tBi: 1 i -tile
and have l.
1- It so well iu six
years us I d at ’.Be present time.
Mrs. L. F. (ip.ii iN.

Great

or

Lumbago;!

Rheumatism,

Cures

Lame Back, Sprains and

HISCOX

My facilities for handling (.lain and Lobsters are
unsurpassed in the State. My lobsters are kept
alive in floating ears, and boiled to order, thus assuring customers of the freshest stock put upon
tin* market. Clams by the barrel, bushel or gallon,
always on band at LOWEST M ARKET PRICES.

in tin* line of

and

Spectacles

Will infuse with new life
the weak st invalid.

tention.

Clams

Coin Silver & Plated Ware.

off all chills, fevers,
and other malarial poison.

Brown's

BETWEEN BANGOR & BOSTON
Tourliin# at Hampden, Winterpoit, Buek.sporl,
Searsport, Belfast, Camden and BoeklanA.

Cologne.

disorder of the lungs, stomach, bowels, blood or nerves
you can be cured by Parker’s Ginger 1 -nil
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginger Tonic at once ; it will invigorate and build
you up from the first dose hut will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives it
may save yours.

quality of each grade, and guaranweight in packages.

RAROr.ST and nio-t ••omplrtr >h>< k of

Warches & Je welry

Keeps

Land

Urinary Complaints,

me are

the be. t,

PHENIX ROW, BELFAST, ME.

and
lease of life.

Overconv -s weakness, wak
fulness, and lack ofenerg)

Belfast, Dec.

pack

1

tee full

Ciias. Coombs

NOW OPENING AT

nerves,enriches the bloo.l

Magnificent Present.

of

LEGALLY INSPECTED.

Gold &. Silver Goods

Strengthens the muscles an.

The long narcissus blades appear:
Tin cotie-heakcd hyacinth returns
To light her Iduc-flamed chandelier,
it. A\
Holmes.

Florcston

I.elfast. Nov. 1, lss_».

exhausted nursing mother to full strength
and gives abundant sustenance for her child.

things must change,
something new or something strange.
Nothing that is can pause or stay. [Idem.
Tin- gulden chaliecd crocus burns;

bought

All ti.-li

nervous

and low

Doston & Bangor Steamship Ce.

grey

so

II. Coombs.

general debility,
a new

tomers.

success.

goods

All
To

A

R.

Will insure a hearty appetite
and increased digestion.

[Idem.
S”

perfect

70

That Brown’s Iron Bitters
will cure the worst case
of dyspepsia.

< me w it. like a knuckle of ham in
soup, gives
zest and flavor to the dish, but more than one
serves
to
the nottage. [Smollet.

Say

with

Know

to

$1 sizes at
druggists._
50c and

A Pure Family Medicine that Never Intoxicates.
If you are a mechanic Qr farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run do wn by family or household duties try Parker’s Gingep. Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares do not
take intoxicating stimulants, but use Parker’s
Ginger Tonic.
Tf you have Dyspepsia. Rheumatism, Kidney or

call yo.ir special attention to the fact that
hand this season the largest and most

offered in this vicinity.
My lish were all
bought direct from the catchers, on which 1 am
able to offer a bargain in any quantity to suit cus-

GEO

large experience for a number of
years, we feel confident that our way of doinghusi
ness and prices will suit customers*.
Will also :ittend to the whole management of FUN ERA I.S,
when desired, FREE of charge.
11
CALL ON US AT

a

only
spoil
Though there's folk- nowadays know what
happened afore they wore born better nor they

MR.

Having had

gives

on

BELFAST, MAINE.

Sort* Throat. Kwrllin^N. Sprains. ItruiucB,
■tarns. Scalds. Frost Elites.
AND ALL (lim it HOD! I V PAINS AND AMIES.
tv where.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers
Fifty Cvuis a bottle.
Directions iu 11 Languages.
T11K <1* \KI.F.s A. YOUK1 F.K <<>.
(Soooeasors t-> A. CULLER A: CO.)
Baltimore, JId., U. S. A.

Cures

have

re-

CASKETS AND ROBES
of all kinds constantly on hand.

wearisome

distinctly
[Garfield.

vss

Curtain Roods of all kinds at bargains.
any information in
TRY US.

of

too strict a regimen
malady. [Rochefoucauld.
\o greater grief than to remember days
(if joy when misery is at hand.
[Dante.

eikst-CI.

Lambrequin Patterns and
gard t > drapery work free.

Preserving tic health by
a

a

COKNICES & POLES OF ALL KINDS.

Divine Providence made the country, but
human art the town.
[Yarro.
is

fact everything ever kept in
furniture store.

in

IPHOLSTERY* DRAPERY AMD CIRTAIN WORK
Done in the very best manner, at low prices.

proud.

degree

I wish to
I

Freight Depot.

ever

combina-

a

youthful color

hair.

GINGERTONIC

Lobsters,

Lewis Wharf, opposite M.

up.

eca.

All power of

Copy.

FIFTIETH VOLUME, 1883.

Ac.,

[Michael Angelo.

“We Mean What We

2 Cts. per

Parlor and Chamber Sets of all kinds,
Extension and Centre Tables, Fancy
Chairs of every kind, Sofas. Lounges,

all for conscience. [Sen-

Death and love are the two wings
Which b ar man from earth to heaven.

-A N I)-

factories have formed

public, and keep prices

e»

Tile nation has a life of its own as
d> lined as the life of an individual.

ran

Clams &

Way.

Hut with prayers that shall fall not, nor falter.
With toil that still waits upon prayers.
With faith which though child-like can conquer
Leagued cohorts of "giant Despairs,’’
We shall battle the wine-nurtured demon,
And change her brute-serfs into men,
Till the earth that now groans in her courses.
May win her youth's gladness again !

Gems

I

the

PARKER’S

DO YOU KNOW

So. coinc from your streams of the northland.
Flashed down into cataract lights,
From the sheen of your mountains
majestic.
(Imwn softer through multiplied heights;
('ouic southward, serene as the morning.
Emerged from night's mystical cope;
brave heralds of love, as of warning,
bright angels of rescue and hope!
Cope's Hill. Ha.

Fresli, Siolted, Dry & Pictled

Columns.

That you can buy FURNITURE at No. 70 Main St.,
CHEAPER than any where else, because we
have just received a NEW SUPPLY OF

Well apparell'd April on the heel
< if
limping Winter treads. [Shakespeare.

much value fur jour money as jou
gel ai anj retail store in the state of Maine.

Thirty-Six

The Boston Journal is reduced in price
irom .*«> to s(i per annum.
Single copies
two cents.
No change in si/.e, quality or
How She Saved Her Darling.
general features, which have made it the
“I shall not feel so nervous again about baby’s
teething,” writes a grateful mother. “We almost j popular Family Newspaper of New Knglost our darling from cholera infantum, hut hap j land.
pily heard of Parker’s (linger Tonic in time. A |
IIF Buy it of your local news agent, or
few spoonfuls soon cured baby, and an occasional :
at the
pose keeps us in good health.’’ [ Brooklyn Mother. remit for any portion of a year
rate of Sfi {ter annum—postage paid.

All the starch
tion to gloss the

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK,

A new amt exceedingly fragrant nml lasting perfume.
Trice 25 and 75c.

2\y51

A millenium that comes before its time would
be a very profitless and stupid affair, [(iartield.

as

Safest

iiatr

Never Tails lo Restore

best way to force

—

are

Can give jou

the

iLconomical

Dressing.

you want health and strength of
mind and muscle, use Brown’s Iron Bitters.

perior cleanliness.

All. Christ! the fair homes she has Masted!
The young loves made arctic in spring;
The eagle ambitious dragged earthward,
All palsied in purpose, as wing!
Ah. Christ! her malign desolations!
Her doom to the midnight and mire
Tiie stern, savage sweep of her scourges,
Tb" hiss of her serpents of tire!

The I’est, ('leanest and
most

if

The safest and surest way to restore the youthful
color of the hair i> furni'died by 1’ark r’s Hair
Balsam, w hicli is deservedly popular from its su-

Tet us join bauds and hearts !—for that Circe.
Whilst eliarm of unsanetilied spells
The strength. Iieauty, virtue of ages,
Flath lured to tierce, fathomless hells,
Cnquelled and unqueiiclied in her passion.
still merciless, maddens and mars,
Till the sunshine i> sad where she passes.
And her shadow throws gloom on the stars!

iiis understanding no one should be
[Elder Edda.

Particular sperlBratlon of the nterehandlse we offer would require more
space and expense than we can afford. We would
only say that the price and quality of our goods

Remember,

•

>■

(it

To be found in this city.

I

PARKER’S HAIR BALSAM.

INSPECTOR AND DEALER IN

|

“How can I expand my chest?” asked a stingy
fellow of a physician. “By carrying a larger heart
in it,” was the reply.

We Iru.-t that during the general cutting down of
duties Congress will not attempt to abolish the
duties to constituents.

At tlie touch

FRANK W. COLLINS,

$6.00.

I

How’s the Baby.
“How’s the baby ?” “His croup is better this morn- j
thank
We gave him some of Thomas' I
ing,
you.
Eclkctuk’ Oil. as you advised, doctor, and shall
give him some more in an hour or m>.” Next day
the doctor pronounced the youngster cured. For
sale by R. II. Moody, Belfast.

—

Which added to our stork Hill make the LARGEST
presentation of SENSIBLE PRESENTS for

Christmas & New Years

A Lady’s Wish.
wish my skin was as clear and soft as
yours,” said a lady to her friend. “You can easily
make it so,” said the friend. “How,” inquired the
first lady. “By using Hop Bitters, that makes pure,
rich blood and blooming health. It did it for me, as
you observe.” Read of it.

“Oh, how

BY PAUL II. 1IAYNE.

CITY OF

BELFAST.

.*.

of ref.fast city bonds an*
requested t" present them to the City Treasurer or to either of the Banks in Belfast for payment or exchange for secured 4 per cent, bonds.
Al’Ol s'H s PERRY, Citv Treas.

Holders

Belfast, duly in, 1882.—31 tf

OFF MY TRACK.
SHOES FOR SALE.
Best quality
SLED iron et per lb at Belfast
\V.
Foundry
mon

or

s

Oregon

&

Washington Territory.

giving a < umplete ile.scription of their
Cities and Towns, Lands, Railroads, Forests and
of their Manufacturing, Mercantile, MinRivering, Fruit and stock Raising interests. Cost of
Ruling prices of
coming and cost of living here.
lands and lots, live stock and articles of daily use.
The appendix and map are well worth the price.
Sent post-paid to any address for $1.00. Address
HOWARD A CO., Portland, Oregon.
lmdQ*
Book

A

Belfast National Bank.
rpHE ANNUAL MEETING of the stockholders
Of the BELFAST N ATIONAL BANK for the
choice of Directors and the transaction of any other
business that may come legally before them, will
at 10o’clock
be held at their Bank Room Jan. 0,
a. m.
A. II. BRADBURY, Cashier.
Belfast, Dec. G, 1882.—4w50

1

American Hotel.
Having been unexpectedly called upon
to take charge of the above* hotel, l hope

^

with the assistance of MR. EDWARDS, the
former clerk, to maintain the good reputation heretofore formed bv the late land-

I

Notice—Goal
<

i 1

Ashes,

&c.

hereby given that the City Ordinance
expressly prohibits the throwing of ashes or
>TI( E is

any other rubbish or nuisance in or upon the streets
within 200 r<*ds of the corner of tin* corners formed
by tin1 intersection of Main and High streets, under
a penalty of not less than one dollar nor more than
ten dollars.
PER ORDER.
Belfast, Dec. 11, 1882.—4w">l

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and Radical
of Seniinal Weakness, or 'Spermatorrlnea, induced by Self-A bust?. Involuntary Kmi-.-ions, Impotence, Ne;rvous Debility, and Impediment- t*»
Marriage generally ; ('on.-mnption, Kpilepsy. and
Kits, Mental and I'bvsical Incapacitv, A;c.— Rv
RORKRT -I d CL\ KliWKLL. M. !>.. author of the
“Green Rook,” &c.
The world renowned

!l,MrU:X!(IN,

1IISHSLS,

,r

f.,T" *
r-ATCHES.

TAN. BLACK-WORMS
t
Itupn
CHAPPED HANDS, ROUGH OR CHAFED SK H

:

■

■

T->

!»

PEARL S WHITE GLYCERINE SOAP

W

author, in this admirable

Lecture, clearly proves from hi- own experience
that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may In*
without dangerous surgical
operations, bougies instruments, rings or cordial-;
pointing out; a mode of cure at once certain and effectual, by v!hich every suiterer, no matter what his
condition may be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.

eflectually removed

ttir'lkis l ecture will prore a boon to thousands
thousands.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents or two postage stamps.
1 y 1;»
Address

I'ost-Ullico Dux, 450.

Cure Your Corns!
BY

j

USING

SC if E O TTE It /; E( fi \S

!

Kntirely harmless;

is not

a

It removes Corns, Warts,
without
a blemish.
Rrush for applying in each

leaving

caustic.
Runions

and Callous,

bottle.

IS arAIlASTEED.-m
Price 25- cents. For sale bj all Druggists.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
JUST A

who have

(fUIlE

u.-yd

it and

now

testify

t«> il- value.

Ask for Schlotterheck’s Corn and Wart Solvent
Ivrio
and take not other.

“Blood Will Tell !”
LF,
bejkcpton the premises of the subscriber,
WI
Broods, for service this season, Jersey bull
33(5 Me.
BEPPO

State Jersey herd book.)
(N<{.
Bred bylieot Blanchard & Bro., Climb. Ctr., BroadFarm.; Sire, "Coromis,” •lam, “Bessie Fuller.” Sire a lid dam are from the best milk and butmoor

ter strains

<jf

Beppo has very yellow skin
line milk
and tfood
very superior bull. Terms, $1. Cows

blood.

and ear, remarkable
escutcheon. i\

points',

IN

ATiAHTIC TEA CO,
Fitchburg, Mass,

3m4l
i

k;
\" Ml I.VINA 1 >I( 1\ I N
;
-<
nor m*
tin ( ounty ol NN 11<l•
'A
1 i. 11*■ l .July
di
d, l-.-n. and recorded :•
N
t
him
-J*J!.
Mp paye
I’nmryo!
Keyi-try.
il l
tin parcel >>f land -ilu.de in
moriyaye a
>!o« kion. and de.-erib. d as *o|low-. vi/
lleiny
new
.1-1 -ide ot Id.
lot numbered -t’.en Oil the
; a -lake in t.n
1.
n-a i so.1 tiled, ami ipyinniny
'ami
hv «d -ai l road at the -milliwe-l corner
formerly occupied by Alfred Hern thence aith.
1 <
in tin* en!*d’
road sevet ty-nine rod- b> a
-take at the not; tnve-t corner of !•>( nmnbcn ; -i \,
formerly 'live, .-d to ■sehra < r»okcr. thema
-aid latel one hundred and -i\!y-two rod- t lam!
formerh eonvcYcd to .1 Park-, thence i.oith, !■>
a
-aid land -event v nine
1-. to land former!;.
pied by V If'red Korn'tltenee west, by -aid road to
plaee ot bey i 1111 i ny, containing seventy-nine a< n
and one hundred and lifty eiyht .-<juare ton-, nn tv
An 1 whereas the condition in -aid newt
or le.--.
yaye has been broken, now therefore by re.- n
">ure of -aid mmi-aye,
thereot 1 elaim a for*
Jiyrecablv t» I lie .-t.atute in such ea-e made and pro
NN
M II. Mi M I L W.
vidod.
I*y NYm. Ii 1 m.i 1 1:. d- Attormw
Dated thi.- lata day o| PeeemU r, >"J. ,?\>'d

\\
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NERVOUS DEBILITY :
A Cure Guaranteed.

Notice.

flMIE undersigned, having been app *i11{» d by flu*
Hon. Judge of Probat-- tor the Coimn ot
1
Waldo, on the second Tin -day ot 1 torniln t in-tant, Commissioner- to receive and examine ei.iim
again.-t the estate ot NATHAN E. HALL, late :
Winterport. in -aid (bounty, deeea-ed. ropro-cnP-d
insolvent, hereby give notice that -i\ months I r. in
the date of said appointment are allowed t- Mitered i tors of said estate for bringing in ami pr>-\ ing
their claims, and that said CommN.-iom r- will In- in
session for the purpose of reeciviiu andexumi dug
said claims, at the office of L\ A. Kwh. E-q in dd
Winterport, on the 20th day of January next, and
on the i*th day of June next, at ten ••'■•|o« k in tInE. C. AKEY,
forenoon of each dav.
J. I>. K1NGSIUKA
I
1SS2.—Jwal
Dee.
t,
Winterport,

Di:.
A.i 1 \ 1

Ia

NNt-i's Ni-.kxp vni* IL.vIN
,'or Iiy.-teria, Di. /.un--

*

>peeitie

in:
<

vi

1-

-a

sionci, Nervous Headache, Menial Peprt
n, I.
d' Memory >p' riiiatoirlnea, Impolmey. hn..|ur
caused
l\
Premature
(Hd
Airi,
tary KmisMon-,
o\a r-exertion, .-1 if-a:* 1 -«•,« rover imiulyc:,.
which
!>•
x "ill
leads to misery, di> ay and death. One
cure recent ea-e-.
Kaeii box eontainsonemont.il’for the
a box. »r six b »x«
treatment. One dob.,
dollar-: -at by mail prepaid on receipt of price.

NN iill
to cure any ai-i
NN e yuaranhe -i\ In
each order received by u- t o- -ix b. xe-. aeoni!
!
we
ill
.-end
the
hawith
five
liar.-,
pine
panied
t
return the money it the
our written yaiar.inlet
treatment does not etl'ert a cure, tdiarantee- m-uro
ouh when clie Irealinent i- ordered direct from u-.
Sold by U. II. Mould
lyeow 11
>

Commissioners’ Notice.
undersigned having been appointed b\
| A11E
1. Hon. Judge of Probate for the count}

ihe
>f
Waldo, on the second Tuesday «>t November, A. 1 >
th
ami
examine
1SS2, commissioners to receive
claims of creditors against the estah- -d STEI’II I N
S. LEWIS, late of Belfast, in said enmity, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice
that -i\ months from the date of said appointments
are allowed to said creditor- in which to pre-cut
and prove their claims, and that they will he in
r the
session at the following place and times
purpose of receiving the same, viz.; At the otic, e
of Geo. E. Johnson, in -aid Belfast, on the first
day of February, iss:», at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and at said office on the fourteenth day of
May, 1S83, at two o’clock in the afternoon.
Dated this 1*2th dav of December, A. D. lss-2.
GEO. E. JOHNSON,
L 1,1,115.!\v50
BOIIAN I*. FIELD, i
r

11

>
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THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO
41 Ann 8t., New York. N. V.

Ho\lce of Foreclosure.
\\^

of Prohate, held .d B« l
r.
Tucsdav of h-• a.:
F\c< i.t,.r on dm
1SS_», OKOMANDFL .Ml I’KA’i
estate ot OS WELL ATKINSON, lat( ot Montviilc,
in said County, deceased, having presented hi- !ir-t
and final account of administration of -aid e-tat"
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice tliercof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Kepuhliean Journal,
printed in Belfast’in said County, that all person*
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to U
held at Belfast, on the second Tucsdav *<t .Ftniiarv
next, and show cause, if any they have, whv the
-aid account should not he allow* d.
JAMES I). L \MM>\. Ju*
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Flktciikis, Kegi-ter.

Court
\\T ALDOonss.the1IIsecond
\\ fast,

and

JUNK, PAPER STOCK, IRON & METALS
Swan & Sibleys Bros.’ Wharf,
Belfast, Me.
49*11 ighest cash price paid for old rags, junk
37
&c.
metals, bones,

;i

FRECKLES.

Ln I.'1:

1U ALIM) >>. —In Court of Pro -at. held at B.i
nofast, oil the second I'ue.-dav «*f In
lss-2, NATHAN P. BEAN, \dministrator *-n tl.
estate of ANDKBW d. FKOIH H K, late of Belmont,
in said County, decease 1, having presented account
of administration of said estate tor allowance.
< )rdercd. That notice thereof he given three week
successively in the Kepuhliean Journal, printed in
Belfast, in said County, that all per-.>ns interc-i*d
if Belmay attend at a Prol.ate i ..urt, to he liel
.d
fast, on the second Tuesday of Januarv m \t,
show cause, if any they have, why -aid account
should not l>e allowed.
JAMES D. LAM>ON. Jude'.
A. A. Fi.ktchkic Kegi-ter.
A true copy. Attest:

cun*

THOMBS & OSBORNE
ANI) DEALERS

Tm:

Is the Loss of

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.

ati.l
l

|

Commissioners’

Tin* dwelling house on Miller
street owned by Mrs. GEORGE
COX.
The house is well titted,
pleasantly located, and nearly new. Will he sold
at a bargain.
PHILO HERSEY.
Inquire of
Belfast, Oct. 2«», 1882.—43tf

REMOVES

A GREAT CAUSE OF HUMAN MISERY

lonl, MR. WILL R. HOLMES, who has taken up his
residence in Rockland.
H. N. LANCASTER,
lyi*l 4
American Hotel, Belfast, Me.

Tin* two story house and oneh;uf acre of land on Church and
Court streets, known as the “Samel Haynes’ Peace.”
Inquire
of
MRS WARREN HUNT
on the premises, or of
48
N. F. HOUSTON.

s

( I RI S /ILL KIM’S OF SKtt

\I

com-

Iv. Mori-on A <
hardware store. Also bolts and
all kinds of iron at lowest cash prices.
BOLTS <*111 to order by my new Bolt Threading
machine for les- than halt' the cost of hand work.
sLED >H< >ES made from the celebrated White
Iron tor.') cents peril).
C. J. HALL.
Belfast, Dee. 1M. lss_>.—:Uv.'>0

Urs^ItjJL ill Rilli
BEAUT Hi!

FREF
STOPPED
M,n
■’

Insane Persons Restored.
7>F. KLINE SGREAT
L_
Nerve Restorer
/■ r at Brain & N era k Diseases.
only s-.
cure fur Ft'x, Fjuhijsj mtii AV/w J/'-t
yx.
In’Pallihi.e if taken ns directed. A'■> / •'>' '/ter
fi'Strftty'x me-. Tied! is-* and S2 trial l»»tt'*.‘t're 'to
Kit patients, thev payinsfexpressure. Semi rame.
,.

■>

P. (_>. and express address to I
1-Arch St.Philadelphia, Pa. A- .7

&.

K 1,1 X K,

I

-tcipula ncwists.

i>\\

I lKtlKKN

I

ami

I

UBUKV

MKN.S

CAN MAKERS
p.irtuul.trs.

During

tile

1 oil
t'.

J.

aid W n:t
l-.-r
address.
Mei'urdy A Co.. Philadelphia. l*u.
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